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Abstract
In biological and palaeontological research and related disciplines, analytic methodologies predominate, although synthetic approaches such as sophisticated computer simulations are getting
increasing attention. In the field of biomimetics, studying natural organisms and engineering
techniques have been combined in a productive and insightful way. While the focus often lies
on drawing inspiration from nature to develop creative technical solutions, there is also the other
direction, the use of engineering techniques to study natural phenomena.
In this thesis, an experimental setup is described to investigate the burrowing behaviour of
bivalves. Applying a synthetic approach, artificial bivalve shells were manufactured using a 3D
printer and tested in an underwater sandy environment. The character of the research was exploratory and experimental, investigating different aspects of the burrowing process and testing
existing hypotheses about the function of shell features.
The experiments showed that the influence of the sediment dynamics is underestimated in
the literature. On the other hand, the influence of the surface sculpture was smaller than anticipated based on various studies describing their function in the burrowing process. Size and
pulling force played a major role, however the increase in burrowing performance by larger forces
(muscles) was quite balanced with the decrease in burrowing performance due to bigger shells.
The influence of water expulsion was found to be sensitive to different situations and was not as
clearly increasing burrowing performance as expected.
A main idea of the project was to suggest a synthetic approach not only to emulate the burrowing process but also the morphological evolution of bivalves. The setup may thus serve as an
integrated tool to perform systematic studies of bivalve functional shell morphology and how it
may have been shaped by evolutionary pressure. This is a novel approach in the field of palaeontology. We performed the first ever experiment evolving physical bivalve shell shapes.
The major drawback of the built setup was the lack of a satisfying method to control the sediment state before burrowing experiments. Technical improvements and a simple linear correction
of the data alleviated this issue. Although the repeatability of the experiments was restricted due
to the sediment fluctuations, significant results could be achieved.
Despite the limitations of this first setup, we believe that the presented approach has a large
potential for biomimetic and palaeontological research. In particular, we see the following main
advantages: (1) using artificially generated and 3D printed shapes, not only shell morphologies
existing in nature but any conceivable morphology can be studied, (2) using a technical setup as
opposed to observing real bivalves, the influence of single parameters can be systematically tested
and the results can be quantified using different sensors, (3) the functional morphology of fossil
species can be tested in action, adding an new method to palaeontological research, (4) applying artificial evolution may be a powerful tool to develop optimal burrowing morphologies and
motion patterns and to study how evolutionary constraints shaped the functional morphology.
Many ideas developed or applied in this project are of general value for interdisciplinary research and especially for the application of a synthetic methodology in the field of palaeontology.
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As technologies – such as 3D printers – and computational models improve, integrated systems as
the one described in this thesis will open up new possibilities for testing functional morphologies,
exploring morphospaces and simulating the morphological evolution of organisms.

Zusammenfassung
In Biologie, Paläontologie und verwandten Disziplinen werden für die Forschung vorwiegend
analytische Methoden verwendet, auch wenn synthetische Ansätze wie komplexe Computersimulationen immer häufiger Anwendung finden. In der Bionik führt die Kombination von Technik
und Biologie sowohl zu neuen biologischen Erkenntnissen als auch zu neuen technischen Anwendungen. Oft liegt der Schwerpunkt auf der Entwicklung neuartiger technischer Lösungen nach
dem Vorbild der Natur, aber es ist auch sinnvoll, die andere Richtung zu betrachten, nämlich den
Gebrauch von technischen Methoden, um natürliche Phänomene besser zu verstehen.
In dieser Doktorarbeit wird eine Experimentanordnung beschrieben, die verwendet wurde,
um das Grabeverhalten von Muscheln zu untersuchen. Es wurde ein synthetischer Ansatz angewendet indem künstliche Muschelschalen mit einem 3D-Drucker hergestellt und in einem mit
Sand und Wasser gefüllten Aquarium getestet wurden. Der Charakter dieser Arbeit war experimentell und darauf ausgerichtet, verschiedene Aspekte des Grabeprozesses zu untersuchen und
bestehende Erkenntnisse über den genauen Grabevorgang und die Funktionsmorphologie von
Muscheln zu testen.
Die Experimente zeigten auf, dass die dynamischen Vorgänge während des Grabens in der
Fachliteratur im Vergleich zu statischen Eigenschaften wie Sandkorngrösse unterschätzt werden.
Auf der anderen Seite war der Einfluss der Oberflächenstruktur der Schale kleiner als angenommen. Viele Studien legen einen positiven Einfluss der Oberflächenstruktur auf die Grabeeffizienz
nahe. Schalengrösse und Zugkraft hatten wie erwartet einen grossen Effekt. Wenn berücksichtigt
wird, dass grössere Muscheln auch grössere Muskeln haben und damit grössere Zugkräfte erzeugen können zeigt sich allerdings, dass sich diese Effekte praktisch die Waage halten. Der Einfluss
von zwischen den Schalenhälften hinausgepresstem Wasser war situationsabhängig und erhöhte
die Grabeeffizienz nicht so stark wie erwartet.
Eine Hauptidee des Projets bestand darin, den synthetischen Ansatz nicht nur auf das nachahmen des Grabeprozesses anzuwenden, sondern auch auf die Evolution der Schalenmorphologie.
Die Anlage kann als ganzheitliches System dienen, um systematisch die funktionelle Schalenmorphologie zu studieren, und wie evolutionärer Druck diese geformt haben könnte. Dies entspricht
einem neuartigen Ansatz in der Paläontologie. Mit der Anlage wurde das weltweit erste Experiment durchgeführt, das künstliche physische Muschelformen evolvierte.
Die grösste Beschränkung der Anlage lag darin, dass keine zufriedenstellende Methode gefunden wurde, um das Sediment vor jedem Experiment in einen einheitlichen Grundzustand
zu versetzen. Mit technischen Verbesserungen der Anlage und mit einem linearen Modell zur
nachträglichen Korrektur von Daten konnte diese Beschränkung zwar abgeschwächt aber nicht
ganz vermieden werden. Die Wiederholbarkeit von Experimenten war daher durch die Fluktuationen im Sediment limitiert. Es konnten aber dennoch signifikante Resultate erzeugt werden.
Trotz der Mängel dieses ersten Prototyps sind wir davon überzeugt, dass der beschriebene
Ansatz in bionischer und paläontologischer Forschung ein grosses Potenzial hat. Insbesondere
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hat er folgende Vorteile: (1) durch das Herstellen von künstlichen 3D-gedruckten Schalen können nicht nur in der Natur vorkommende Formen, sondern auch beliebige künstliche Formen
untersucht werden, (2) in einer technischen Anlage können systematisch einzelne Parameter
verändert und die daraus entstehenden Effekte gemessen werden, (3) die Funktionsmorphologie
von fossilen Muscheln kann zusätzlich zu bisherigen Methoden der Paläontologie “in Aktion”
getestet werden, (4) die Verwendung künstlicher Evolution ist ein mächtiges Werkzeug um optimale Grabeformen zu erzeugen und den Einfluss verschiedener Randbedingungen während der
Evolution der Schalenform zu studieren.
Im Rahmen dieses Projekts erarbeitete Ideen könnten auch in anderen interdisziplinären Forschungsprojekten Anwendung finden, die einen synthetischen Ansatz auf biologische oder paläontologische Fragen anwenden. Mit immer besser und billiger werdenden Technologien wie
3D-Druckern eröffnen kombinierte Anlagen wie die hier beschriebene neue Möglichkeiten, die
funktionelle Morphologie von Organismen und deren Evolution zu untersuchen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Bivalves constitute about a ninth of the known fossil record (Amler et al., 2000). Recent and fossil
species exhibit a large variety of different shell morphologies (Seilacher, 1984; Stanley, 1968, 1977).
The wide distribution of burrowing bivalves may be due to their increased protection within the
sediment and to the occupation of new ecological niches inaccessible to other animals (Stanley,
1968).
Trueman (1966) found that most bivalves use the same kind of motion pattern to bury themselves. The shell and the foot, a tongue-like expansion of the soft body, alternate in anchoring the
bivalve in the sediment, while the other part is moved forward. The shell is moved by muscle
contraction in a rocking manner.
There is a large body of literature providing morphometric analyses of the bivalve shell, associations of species to different habitats, and phylogenetic investigations connecting recent and
fossil species. Also, the functional morphology of the shell has been studied extensively. It is
assumed that the overall shell shape, its surface sculpture, e.g. concentric or radial ridges, and
the burrowing motion pattern play an important role in burrowing (Savazzi and Huazhang, 1994;
Seilacher, 1984; Stanley, 1969, 1975b).
However, studies using living bivalves are difficult and thus many findings remain qualitative
or speculative. Studies on the burrowing dynamics, generalizations of functional principles to
non-existent morphologies or on the association of fossil species to habitats and motion patterns
have been absent or limited.
In the research presented in this thesis, we therefore applied a synthetic approach to investigate bivalve burrowing. A robotic platform was built to simulate the burrowing process. A large
number of different shell morphologies were manufactured and tested in terms of their burrowing performance using well established geometrical models of bivalve shells and a 3D printer. 3D
printers are becoming affordable and open up new possibilities to study functional morphology.
We performed the first ever artificial evolution of a physical bivalve shell shape. The simulation
of not only physical processes but also evolution can be a powerful tool for studying the functional morphology of animals since it allows to investigate evolutionary pressure exerted by the
environment.
The synthetic approach has been increasingly productive in fields such as biomimetics, biorobotics and artificial life (Langton, 1989; Webb, 2000). Also the emulation of evolution has proved
both insightful and useful in many areas (Bäck, 1997; Fogel, 1998). Evolutionary algorithms have
been used to optimize technical systems (Bentley, 1999; Rechenberg, 1973, 2000) or to evolve controllers of robots (Floreano et al., 2008). Also morphologies of artificial organisms have been
evolved in software (Bongard and Pfeifer, 2003; Eggenberger Hotz, 1997, 2003; Sims, 1994) or, as
manufacturing processes become faster and cheaper, hardware (Lipson and Pollack, 2000).
Most biomimetic research has two aspects: (a) to draw inspiration from nature to build better
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technical artefacts and (b) to use a synthetic approach to better understand natural phenomena
and organisms. Often the focus lies on the first aspect, especially in the case of artificial evolution,
which is often used as a bio-inspired optimization tool. In this thesis we focus on the second
aspect and suggest to expand the synthetic methodology by using evolutionary algorithms to
study the evolutionary pressure on the functional morphology of organisms such as burrowing
bivalves.
It is technically difficult to closely mimic living bivalves, especially their soft parts. We therefore used simple rigid shell models that were moved in a rocking manner by an external actuation
system. The focus lay on comparing different shell morphologies and motion patterns among
each other rather than trying to authentically mimic specific natural species. First results show,
that the setup can be used to investigate questions of biological relevance.
Bivalves were chosen for these studies for several reasons. First, suitable mathematical models
of bivalve shell morphology already exist. Second, the behaviour of bivalves is simple compared
to other organisms. Third, the main locomotion behaviour of many bivalves is burrowing, and in
contrast to other animals, they do not use a complicated system of multiple movable body parts or
the secretion of mucus to burrow. Fourth, bivalves have a rich fossil record, which facilitates the
reconstruction of their morphological evolution. And fifth, a large range of shells with different
shapes and sculptures is easily available.
The methodology and the goals of this research are highly interdisciplinary. While the phenomenon of interest is always bivalve burrowing, both the methods and the research questions
concern different fields. To develop the setup, the synthetic approach (artificial life/intelligence,
engineering), a shell growth model (palaeontology) and evolutionary algorithms (artificial intelligence) were combined. The research questions stem from biology (biomechanics, functional morphology, locomotion), palaeontology (evolution of the shell morphology, habitat and behaviour of
fossil bivalves), physics (dynamics of granular media, burrowing in general), biomimetics (locomoting robots) and embodied artificial intelligence (emergence of complex behaviour from agentenvironment interaction).
The character of this research is exploratory and experimental. It is exploratory, because in
contrast to observing living bivalves, building and testing artificial bivalves is novel. Also, because of uncertainties in the behaviour of the sediment and technical possibilities to build artificial bivalves, the best method is still unclear. It is experimental, because we suggest to use the
platform to experimentally test biological and palaeontological hypotheses that cannot be investigated by analytical methods and observations of natural bivalves. Using the setup, correlations
between shell morphology, sediment type, burrowing motion and burrowing performance may
be quantified and thus offer evidence to test those hypotheses.
Only two other studies applying a synthetic approach to bivalve burrowing are known to the
author: the work by Stanley (1975a, 1977) and by Winter et al. (2012). However, both use models
that are pushed into the sediment, while we used a pulling mechanism. Moreover, we were the
first to apply evolutionary algorithms to evolve physical shell morphologies. The combination of
evolutionary algorithms and 3D printers is quite new (Lipson and Pollack, 2000) but will certainly
become more popular in the future.
The synthetic methodology is not widely used in palaeontology yet. We believe that there
is a large potential in this combination. First, building experimental platforms to test the functional morphology of fossil species generates insights that are not accessible using only analytic
and observational methods. Second, expanding biomimetics from extant organisms to the whole
evolutionary history opens a rich solution space that so far has not been exploited. Third, while
evolutionary algorithms have proven very useful as optimization techniques, we suggest that the
other direction may be just as fruitful, i.e. using synthetic evolutionary systems to investigate
evolutionary pressure that shaped the functional morphology of an organism.
While other types of locomotion such as walking, flying or swimming have been intensely
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studied in biomimetic research, our study adds locomotion through granular media. This is difficult terrain that has not been studied well yet. Possible applications include automatic burrowing
devices for anchoring ships and platforms.
This project was structured around a set of research questions and associated hypotheses as
listed below. The task of building the setup was formulated as a research question as well. The
other research questions and hypotheses are essentially a summary of the correlations of bivalve
shell morphology, burrowing motion, sediment and burrowing performance described in the literature that have not been tested yet using a synthetic methodology. The answers we found to
the questions are discussed in chapter 3.
Research Question 1. Can we build a scientific setup mimicking bivalve burrowing?
Hypothesis 1.1. Burrowing is possible using the built setup. We can induce a rocking burrowing motion of the shell. The shell penetrates the sediment resulting in a difference
between initial and final position.
Hypothesis 1.2. We can measure (quantify) the burrowing performance. See section 2.1.4 for
possible definitions of “burrowing performance”.
Hypothesis 1.3. The measured performance for a configuration (a given environment,
shell morphology and motion pattern) is reproducible. The same configuration always leads
to the same burrowing performance.
Hypothesis 1.4. We can measure significant differences between different configurations.
Hypothesis 1.5. The measured effects are due to general properties of bivalve burrowing,
and not due to the particular technical characteristics of the setup.
Research Question 2. How does shell morphology influence burrowing performance?
Hypothesis 2.1. Shell size (scale) inversely correlates with burrowing performance. Smaller
shells have a higher relative burrowing performance (relative to their body length) due to
smaller sediment resistance.
Hypothesis 2.2. The overall shell shape has an effect on burrowing performance.
Hypothesis 2.3. Surface sculpture has an effect on burrowing performance.
Research Question 3. How does the burrowing motion pattern influence burrowing performance?
Hypothesis 3.1. The Step size and the location and direction of the pulling cables have an
effect on burrowing performance.
Hypothesis 3.2. The timing of the rocking motion has an effect on burrowing performance.
Hypothesis 3.3. Water expulsion correlates with burrowing performance.
Research Question 4. How does the sediment type influence burrowing performance?
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Hypothesis 4.1. The sculpture amplitude maximizing burrowing performance is proportional to the sediment grain size.

Research Question 5. How did evolutionary pressure shape the functional shell morphology?
Hypothesis 5.1. The setup can be used to evolve optimal shell morphologies, i.e. the burrowing performance (fitness) of individuals increases over time (with generation index).
Hypothesis 5.2. There are jumps in the fitness curve that can be associated with innovations in functional shell morphology.
Hypothesis 5.3. Evolved shell morphologies exhibit features associated with natural bivalves, such as a streamlined shape, a blunt anterior shell area, commarginal ridges or
elongation.
This thesis is based on the published or submitted articles reprinted in chapters A–F. The publications contain descriptions of the built setup and provide the results and discussions of the
performed experiments. They are chronologically ordered and reflect the development of ideas,
the building and improvement of the setup, and the execution of experiments simulating the
burrowing process and later also evolution. Additional methods and materials and results previously unpublished are described in chapters G and H. The contents of the remaining chapters are
as follows:
Chapter 2 Here, background information is given about bivalves, their shell morphology and
burrowing behaviour, and ecological niche, i.e. the sandy sediment of oceans, lakes and
rivers. Also biomimetics and (artificial) evolution are described.
Chapter 3 This chapter is an overall discussion, summarizing and interpreting all results published in the articles in chapters A–F. It is partly based on the research questions and hypotheses given in the introduction.
Chapter A (published) Here, the main ideas of the project were first described and published in
a palaeontological context.
Chapter B (published) This chapter presents the first complete experimental setup. The principle stayed the same until the end of the project. The main difference to later experiments
was that here, position control instead of force control was used, i.e. the trajectories of the
shells were fixed while the pulling forces were measured.
Chapter C (published) In this chapter, first results generated using the first setup are described.
They partially already used force control, where the pulling forces were fixed and the burrowing depth was measured as burrowing performance.
Chapter D (published) This chapter summarizes the project in a general way.
Chapter E (submitted) This is a thorough discussion of the final setup. We introduce a modular
approach for the shells such that only the valves have to be manufactured by the 3D printer
and the central part containing a mechanism for water expulsion can be re-used. Results
about the influence of shell morphology, sediment and controller type are presented.
Chapter F (submitted) In this chapter, an experiment for evolving shell morphologies is described.
The used geometrical model of the shells, its parameters and the evolutionary algorithm are
explained in detail.
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Chapter G This chapter provides more detailed information about the setup and its components.
It covers technical details, such as sediment standardization techniques, and abandoned
solutions not mentioned in previous publications.
Chapter H Here, additional results are described that are not covered in the other chapters,
mainly concerning the effects of the burrowing motion pattern. Two of the experiments
again used an evolutionary algorithm.

Chapter 2

Background
2.1 On Bivalves
The organisms investigated throughout this thesis are bivalves (bivalvia) which are a class belonging to the mollusca. We are only concerned with burrowing species, since the phenomenon
of interest is the burrowing process. In this chapter the anatomy, shell morphology, the burrowing
behaviour and the (morphological) evolution of burrowing bivalves is described.

2.1.1 Anatomy
The soft body of a bivalve is protected by two calcite or aragonite valves that are connected by a
hinge called ligament. The anatomy (Amler et al., 2000; Cox, 1971) of the soft parts is shown in
Figure 2.1. Burrowing bivalves are often laterally symmetric and have a large tongue-like expansion, the foot, which is used for burrowing. A combination of muscles and hydraulic pressure of
the haemolymph (blood) allows the foot to extend, retract, expand, shrink and probe into the sediment (Trueman, 1966). The valves are closed by two adductor muscles, their attachment location
is visible as an adductor scar at the inside of the valve surfaces. The attachment location of the
retractor muscles is often adjacent to that of the adductor muscles. The mantle envelopes the soft
body and stretches beyond it to the shell edge. At the pallial line parallel to the shell edge, it is
attached to the valves. The valves are opened passively by the ligament. Some burrowing species
additionally (or only, if a ligament is missing) press water into the mantle cavity, i.e. the space
between the mantle lobes, to separate the valves (Ziegler, 1983, p. 317).
Gills are situated at both sides of the foot and are supplied by fresh water through a pair
of siphons, one inhaling, one exhaling. The length of the siphons usually corresponds to the
burrowing depth and the size of the pallial sinus, an indentation of the pallial line that marks
the space to which the siphons can be retracted in most species. Most bivalves are suspension
feeders, i.e. they suck nutrients through the siphons and transport them from the gills to the
mouth (Amler et al., 2000).
To reproduce, bivalves eject their sperm into the water exhaled from the siphons. After fertilization, bivalve larvae live suspended in the water as part of the plankton. From a dorsal point
that is later called umbo, the shell starts to grow in commarginal growth lines similar to the
growth rings of a tree. As the bivalve ages, new layers of calcium carbonate are accumulated
along the ventral shell edge by cells in the mantle edge (Amler et al., 2000).
Bivalves have three pairs of ganglia, two close to both adductor muscles and one in the foot.
They have senses to perceive gravity and chemical conditions like salinity and pH level. Some
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Figure 2.1: Bivalve anatomy. Most relevant for burrowing are the foot and the shell. The valves
are closed by the anterior and posterior adductor muscles and passively opened by the ligament.
Reproduced with the permission of QA International, www.ikonet.com from the book “The
Visual Dictionary”. © QA International, 2003. All rights reserved.
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bivalves have primitive eyes, but usually not those burrowing into the sediment (Amler et al.,
2000).
Most relevant for burrowing are the foot and the shell. Bivalve species show a large variety in
shell shapes, surface structures and colour patterns. It is assumed that the shell features have a
function and tend to enhance burrowing efficiency.

2.1.2 Shell Morphology
While the discipline of palaeontology has been studied for centuries, computational methods
have recently changed the way (functional) morphologies are analysed (Adams et al., 2004; Bennett, 2013). Among other possibilities, the analysis using landmarks, i.e. salient features of the
morphology, has been increasingly popular (Adams et al., 2004; Bookstein, 1997; Crampton, 1995;
Dryden and Mardia, 1998).
Bivalve shells, like the shells of the related gastropods (snails and slugs) have a convoluted
shape. One of the first attempts to mathematically model this shape was done by Raup and
Michelson (1965), who also introduced the term “theoretical morphology”. Since then, many different approaches have been suggested, but most of them are based on a simple growth process
that produces a sequence of closed curves of increasing size that travel along a three-dimensional
helicospiral (Fowler et al., 1992; Hammer and Bucher, 2005; Okamoto, 1988). Only a few parameters are needed to generate realistic virtual shell shapes. The geometrical model used in this study
is described in detail in chapter F.
From the morphological parameters, a theoretical morphospace can be constructed, i.e. a
multidimensional space where the dimensions correspond to the parameters and each individual
shape is represented as a point. Following McGhee (1999), there are two aspects to theoretical
morphology: (1) The mathematical simulation of organic morphologies using either (a) geometrical models with as few parameters as possible or (b) actual biological morphogenesis and (2)
the analysis of existent and inexistent (in nature) specimens and the area they occupy in the morphospace. The mathematical growth models for shells follow the logic of 1a, models for 1b may
be based on genetic regulatory networks (GRN Eggenberger Hotz, 1997). McGhee identified three
phases of analysis using theoretical morphospaces (point 2 above): (a) the construction of a theoretical morphospace of hypothetical yet potentially existent morphologies, (b) the examination
of the distribution of existent form in the morphospace to determine which forms are common,
rare or nonexistent in nature, (c) the functional analysis of both existent and nonexistent form to
determine whether the distribution of existent form is indeed of adaptive significance.
Evolution can be seen as a trajectory through a morphospace. A representation of the shell
by morphological parameters is therefore well suited for evolutionary experiments, where the
parameters of the functional morphology are optimized with respect to a fitness function measuring e.g. burrowing performance. Such an experiment and its results are reported in chapter F.
The surface of bivalve shells is often sculptured and features different kinds of ridges or other
structures. This sculpture may be modelled together with the overall shape, e.g. by adding high
frequency ripples to the aperture curve to produce radial ridges. Frequencies may be analysed
using an elliptic Fourier analysis (Crampton, 1995). Another simple approach is to separate the
two main spatial frequencies and to add the sculpture in a second step to the overall shape. In our
study, we followed the second approach and added the sculpture using profile curves to generate
radial and commarginal ridges (see chapter F). Other possibilities allowing to generate more sophisticated sculptures would be a reaction-diffusion system (Turing, 1952) following the approach
by Meinhardt (2003); Meinhardt and Klingler (1987), or again a genetic regulatory network.
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2.1.3 Environment
Bivalves burrow into different kinds of sediments, from mud (Cardium, Mya, Cox 1971; Ziegler
1983) over sand (Venus, Ziegler 1983) to coarse sand (Donax, Solenids, Ziegler 1983). The burrowing
depth varies considerably between species but also between individuals (Stanley, 1970). The
association of bivalve species to habitats (different sediment types) and living modes (burrowing
behaviour, position within the sediment) is well documented (Alexander et al., 1993; Cox, 1971;
Ziegler, 1983).
While the literature focuses on static properties of the habitats such as grain size, granular
media exhibit highly complex dynamics that are not yet well understood (Du et al., 1995; Jaeger
and Nagel, 1992; Li et al., 2009, 2013; Losert et al., 2000; Ren et al., 2011; Sassa et al., 2011; Umbanhowar and Goldman, 2010; Yu and Behringer, 2005). While sediment behaves similar to a
fluid in a loosened state, because the grains freely move in the water, it comes close to a solid
in a compacted state, because the grains lock each other. Mutual locking of grains is also called
jamming (To et al., 2001). Impulses applied to parts of the sediment propagate along touching
grains in so-called “force chains”. The compaction of the sediment can be influenced by different
factors, such as currents or suction, which can increase the hardness of the sediment by a factor of
20-50 (Sassa et al., 2011). Computer simulations of granular media are discussed in section 3.2.3.

2.1.4 Burrowing Behaviour
In addition to their hard shells, burrowing bivalves seek to protect themselves within the sediment. In particular, there are the following reasons for burrowing: protection against predators,
sunlight (beach), currents; the sediment acts as buffer ameliorating thermal, salinity, pH, and
other environmental extremes; minimization of desiccation (drying-out) (Sassa et al., 2011; Watters, 1993).
To reach their living position, bivalves have to locomote through the granular soil. In order to
burrow themselves into the sediment, bivalves use a two-anchor system. The shell and the foot
alternate in anchoring the bivalve in the sediment, while the other is pushed or pulled forward.
The dynamics of this process were first described in greater detail by Trueman (1966). He identified the motion sequence described in Figure 2.2 which is called the “burrowing sequence”. This
motion sequence is applied by virtually all bivalves. They are also able to adapt their burrowing
motion to the properties of the sediment (Sassa et al., 2011).
It has been known for several decades that bivalves use water expulsion by valve contraction
to liquefy the surrounding sediment (Trueman, 1966). Winter et al. (2012) documented in more
detail how Ensis directus employs this localized fluidization to reduce energy consumption needed
for burrowing. It even reduces the energy for burrowing from a quadratic to a linear function of
burrowing depth. The timing has to be such that the shell moves down deeper into the sediment
before the liquefied sediment can collapse by a landslide.
In nature, burrowing depths of a few up to a few dozen centimetres are common, corresponding to partial burial or a burrowing depth of up to around 3 body lengths. Values for deep burial
mentioned in the literature range from 30 to 70 cm (Amler et al., 2000; Cox, 1971; Holland and
Dean, 1977; Ziegler, 1983). In extreme cases over one metre may be possible (McMillin, 1924).
The maximal retractor pulling force lies around 10 N for Ensis (Trueman, 1967), the water expulsion pressure at 0.1 bar (Trueman, 1967, p. 459). The expulsion duration of the water ejection can
be up to several seconds (Mya, Checa and Cadée 1997). 3–20 burrowing steps are usually performed (Stanley, 1970; Trueman, 1967; Ziegler, 1983). Burrowing times may differ greatly, common values are between a few seconds and 1–2 min, with increasing pauses between burrowing
steps (McLachlan et al., 1995; Sassa et al., 2011; Ziegler, 1983); but in some cases, burrowing may
take up to 105 min (Ruditapes philippinarum, Sassa et al. 2011, p. 4). The step size for Ensis directus is
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 2.2: The burrowing sequence for bivalves as described by Trueman (1966). (a) The clam is
in erect position, partially burrowed in the sediment. The valves are open to anchor the shell,
i.e. to prevent back-slippage. (b) The foot probes deeper into the sediment. (c) The adductor
muscles contract, partially closing the shell. The water expelled from the cavity liquefies the
surrounding sediment to reduce the resistance to penetration. From the soft body inside the shell,
blood is pressed into the foot, which is inflated and serves as a new anchor. (d) The anterior
retractor muscle (red arrow) pulls the front side of the bivalve towards the foot, leading to a
rotation of the shell (black arrow). (e) In the same way, the posterior retractor muscle rotates the
shell back into the erect position. (f) The two rotations around different rotation axes led to a
net downward translation, as illustrated by the dashed line. The valves open again to allow for
another burrowing cycle starting at (a). Reprinted from Koller-Hodac et al. (2010), ©2010 IEEE.
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1 cm (Trueman, 1967). The body density ranges from 1.04 g/cm3 to 2.10 g/cm3 (McLachlan et al.,
1995, p. 147).
There is an extensive literature on how bivalve morphology, burrowing motion and sediment
type correlate (Stanley, 1975b). Stanley found that ridges at a right angle to the burrowing direction are advantageous and used with rocking motions covering a small angle, while v-shaped
ridges are also possible, leading to larger rotation angles (Stanley, 1969). He also found that:
knobs help burrowing, but only in fine sand; ridges help more in fine than in coarse sand, a prosogyrous overall shape helps burrowing (more than sculpture); both anterior and lateral ridges help
burrowing (Stanley, 1977). Savazzi and Huazhang (1994) summarized that the sculpture amplitude increases with sediment grain size, that the profile of the sculpture should be asymmetric
and the gentle slope should be facing the burrowing direction. Other adaptations include becoming more streamlined and elongated (Seilacher, 1984; Watters, 1993), reducing back-slippage
and forward friction using terrace-shaped commarginal ridges (Savazzi and Huazhang, 1994;
Seilacher, 1984), by using discordant ridges (Stanley, 1969), by adjusting the sculpture to the sediment type (Alexander et al., 1993; de la Huz et al., 2002; Nel et al., 2001).
There are several possibilities to measure the burrowing performance of bivalves. Values that
are commonly measured and known for many species include the burrowing depth and the burrowing time. From these two, an average burrowing speed may be computed. Since during the
burrowing process, the size of the burrowing steps tends to decrease and the pause until another
step is executed tends to increase, burrowing speed may also be measured by fitting a saturating
function, e.g. tanh to the burrowing curve.
A popular parameter to measure burrowing performance was introduced by Stanley (1970).
It is called burrowing rate index B.R.I. and defined as:
BRI =

√
3

mass [g]
× 100.
burrowing time [s]

Stanley (1970) found that there is a linear relationship between the length and the burrowing
time of Donax denticulatus. He then generalized from length to the third root of mass. The B.R.I.
is approximately constant throughout the size range of a species (Stanley, 1970) and is therefore
characteristic for it. Stanley called bivalves with a B.R.I. ≤ 0.09 “very slow”, those with a B.R.I.
between 0.6 and 1 “moderately rapid” and those with a B.R.I. ≥ 6 “very rapid”. Rapid burrowers
such as Donax (Sassa et al., 2011), living on beaches reach B.R.I.s between 2 and 17 (McLachlan
et al., 1995).
One may also want to measure how much energy is needed for burrowing. For Ensis directus,
Winter et al. (2012) estimated, based on Trueman (1967), an energy consumption of 0.21 J/cm.

2.1.5 Evolution
Bivalves constitute about a ninth of the known fossil record (Amler et al., 2000). While bivalves
had been around since the Ordovician, their major radiation happened during the Mesozoic and
Cenozoic Eras, probably due to mantle fusion and siphon formation and thus the ability to occupy
habitats deeper within the sediment (Stanley, 1968, 1975b).
Seilacher (1984) identified several ways in which evolution is restricted and coined the field
of constructional morphology. He also analysed the repeated transitions of bivalve species from
hard to soft substrates and back. Bivalves originated in invertebrates that lived on hard substrate.
They moved to soft substrate as “primary soft-bottom dwellers”. Some species returned to the
hard substrate and eventually went back to the soft substrate (“secondary soft-bottom dwellers”).
The variation of the latter ones is much higher. The transition from hard to soft substrate resulted
in fast and drastic morphological changes. In burrowing bivalves evolutionary within-habitat
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trends in shell morphology were limited to minor modifications that improved the burrowing
function.
Since extinct taxa cannot be observed any more, function has to be derived from their structure, i.e. morphological features. There are two methods to do this (Thomason, 1997). The phylogenetic method infers function by identifying homologous features of extant and extinct taxa and
then analysing them by studying the living specimens (Stanley, 1970). However, the function is
not dependent on a structure based on its homology to other taxa, but rather because of the mechanical properties of the structure itself. The second method to infer function from structure is
called the paradigm method (Rudwick, 1964). A paradigm structure is a structure predicted from
an abstract mechanical model developed based on the hypothesized function of the structure. After developing and comparing different paradigm structures, the function is inferred that belongs
to the paradigm structure that best matches the found fossil structure. Rudwick commented this
with the words
“Consequently the range of our functional inferences about fossils is limited not by the
range of adaptations that happen to be possessed by organisms at present alive, but
by the range of our understanding of the problems of engineering.” (Rudwick, 1964,
p. 33)
In his seminal work in the field of functional morphology, Arnold (1983) established the view
that the mapping from morphology to fitness should be divided into a mapping from morphology
to performance (e.g. at a particular task) and a mapping from performance to fitness. Ideally,
fitness should be defined as the number of offspring surviving to an age corresponding to that of
the parents (Arnold, 1983, p. 355-356). In our work, we only consider the functional morphology
of bivalves for burrowing in soft substrates. We do not consider non-burrowing bivalve species,
nor physical or behavioural characteristics not related to burrowing. In nature, the fitness of
bivalves does obviously not only depend on burrowing performance, but also on other factors
such as metabolism, environmental influences, reproduction, interaction with other species etc.
In the context of this thesis, we use the terms fitness, (burrowing) performance and (burrowing)
efficiency as synonyms.

2.2 On Biomimetics
The idea of biomimetics, i.e. the emulation of living systems using machines, is very old. However, the methodology connected to it, the synthetic approach or “understanding by building”
has not been widely adopted in biology-related fields until in recent decades, enabled by computers and improved manufacturing methods. It is now widely used in fields such as artificial
life (Langton, 1989, 1995), artificial intelligence (Pfeifer and Scheier, 2001) and biorobotics (Webb,
2000). In artificial intelligence, the embodiment turn has led researchers to recognize that to fully
understand intelligent or complex behaviour, robots have to be built (Pfeifer et al., 2007a,b). The
keyword “embodiment” refers to the idea that in order to understand behaviour, not only the
controller, but also the whole body morphology and its interaction with the environment have to
be examined. The real world exhibits some properties like nonlinearities, noise and time pressure
that are hard to simulate, therefore it is important to always verify software simulations and build
real robots.

2.2.1 Biomimetics
Biology itself is largely perceived as an analytic discipline. Scientists investigate natural systems
like animals or plants by observation, measurement and analysis. In biomimetics, inspiration
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from biology is used for designing surprisingly simple or efficient solutions for engineering or
architectural problems, i.e. the focus often lies on drawing inspiration from nature for building
better technical devices. However, there is also research stressing the other direction, i.e. using a
synthetic approach to better understand natural phenomena.
Usually, biomimetics is concerned with recent nature, i.e. organisms living today. However,
it is at least conceivable to expand biomimetics to the whole evolutionary history. This would
open a much larger “solution space”. But of course, it is more difficult to analyse the functional
morphology of extinct species (see section 2.2.3). One instance of such a project is “Pterodrone”,
where robots inspired by Pterodactyls (flying dinosaurs) were built (Chatterjee et al., 2010). On
the other hand, the application of a synthetic approach in palaeontology is not common though
it may have increased recently.
Pfeifer and Scheier (2001) described the three constituents principle for robots. It states that to
design a robot, three constituents need to be considered: (1) the ecological niche, (2) the desired
behaviours and tasks and (3) the design of the robot itself. In this research, these are all well
identified as: (1) sandy sediment, (2) burrowing and (3) bivalve morphology. A similar conception
is described by Webb (2000). While we first focused on point 3, because it was considered the most
complex and difficult part, finally we had more results on the difficulty to control the sediment to
be able to perform reproducible results than on the functional morphology of bivalves.

2.2.2 Locomotion
Probably the main characteristic that separates animals from other living systems is their ability
to move. The variety of strategies to locomote is as high as the variety of different habitats on the
planet (Dickinson, 2000).
Appreciating the importance of locomotion behaviour, there are many biomimetic projects
mimicking different locomotion mechanisms of different animals. From biped, quadruped and
hexapod walking (Anderson et al., 2005; Brooks, 1989; Clark et al., 2001; Floyd et al., 2006; Kevin
C. Galloway et al., 2010; Niiyama et al., 2007; Zhou and Bi, 2012) over climbing (Clark et al., 2007;
Jusufi et al., 2008; Saunders et al., 2006; Tin Lun Lam and Yangsheng Xu, 2011; Trimmer et al.,
2006) and flying (Peterson et al., 2011; Wood, 2007) to swimming (Chu et al., 2012; Ziegler et al.,
2006) and locomoting soft robots (Lin et al., 2011; Shepherd et al., 2011; Yuk et al., 2011).
Granular media (see section 2.1.3) are another type of habitat and pose special difficulties because of their high frictional resistance and complex dynamics (Bekker, 1960; Nedderman, 1992).
Both walking on and (undulatory) locomotion through dry or underwater granular soils has recently been investigated Ding et al. (2012); Gravish et al. (2013); Jung (2010); Li et al. (2009, 2013);
Maladen et al. (2011); Mazouchova et al. (2013).
Two examples of bivalve burrowing robots are known to the author. Stanley (1975b) performed experiments based on a machine which was manually actuated using rods and weights.
He produced a cast of a specimen of Mercenaria mercenaria that had a blunt anterior area and
tested it in real sediment. By comparing the burrowing performance to a second model where
he had altered the shape to display a sharper front edge, he could explain the advantage of the
blunt anterior region of this particular species. He later used the same method to investigate
Trigonia (Stanley, 1977).
More recently, a bivalve burrowing robot called RoboClam was built at MIT (Jung et al., 2011;
Winter et al., 2010, 2012). The robot was inspired by the elongated and fast burrowing bivalve
family Ensis. Pneumatically actuated, it could laterally move its valves and was pushed from
above into the sediment.
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2.2.3 Artificial Evolution
Not only the emulation of the mechanics of natural organisms but also of their evolution has
proved both insightful and useful in many areas (Bäck, 1997; Fogel, 2000, 1998). Evolutionary
algorithms have been used to optimize technical systems (Rechenberg, 1973, 2000) or other designs (Bentley, 1999).
Despite the power of evolution to generate creative solutions (Bentley, 1999), the use of artificial evolution in robotics is not straightforward (Webb, 2000). Often it is used to evolve controllers
of fixed robots (Floreano et al., 2008; Husbands, 1998; Nolfi and Floreano, 2000). Also morphologies of artificial organisms have been evolved in software (Eggenberger Hotz, 1997, 2003; Sims,
1994) or, as manufacturing processes became faster and cheaper, hardware (Lipson and Pollack,
2000). However, it is agreed that more integrated and natural approaches have a large potential,
such as the co-evolution of morphology and control (Bongard, 2010; Pfeifer and Scheier, 2001;
Pfeifer et al., 2007b) or morphological changes during evolution or development (Bongard, 2011).

2.3 Outlook
In this study, we applied a synthetic approach to investigate bivalve burrowing and the morphological evolution of bivalve shells. The setup developed and built to do the experiments is
described in chapters A–G, the results are described in chapters B–H. The next chapter provides
an overall discussion of the research questions in the introduction based on the results in the
mentioned chapters.

Chapter 3

Discussion
The goal of this study was to investigate the phenomenon of interest, the burrowing behaviour
of bivalves, using a synthetic approach. The functional morphology of the shell, the burrowing
pattern and their evolution were studied in an artificial setup.
The setup did work insofar as different burrowing depths could be measured for different
configurations. It did also produce unexpected results that raised new questions. On the other
hand, it was often difficult to separate the influence of the sediment state from the influence of
the morphology or burrowing pattern.
The setup was built to mimic bivalve burrowing. However, while some parameters matched
the natural equivalents, other properties of the setup differed considerably (see numbers in section 2.1.4).
Parameters matching the natural equivalents were step size, step duration and overall burrowing time. The shell and grain sizes were within the range of natural figures though above
average. This was due to technical reasons such as printer resolution. The sand used in the setup
was well rounded, similar to that of natural habitats. However, environmental influences like
other objects in the sediment or currents were absent in our setup. The mass and density distribution of the whole bivalve and our counterpart differed considerably. While the density of the
printed ABS shells was slightly lower than that of water, the density of the central stainless steel
disc was about eight times that of water. In natural bivalves, the body density is around that of
water, while the shell density is between 2.5 and 3 times that of water. The attachment locations
of the cables were outside the ventral edge, while in natural bivalves, the retractor muscles are
attached between the valves, close to the valve adductors. The largest discrepancy was probably
between the natural and emulated pulling forces. While the retractor muscles of bivalves apply
forces around 10 N (Trueman, 1967), the motors in our setup applied forces up to around 200 N.
Due to the differences between natural bivalves and our setup, we could not directly compare
the measured values to real bivalves. We did therefore always compare different configurations
tested with our setup to one another. Rather than making statements about particular bivalve
species, general conclusions about bivalve-like burrowing may be made.
The simulation of natural phenomena can usually be done in two ways: using a physical setup
or a computer simulation. It had always been clear that a physical setup had to be built to realistically simulate bivalve burrowing. The reason was not only that a real setup does automatically
provide the full complex physics of granular media, but also that one of the goals of the project
was to explore the effects of the details of the burrowing process in the first place. In order to
implement a computer simulation, the relevant dynamics would have had to be known in advance. As a complement to the setup, however, a computer simulation would have been useful;
but difficulties connected to computer simulations of granular media as described in section 3.2.3
led to the decision to abandon the efforts to implement one.
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3.1 Artificial Bivalve Burrowing
This section contains a discussion of the research questions and hypotheses introduced in the
introduction. For this purpose, results from chapters H and A–F are summarized.
Research Question 1. Can we build a scientific setup mimicking bivalve burrowing?
Hypothesis 1.1. Burrowing is possible using the built setup. We can induce a rocking burrowing motion of the shell. The shell penetrates the sediment resulting in a difference
between initial and final position.
This goal was achieved using the built setup. Several hundred burrowing experiments were
performed. Despite the large pulling forces of up to 200 N, the larger shells (ca. 10 cm) could only
be buried partly. Smaller shells reached a depth (distance sediment surface to bottom-most shell
part) between one and two times their own size. Depending on the lag parameter, the shells did
all exhibit a rocking burrowing motion.
Hypothesis 1.2. We can measure (quantify) the burrowing performance. See section 2.1.4 for
possible definitions of “burrowing performance”.
The internal position sensors of the linear motors measured the slider position very precisely
( 1 mm). This indirect measurement of the burrowing depth was used in most experiments as
burrowing performance. Due to the deformation of the setup structure and the cables, the true
burrowing depth deviated from this measurement by about 6% (section H.1).
It is not obvious how to compute the energy consumed by the setup for burrowing, especially when considering water expulsion. When computing mechanical energy from the measured forces and displacement, we found a value about 4–8 times larger than in natural bivalves
(section H.1).
The burrowing rate index B.R.I. (section 2.1.4) for the shells used in our experiments was
around 14-24, since most valves had a mass between 82 g (B-smooth, cf. chapter E) and 161 g
(BB-radial2) and one burrowing run usually took 25–30 s. According to the ranking by Stanley
(1970), the shells we used would therefore be qualified as “very rapid”. But of course there is no
biological meaning in this comparison, because the density of our shells was higher than that of
natural bivalves and the burrowing time was artificially fixed.
Because the control program used a fixed time schedule of successive burrowing steps (see
figure G.6), and thus the burrowing time was a constant given parameter, we did not use any
burrowing performance measure related to burrowing time, such as speed.
Hypothesis 1.3. The measured performance for a configuration (a given environment,
shell morphology and motion pattern) is reproducible. The same configuration always leads
to the same burrowing performance.
This hypothesis could only be partially fulfilled by the setup. While the motor controllers, the
static parts of the setup and the shell models could be kept constant for a series of experiments, it
was difficult to standardize the state of the sediment. By technical improvements, e.g. using steel
cables instead of fishing lines for pulling the shells, events like string bursts and the following
disturbance of the sediment to replace the strings could be avoided. However, there was usually
a gradual compaction through a series of experiments that could not be avoided. In some evaluations, we therefore used a linear model of the drift to correct the burrowing depths. Experiments
that were repeated after some time, e.g. several days and several experiment series later, did not
exactly match the results of the first instance due to the incessant change of the sediment state.
The difference was in the order of magnitude of the differences that also the shell morphology or
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motion pattern induced. However, within one experiment series and using the linear correction
we could measure consistent burrowing depths.
Hypothesis 1.4. We can measure significant differences between different configurations.
Within one burrowing series, most of the differences between configurations were highly significant (according to the computed p-values). However, also events in the sediment led to significant changes of burrowing performance from one burrowing run to the next. Therefore, extra
care had to be taken to attribute significant differences to the correct cause: a difference in the
shell morphology or motion pattern (according to the purpose of the experiment) or a difference
in the sediment state.
Hypothesis 1.5. The measured effects are due to general properties of bivalve burrowing,
and not due to the particular technical characteristics of the setup.
We tested for wall effects in the sediment and characteristics of the controllers in experiments
reported in chapter E. No artefact caused by these two effects could be found. A difference in
burrowing performance caused by the friction between the cables and the sand was found in the
experiments with varying attachment location, see below. We did not test for further artefacts.
Research Question 2. How does shell morphology influence burrowing performance?
This question was tackled by generating, printing and testing different shell morphologies.
Using the 3D printer, about 30 shells were printed (with additional 60 shells for the morphological
evolution experiment). The shapes were then compared to each other using a constant burrowing
pattern.
Hypothesis 2.1. Shell size (scale) inversely correlates with burrowing performance. For
the same shell size, pulling force correlates with burrowing performance.
In our experiments, smaller shells consistently reached larger burrowing depths than bigger
shells and in the results shown in section H.3.2, the burrowing performance linearly increased
with pulling force. The basic relations formulated in the hypothesis were therefore supported by
the experiments.
More interesting is the question how shell size and pulling force relate to each other. Since
it can be assumed that in natural bivalves, muscle size and strength increase together with shell
size, one may ask if additional size increases burrowing performance due to increased force or if
it decreases burrowing performance due to increased resistance. In chapter E we investigated this
trade-off and found that bigger shells tended to reach larger absolute depths while smaller shells
tended to reach larger depths relative to their body length.
Hypothesis 2.2. The overall shell shape has an effect on burrowing performance.
In chapter E we described the results of a comparison between different shapes of the same
volume. While the bivalve shape was clearly better at reaching larger absolute depths than a
sphere, disc or wedge, the result was reversed when considering relative depth. The evolutionary
experiment reported in chapter F showed clearly that there were differences between different
overall shell shapes.
Hypothesis 2.3. Surface sculpture has an effect on burrowing performance.
There are many results in the literature suggesting that different kinds of surface sculpture
increase burrowing performance. However, in our setup, sculptured shells tended to decrease
burrowing performance, see chapters C, E and F.
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Research Question 3. How does the burrowing motion pattern influence burrowing performance?
This question was investigated by testing the same shell in experiments of varying burrowing
motion patterns. The pattern was changed by setting the parameters of the control program, by
using different locations to attach the cables to the shells and by switching on and off the water
expulsion mechanism.
Hypothesis 3.1. The Step size and the location and direction of the pulling cables have an
effect on burrowing performance.
Larger step sizes tended to increase burrowing performance (sections H.3.4 and H.4.1). It was
found that distant attachment locations and uncrossed cables increased burrowing performance
(sections H.3.3 and H.4.1). However, in both cases – crossed strings vs. uncrossed strings and
moving the attachment arms – the configuration with cables moving more vertically through the
sand performed better. A measurement of the different friction of the cables in the sand showed
that the difference between cables pulled vertically and cables pulled at an angle to the bottom
plate was comparable to the earlier findings. This suggests that the difference in burrowing performance was due to these friction properties and not to different attachment locations. Thus our
results do not support the hypothesis that the attachment location plays an important role.
Hypothesis 3.2. The timing of the rocking motion has an effect on burrowing performance.
According to the results in section H.3.5, a time lag between the motors does not have a positive effect on burrowing performance. However, the results were not entirely consistent and
should be repeated. That a small lag may be beneficial was also supported by the evolutionary
experiment 1 (section H.4.1), where the lag decayed to 0 over the generations. If this result is confirmed, it would mean that synchronously pulling with both retractor muscles and thus doubling
the pulling force compared to one retractor muscle is better than adding a lag to create a rocking
motion. Since many bivalves do use a rocking motion, more experiments should be performed to
resolve this issue. In particular, the rocking motion should be tested in combination with different
surface sculptures and sediment types.
Hypothesis 3.3. Water expulsion correlates with burrowing performance.
We did not find any clear relationship between water expulsion duration and burrowing performance. An analysis of many different experiments that involved tests with and without water
expulsion showed no difference (chapter E). On the other hand, the evolutionary experiment reported in section H.4.1 resulted in an almost uninterrupted water expulsion, suggesting this was
the most relevant parameter to optimize burrowing performance. Water expulsion also had the
highest correlation with the fitness (burrowing depth). Of course, a constant water expulsion
would not be possible in natural bivalves, because water has to first re-enter the mantle cavity,
before it can be expelled again.
A possible explanation for the inconsistent results may be that water expulsion interacted with
the memory effect in the sediment, increasing the fluctuations. Also, in our setup, we could only
simulate a part of the water expulsion effect. Natural bivalves expel water by contracting the
valves. This does not only move water from the mantle cavity into the surrounding sediment but
also makes room for loosened sediment because the valves recede from their widened anchoring
position. The water expulsion mechanism in our setup only ejected water into the surrounding
sediment without reducing the volume occupied by the shell, and did thus only capture a partial
effect.
Research Question 4. How does the sediment type influence burrowing performance?
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Hypothesis 4.1. The sculpture amplitude maximizing burrowing performance is proportional to the sediment grain size.
We did not test different types of sand for practical reasons. It was a large effort to exchange
the sediment and the water in the setup. Also, we were concerned that smaller grains might
damage the setup, e.g. by entering the holes of the water expulsion channels.
Research Question 5. How did evolutionary pressure shape the functional shell morphology?
One of the main goals of the study was to perform evolutionary experiments. The built setup
was developed not only as a device to simulate bivalve burrowing but also as an integrated system to analyse the evolution of the functional shell morphology and the burrowing motion pattern of bivalves. Three larger evolutionary experiments were performed, two optimizing the
motion pattern (evolutionary experiment 1 and 2, section H.4) and one optimizing the shell morphology (chapter F). For all experiments, an evolution strategy was used (Schwefel, 1995) and the
mutation rate was adapted by inheriting it along with the morphological or motion parameters.
Hypothesis 5.1. The setup can be used to evolve optimal shell morphologies, i.e. the burrowing performance (fitness) of individuals increases over time (with generation index).
Performing evolutionary experiments technically worked. However, due to the insufficient
control of the sediment state, it was not always possible to consistently increase the fitness over
generations. The increasing compactness of the sediment counteracted the effect of optimizing
the shell morphology or burrowing pattern. To a certain extent, the drift in the sediment may be
corrected, as described in chapter F. However, an unambiguous correction vector would require
an impracticably high number of repetitions that would further increase the time necessary to
perform the experiments.
In evolutionary experiment 1 (section H.4.1), the parameter ranges were covered to a reasonable degree and the mutation rate increased and then decreased, showing the desirable pattern of
an adaptive mutation rate in an evolutionary experiment. On the other hand, in the morphological evolution experiment (chapter F), the mutation rate decreased from the beginning and most
parameters stayed almost constant. This was due to a suboptimal mapping of genomes to shell
morphologies which involved a large portion of invalid shells.
Hypothesis 5.2. There are jumps in the fitness curve that can be associated with innovations in functional shell morphology.
In the performed experiments, there were no marked jumps that could be associated to particular morphological features. The most prominent jumps of burrowing depth were generally
always due to events in the sediment.
Hypothesis 5.3. Evolved shell morphologies exhibit features associated with natural bivalves, such as a streamlined shape, a blunt anterior shell area, commarginal ridges or
elongation.
Many of the resulting morphological features and parameters of the motion pattern were surprising and did not correspond to the natural case. However, it is precisely the purpose of the
setup to identify these discrepancies and to improve the system accordingly. Each discrepancy
potentially sheds light on a particular aspect of bivalve burrowing. In our research we did the first
generation of evolutionary experiment. Following this iterative approach of performing experiments, comparing the results to the natural case and improving the setup may be very productive
and should be continued.
In the morphological evolution, shells emerged with a short vertical dimension such that they
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did only occupy the top sediment layers, where the resistance to penetration was smaller. We did
not anticipate this, although with hindsight, the result can be easily explained. Considering the
result, we may suspect that animals that want to overcome the resistance of the sediment that
increases fast with burrowing depth, have to develop a method to loosen it e.g. using repeated
volume expansion and reduction, which was missing in our setup.
Another interesting result was that in evolution 1 (section H.4.1), the burrowing cycles became shorter, i.e. the burrowing became faster over the generations. This is surprising because
the fitness function did not reward fast burrowing at all, but only a large burrowing depth. By
increasing the relative duration of the water expulsion, the speed indirectly grew. This kind of
non-obvious evolutionary pressure may also be present in natural bivalves. Winter et al. (2012)
mentioned that Ensis directus moves deeper into the sediment before the area of the fluidized sediment collapses, i.e. timing is important to take advantage of the fluidization. It may therefore be
that burrowing speed is driven more by a fast collapse of the fluidization than by predators.
Evolution 2 (section H.4.2) did not produce significant correlations of parameters and fitness
or burrowing depth. One reason may be the small number of generations, which was only 10. We
stopped the experiment at that point because of practical reasons. Because the number of steps
was very large, usually between 40 and 60, the experiments took a long time. Another reason
for the insignificant results may have been the fitness function. In this experiment it was not
designed to measure burrowing depth but burrowing efficiency defined as the ratio of burrowing
depth and consumed energy. It is certainly reasonable to include consumed energy in the fitness
function. However, it is more difficult to compute energy. For this experiment it was computed
by integrating force along the travelled path through the sediment. The contribution of depth to
energy was found to dominate the fitness, such that larger depths were not rewarded.
The interpretation of the results of the evolutionary experiments is difficult because of the
small number of generations and the small population sizes. After a revision of the setup, the
experiments should be repeated to see if all of them lead to the same final optimal morphology or
burrowing motion.

3.2 Limitations
Our setup was the first one to combine models of bivalve shells with an external actuation mechanism based on pulling cables. Because of the exploratory nature of the setup and the experiments,
there are a number of drawbacks that need to be improved in future research.

3.2.1 Discrepancy between the setup and natural bivalves
Differences between parameters of the setup and of natural bivalves have already been described
above. While certain elements of the setup like the 3D-printed shell shapes or the induced rocking
motion corresponded well to natural bivalves, other elements were entirely missing. The setup
contained shell models consisting of a rigid one-piece object, while bivalves move their valves
and use their soft foot for burrowing. The setup was restricted to mimic the shell morphology,
the rocking motion and water ejected into the sediment without an associated valve adduction.
The burrowing performance measure we usually used to compare bivalves was burrowing
depth. However, it is not entirely clear if there actually is a pressure on natural bivalves to dig
as deep as possible (see also chapter E). It may be that other criteria such as burrowing speed,
or counteracting buoyancy or currents is more important. It would actually be possible to use
our setup to investigate this question by testing different fitness functions and comparing the
resulting optimized morphologies to natural bivalves.
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3.2.2 Threats to validity
The largest effect endangering the validity of the results was the memory effect in the sediment.
We were not able to implement a satisfying standardization technique to control the sediment
before experiments. See chapters E and F for a more detailed description of this issue.
We tested for artefacts introduced to the burrowing process by the setup. These artefacts
would measure properties of the particular setup instead of general properties of bivalve-like
burrowing. Wall effects of the sediment compartment were discussed in chapter E, different controller policies in section G.2 and chapter E and angle dependent friction of the cables in section 3.1.
Due to the large amount of resources needed to perform evolutionary experiments, we stopped
after 10-20 generations. To get reliable results, a larger number of generations should be performed, and the experiments should be repeated using different initial populations. For comparison, in the examples of evolutionary experiments in hardware mentioned by Rechenberg (2000),
between 27 and 2400 generations were generated, with several hundred being a typical value. In
our case, this would only be practicable if the whole burrowing experiment could be automated,
including sediment standardization, retrieval of the shell from the sediment and maintaining a
standardized initial position and orientation.

3.2.3 Computer Simulations of Granular Media
When applying a synthetic approach, it is considered good practice to investigate a phenomenon
of interest both by computer simulations and physical experiments. The advantages of each approach can thus be combined. Computer simulations need less resources, are safe, and fast. Especially when performing artificial evolution, it is desirable to do as much of it as possible in
software, since only a fast process allows large population sizes and a high number of generations. A disadvantage of computer simulations is that they may miss essential properties of
the physical world, because every element of the simulation has to be explicitly programmed.
Physical experiments, on the other hand, provide complex real dynamics for free and are in this
sense more realistic. But they usually need much more resources and can often only be partially
automated, resulting in a high personal and temporal effort.
Since we had planned to perform evolutionary experiments from the beginning, we started
to experiment with software simulations of the bivalve burrowing process. We planned to profit
from the parallel development of a computer simulation and a physical setup. The setup should
be used to calibrate and to verify the results of the simulation. The simulation could have been
used as a fast replacement for real experiments, allowing for extensive evolutionary experiments
in software. On the other hand, simulations could have served as exploratory studies to find
interesting effects that then could be tested using the physical setup. However, due to the reasons
below, we finally did not implement and use a computer simulation of bivalve burrowing.
Approaches to develop simulations of a phenomenon of interest may be divided in two categories: top-down and bottom-up. The top-down approach is often used in physics. The first
simulation is made as simple and abstract as possible and should capture the most important
effect. If its predictions are supported by the evidence, it is successively refined to capture more
details of the process. In a bottom-up approach, a simulation is started at the finest granularity
and more complex behaviour is composed from these components. This approach may be more
popular in biology.
As described in section 2.1.3, granular media exhibit complex dynamics. Since the purpose
of the study was to investigate details of the interaction of shell morphology, such as surface
ridges, with sediment grains and water, we decided to follow a bottom-up approach. There is
a large number of software packages able to simulate rigid bodies or fluids. However, none of
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Figure 3.1: Simulation screenshot.

them naturally supports granular materials with their particular dynamics (e.g. as proposed by
Herrmann, 1992; Oliveira and Stewart, 2012). Sand has to be simulated using particles or a large
number of rigid bodies. We decided to test the PhysX SDK, because it is hardware accelerated
and therefore potentially allows a larger number of particles (Nvidia Corporation, 2010). We
implemented a simulation using simple rigid bodies such as spheres or cubes to represent sand
grains and a fluid to represent water, see Figure 3.1. The water tank was implemented using halfspaces. The simulation worked for large sand grains. However, when reducing the size of the
grains to get more realistic results, the simulation was not numerically stable any more. Within
the limits of the project it was not possible to further pursue the implementation of a computer
simulation of the bivalve burrowing process. The focus was laid on developing the experimental
setup.

3.3 Future Work
Since this study was exploratory and experimental, it may be continued in many directions. The
setup may be technically improved to make experiments faster, more automated, more reliable
and better documented with richer sensory data. The generation of shell morphology could be improved by employing more sophisticated models or even ontogenetic simulations that are able to
create, e.g., skew ridges. More (evolutionary) experiments may be performed, e.g. to test ambiguous results of this study, to reproduce findings in the literature generated by analytic methods, or
to evolve optimal burrowing morphologies for different fitness functions.
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3.3.1 Setup improvements
Future research using a similar setup as the one described here should try to avoid the limitations
described in section 3.2.
Several methods to standardize the sediment state before each burrowing run were tested
(section G.3.1). Since none of them led to satisfactory results, we suggest as an alternative method
an automated procedure consisting of two stages: (a) loosening of the sediment: pump high
pressure water into the sediment, e.g. through a lattice in the bottom plate, and (b) compacting
the sediment: vibrate the whole sediment compartment laterally modulating the frequency from
low to high. Step (a) is necessary to resolve any residual structure from previous interactions,
e.g. jammed regions, within the sediment. Using a rake to do this as described in section G.3.1
did non cover the whole sediment compartment and therefore just replaced one structure by
another. If a more compacted initial state is desired, as it most probably occurs in natural settings,
step (b) should be applied with frequency, amplitude and duration adapted to produce the best
results. This should again be done with the whole sediment compartment. According to our
experience, shaking the compartment should be the best method to increase sediment compaction
in a homogeneous way (Nadler et al., 2011).
To be able to test higher forces and to reduce the discrepancy between the externally measured slider positions and the actual shell position, the static structure of the setup should be
strengthened such that it is not deformed by the high tension in the cables.
The geometric model could be enhanced using a Meinhardt-type reaction-diffusion system
(Meinhardt and Klingler, 1987) to produce the sculpture. Thus, also skew sculpture and more
complex patterns would be possible. If appropriate, a more sophisticated ontogenetic simulation
involving a genetic regulatory network (GRN) may be used (Eggenberger Hotz, 1997) to generate
the sculpture or the whole shell morphology.

3.3.2 Richer sensory feedback
The setup did only contain position sensors in the linear motors and force sensors inserted between the slider ends and the attached cables. To achieve more direct and complete measurements
of the trajectory of the shell, we experimented with different alternative sensors. This included an
IMU within the shell (Vasileiou, 2012 (unpublished), force sensors within the shell (Brändli, 2009),
and a visual 2D motion tracking system (Brändli, 2009). Although all these attempts were helpful,
we did not find a solution suited as a standard procedure to record the results of experiments. The
IMU system and the internal force sensors were relatively big, leading to a shell that could only
partially penetrate the sediment. Visual tracking was difficult because the shell vanished within
the sediment and because dust in the water obstructed the view. Even if the water was clear in
the beginning, shell-grain and grain-grain interactions abraded dust over time and raised it into
the water. Also, traces of the chemicals used to remove the support material from the 3D-printed
shells accumulated in the water and produced small dust flakes.
Possibly one of these methods could be improved to obtain richer data from experiments, like
a complete 3D trajectory of the shell. Such data could be visualized by an animation and thus
help to understand and communicate the burrowing process.

3.3.3 Additional experiments
The improved setup could be used to investigate open questions in biology, palaeontology and
biorobotics. Different fossil bivalve shapes could be scanned, reproduced and tested in the setup
to compare their performance or to associate them with a sediment type. Using an evolutionary algorithm, an optimal burrowing motion could be evolved for a given shape. Computed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Hydraulic bivalve. (a) Exploded view of the cylinder block and all its components.
Reprinted from Brändli (2009). (b) Picture of the assembled hydraulic bivalve.

tomography (CT) scanning of recent and fossil shells and subsequent printing on the 3D printer
is feasible as verified by scanning one valve of Cardium pseudolima and printing it. Features could
be reproduced with a resolution of about 0.5 mm.
The parameters defining shell morphology and motion pattern can both be controlled. It
would therefore be possible to perform evolutionary experiments changing only one type of parameter or both at the same time. Thus, the co-evolution of morphology and motion control in an
organism could be investigated.

3.3.4 Hydraulic setup
The setup described so far was used for all experiments reported in this thesis. However, due
to the limitations of the previous setup, a second, completely independent hydraulic setup was
designed and built. Unfortunately, it was never put into operation.
The purpose of the hydraulic setup was to deal with some of the limitations of the previous setup by implementing a more sophisticated simulation of the burrowing process that more
closely mimics the burrowing sequence of bivalves (Figure 2.2). This included adding an artificial
foot and a hinge to open and close the valves. The shell therefore had four degrees of freedom:
open and close the valves, inflate and shrink the foot and expanding and retracting the foot using an anterior and a posterior cylinder. The major differences compared to the previous setup
were: (a) the actuation was done hydraulically, (vs. electromagnetic linear motors), (b) the bivalve
was “mechanically autonomous”, i.e. the actuation was provided by the motion of the bivalve itself, (vs. external motors pulling the bivalve), (c) the valves could be opened and closed, (d) the
bivalve featured an artificial foot. Thus, the hydraulic setup incorporated the two anchors that
bivalves use for burrowing. This means that the mechanical parts used for propulsion through
the sediment were all included in the bivalve, while only the pressured oil, i.e. the energy supply,
had to be provided from outside. In the previous setup, anchoring had not been possible and the
shell was held in place by the tension in the cables.
Bivalve shells were generated and printed using the same method as described in section G.1.1.
Instead of bayonet couplings different attachment structures were used to attach the valves to the
inner hydraulic structure as shown in Figure 3.2.
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The first prototype of the foot was a hook with movable arms, as shown in Figure 3.2. A
second test version was cast from silicone and could be inflated through a tube. For the hydraulic
system, we chose oil instead of water or air. A hydraulic system functioning with water would
have been too expensive and susceptible and an admixture would have been necessary to add
lubricating characteristics to the water. Air would have generated buoyancy and is compressible.
To finish the setup, the control circuitry and the control program have to be implemented. It
would then be interesting to test the setup and, if it works properly, to compare the results to
the previous findings. In particular, the following points should be considered: (a) comparison
between external and internal actuation, e.g. without connection to cables, back-slippage may become an issue, (b) comparison between water expulsion by squirting water through a perforated
tube at the shell edge and by closing the valves, (c) benefits of the artificial foot.
To produce significant results with the hydraulic setup, it would also be necessary to consider the improvements described above, e.g. a better standardization technique to control the
sediment state.

3.4 Conclusion
An entirely synthetic approach was followed by constructing a setup mimicking bivalve shell
models and the rocking burrowing motion. Together with evolutionary algorithms, an integrated
platform was built to investigate the functional morphology and morphological evolution of the
shell of burrowing bivalves.
The main findings are that the state of the sediment plays a far more important role than expected and also than described in the literature. In the literature, the focus lies on the bivalve
itself, the sediment type and correlations of the shell morphology to static properties of the sediment (like grain size). Shell size and pulling force have a relevant influence, as expected, while
the effect of the surface sculpture is negligible. This is in contrast to the literature as well. Water
expulsion tends to have a positive effect, but the results are not conclusive in our experiments.
The dynamics of granular media are still not well understood. As long as there are no reliable and
detailed computer simulations available, only physical experiments can deliver realistic results.
The built setup was the first of its kind. The two other approaches known to the authors used
a pushing mechanism and either casts of real shells or abstracted metallic shells (Stanley, 1975b;
Winter et al., 2012). We were also the first to artificially evolve physical bivalve shell morphologies. Because it was a prototype, our setup had several limitations, the most critical one being the
difficulty to control the sediment.
Nevertheless, we believe the ideas connected to our approach have a large potential for palaeontological research and also other disciplines. The main ideas are: 1) By applying a synthetic
approach, palaeontological questions may be tackled that are difficult to answer using analytic
methods, e.g. finding a burrowing motion pattern fitting to a given fossil shape. Morphological and other parameters can be precisely controlled and the results quantified using internal
and external sensors. 2) Technical advances such as cheap 3D printers open new possibilities to
build experimental setups to study functional morphologies. 3) Using artificial evolution, not
only physical processes like burrowing, but also evolutionary pressure shaping the morphology
of organisms may be investigated, adding trajectories to the static points in a morphospace. 4)
Because the approach is synthetic, results can be generalized to a higher degree. It is possible
to not only study nature as it is but also as it could be (Langton, 1989). Morphologies from the
entire morphospace can be tested, by using different fitness functions in artificial evolution, different evolutionary pressures and their effect on morphology may be investigated. 5) By controlling morphological and motion parameters, an integrated system can be built that does not only
evolve controllers to fixed robots, as is usually done in evolutionary robotics, but that is able to
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co-evolve morphology and motion pattern.
The research presented here is basic research. However, a better understanding of locomotion
through granular media may have several potential applications. Automatic burrowing devices
may be used to anchor ships or platforms in sandy sediments. Difficult terrain often contains
granular material, also on land. Robots able to move through such terrain may be useful for
different tasks, even extraterrestrial exploration, e.g. on Mars (Huntsberger et al., 2007; Zacny
et al., April 15-18, 2012). A two-anchor method to locomote may also be applicable in other
situations, such as motion through human tissue in medical contexts.
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Bivalves show a large diversity of shell shapes and sculptures during their long
history of evolutionary adaptations to different modes of life. The comparatively
dense fossil record of bivalves, the well-defined morphological space and the
quite complete picture of bivalvian phylogeny offer basis for an analysis of
general evolutionary processes. However, while the fossil record conveys
information about the shape and the habitat of bivalves, the interpretation of the
functional morphology, locomotion and changes in shell shape is generally
vague, as fossils represent only discrete states in the morphological space and
suffer from the preservational bias. Thus, the purpose of this project is to extend
the knowledge about the evolution of bivalves and their adaptations to
burrowing using both a computer simulation and a burrowing robot. The
simulation will cover the dynamics of burrowing as well as the evolution in
morphology and behaviour, reconstructing a trajectory in the morphological
space and analysing the processes inducing these state-shifts.
There already exist mathematical models of sea shells (e.g. Raup & Michelson
1965), models of granular media (e.g. van Wachem & Almstedt 2003),
burrowing robots and simulations of artificial evolution, but they have never
been combined. Our simulation consists of (i) models of recent, fossil and
artificial bivalve morphospecies, (ii) a model of a granular medium including the
physical interactions with the shell, (iii) an implementation of the burrowing
sequence (cf. Trueman 1966) and (iv) an artificial evolutionary system. The
artificial evolution may change parameters controlling the behaviour or the
morphology of the bivalves. Using a computer simulation allows an efficient and
systematic analysis of the burrowing efficiency by changing just a single
parameter at a time.
The virtual shell models are converted into physical objects using a 3D-printer
(Fig. 1). As a starting point for the physical experiments, finally leading to a selfsufficient burrowing robot, we will attach the shell to two rods simulating the
rocking locomotion of the bivalve during the burrowing process (cf. Stanley
1975). In further steps, the opening and closing of the valves and finally an
artificial foot probing into the sediment will be added to complete the robot. The
data provided by the robot is used to calibrate the simulation and to assess the
coherence of the model and the physical reality. After testing the biological
significance of the simulation, we will explore the functional correlations
between the shell shapes and sculptures, the burrowing behaviour and the
sediment type.
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As shown in earlier examples (Hadorn et al. 2004), a close collaboration
between palaeontology and evolutionary computation/robotics can return profit
for both scientific fields. A possible application of this research may be a tool for
palaeontologists to link shell forms and the mode of life of fossil bivalves in a
more sophisticated way. The simulation can be used to perform experiments
with evolution, to identify functional constraints, to find explanations for aberrant
and extinct shell forms and even to create and test shell forms that have never
existed. By investigating the functionality not only of recent but also of fossil
shells, the field of bionics could be remarkably extended. In industry, the robot
might serve as a prototype for autonomous burrowing robots or removable and
fixed anchorage of man-made structures in soft sediments.

Figure 1. Left: An artificial shell generated by the simulation software with added
sockets for the rods. Right: Photo of a valve printed by the 3D-printer (scale in
centimetres).
This work is part of the Swiss National Foundation project no. 113934.
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Retracing the Evolution of Bivalves in Simulation and Robotics
Correlating Morphology, Behaviour
and Habitat in the Context of Evolution
Using a Computer Simulation and Robots

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Daniel Germann, Wolfgang Schatz, Maik Hadorn, Andreas Fischer & Peter Eggenberger Hotz

Abstract

Background

We combine for the first time mathematical models of bivavles, physical simulations of sedimentary structures, artificial evolution and robotics to
investigate the influence of bivalve morphology
on the burrowing process and the morphological
change of bivalves during evolution. The resulting
modelling system may support palaeontologists in
understanding the bivalvian evolution in a more
sophisticated way and lead to innovations in
bionics and engineering.

Bivalves show a large diversity of shell shapes and
sculptures during their long history of evolutionary adaptations to different modes of life. While
the fossil record conveys information about the
shape and the habitat of bivalves, the interpretation of the functional morphology and its change
during evolution is generally vague, as fossils represent only discrete states in the morphological
space and suffer from the preservational bias.

Figure 1: Based on virtual shells 3D plastic
models are generated and tested for their
burrowing efficiency (see Fig. 3b).
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Figure 3: (a) Model of a recent
morphospecies: shell surface reconstructed from a computed
tomography (CT) scan of a specimen of Cardium pseudolima.
(b) Photograph of a plastic model implementing the virtual
model shown in Fig. 1 and illustrating stage 1 in Fig. 2c.
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Actuated Bivalve Robot
Study of the Burrowing Locomotion in Sediment
Agathe Koller-Hodac, Daniel P. Germann, Alexander Gilgen, Katja Dietrich,
Maik Hadorn, Wolfgang Schatz and Peter Eggenberger Hotz
Abstract— This paper presents the design and control of an
actuated bivalve robot, which has been developed to study
the burrowing locomotion of bivalves in sediment. The setup
consists of a tank filled with sand and water, plastic models
of bivalve shells capable of expelling water and an external
actuation mechanism simulating the rocking burrowing motion
typically used by these animals. The realistic shell shapes
have been realized using three-dimensional plotting techniques
allowing testing influences of different shell shapes and surface
structures (sculptures) on the burrowing efficiency.
Based on the experimental setup, the burrowing process
has been reproduced. The results show that this setup can be
used to identify correlations in the burrowing process. Further
experimental work will investigate the influence of factors such
as shell shape and sculpture or the motion sequence on the
burrowing performance.
Keywords: biorobotics; biomimetics; burrowing locomotion;
bivalves

I. INTRODUCTION
Bivalves have been part of the animal world for a long
period of time and are well adapted to their particular mode
of life. Our focus lies on their locomotion behavior, which
in many cases consists of burrowing into the sediment for
protection against predators and other environmental factors.
This behavior provides an excellent instance of a well defined
and well studied process suited to test novel methodological
approaches. In our project, we pursue an “understanding
by building” approach, as we built a robotic experimental
setup to investigate bivalve burrowing without using living
animals. The total control of the morphology and actuation
of the artificial bivalves allows a systematic examination
of the burrowing process by varying single parameters.
We intend to use the constructed platform to shed light
on correlations of morphology, motion and sediment and
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thus better understand the link between morphology and
functionality.
There are several reasons why clams are used to study correlations between morphology and behavior. First, suitable
mathematical models of bivalve shell morphology already
exist. Second, the mechanical behavior of bivalves, which
mainly consists of burrowing into the sediment, is simple
when compared to other organisms. Third, in contrast to
other animals, bivalves do not use a complicated system of
multiple movable body parts or the secretion of mucus to
burrow. Such complex dynamics would be much harder to
simulate. And fourth, a large range of shells with different
shapes and sculptures is easily available.
It is technically difficult to get close to living bivalves.
Therefore we lay our focus on comparing robots among
each other while systematically varying parameters instead of
trying to authentically mimic specific species or individuals.
The built platform is able to burrow artificial bivalves into the
sediment using a simple, externally actuated shell model. The
correlation between burrowing efficiency, shape, sculpture
and size can be established.
A further goal is to understand the burrowing process
so that energy saving sequences can be defined to dig and
anchor objects in sediment for sea applications. A study
analyzing real bivalve behavior in sediment shows that the
surrounding sediment is fluidized through the opening and
closing of shells [1]. It appears essential to mimic the natural
behavior and liquidize the soil during digging in order to
reduce the soil resistance.
In this paper, the design and control of the bivalve robot is
described. An experimental apparatus based on an aquarium
tank containing water and sediment is presented. The experimental setup allows simulating the burrowing locomotion in
sediment. Experimental results illustrate the characteristics
of burrowing locomotion for digging into substrates. The
discussion describes the biological relevance of the platform
and in the future work section, we explain which additional
functionalities will be integrated into the setup and which
further experiments will be performed to identify correlations
between morphology and burrowing performance.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Bivalve Shape
The soft body of bivalves is enveloped by two valves
which are dorsally connected and pushed open by an elastic
ligament. The valves of burrowing clams are closed by
usually two adductor muscles. The part inside the shell not
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occupied by the animal body is called the mantle cavity.
A part of the soft body called foot protrudes ventrally
from the shell and plays a major role in the burrowing
process. Depending on the species, the shell sculptures have
characteristic structures such as concentric ridges. It has been
discovered that the shell features have a function and tend
to enhance burrowing efficiency [2] [3].
Bivalve shells, as the shells of the related gastropods
(snails) have a convoluted shape. One of the first attempts
to mathematically model this shape was done by Raup [4]
in 1965, where he also introduced the term “theoretical
morphology”. Since then, many different approaches have
been suggested, but most of them are based on a simple
growth process that produces a sequence of aperture curves
of increasing size that travel along a three-dimensional
helicospiral (see also [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]). Only a
few parameters are needed to generate realistic virtual shell
shapes.
B. Bivalve Burrowing
In order to burrow themselves into the sediment, bivalves
use a two-anchor system. The shell and a part of the soft body
called foot alternate in anchoring the bivalve in the sediment,
while the other is pushed or pulled forward. Anchoring is
done by increasing the size: the shells are opened, the foot
swells under blood pressure. The dynamics of this process
were first described in greater detail by Trueman [1]. He
identified the motion sequence described in fig. 1 which is
called the “burrowing sequence”. He observed the behavior
of littoral bivalves making films through the glass of an
aquarium tank.
In natural bivalves, valve adduction happens in about 0.1 s,
immediately followed by the anterior and posterior pedal
retraction. After the relaxing of the adductor muscles to
reopen the valves and a rest period, the next burrowing
cycle begins. With increasing depth, the rest period tends to
become longer and the depth increase per burrowing cycle
smaller. Small and rapid burrowers reach their living position
in just a few seconds (e.g. Donax denticulatus in 3 to 11 s).
Shallow burrowers live only 1 to 3 cm below the sediment
surface, whereas deep burrowers move to a depth of 20 cm
and more (up to 100 cm). In particular cases (e.g. Divaricella
quadrisulcata), this is more than ten times the body size. [11]
It was recognized early on that the morphology of the shell
and foot have a large impact on the burrowing performance.
A notable physical experiment was performed in 1975 by
Stanley [12]. He produced a cast of a specimen of Mercenaria mercenaria that has a blunt anterior area and tested it in
real sediment. He simulated the rocking burrowing motion
by manually and alternately pushing two rods attached to
the shell. By comparing the burrowing performance to a
second model where he had altered the shape to display a
sharper front edge, he could explain the advantage of the
blunt anterior region of this particular species.
Bivalve morphologies suitable for efficient burrowing and
correlations between morphology, burrowing motion and
sediment have already been detected. Stanley found that

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 1. The burrowing sequence for bivalves as described by Trueman [1].
(a) The clam is in erect position, partially burrowed in the sediment. The
valves are open to anchor the shell, i.e. to prevent back-slippage. (b) The
foot probes deeper into the sediment. (c) The adductor muscles contract,
partially closing the shell. The water expelled from the cavity liquefies the
surrounding sediment to reduce the resistance to penetration. From the soft
body inside the shell, blood is pressed into the foot, which is inflated and
serves as a new anchor. (d) The anterior retractor muscle (red arrow) pulls
the front side of the bivalve towards the foot, leading to a rotation of the
shell (black arrow). (e) In the same way, the posterior retractor muscle
rotates the shell back into the erect position. (f) The two rotations around
different rotation axes led to a net downward translation, as illustrated by
the dashed line. The valves open again to allow for another burrowing cycle
starting at (a).

ridges at a right angle to the burrowing direction are advantageous and used with rocking motions covering a small
angle, while v-shaped ridges are also possible, leading to
larger rotation angles [13]. Savazzi [14] summarizes that the
sculpture amplitude increases with sediment grain size, that
the profile of the sculpture should be asymmetric and the
gentle slope should be facing the burrowing direction. Using
our experimental setup, we intend to verify these and similar
findings and generate new ones.
C. Burrowing Robots
Although there have been a few burrowing robots, most of
them are conceived of as applications in a bionics context. An
interesting approach is the RoboClam from the Hatsopoulous
Microfluidics Laboratory at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) which mimics the behavior of the razor clam to
perform anchoring operations [15] [16]. The project focuses
on the Ensis clam genus, an elongate species by which the
shell digs into sediment without rocking motion. The robot
is actuated using pneumatic pistons which apply forces to
push the razor clam into the sediment. The efficiency of clam
digging has been demonstrated in comparison to standard
anchoring techniques.
Another example of a burrowing robot is a soft-bodied
climbing system named Softbot [17]. This robot is not
inspired from bivalves but from caterpillars, that are capable
to crawl and burrow into confined spaces.
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Fig. 3. Left: Real bivalve shell (Cardium pseudolima). Right: A similar
shell, artificially generated and realized with a 3D plotter.

Fig. 2. The experimental setup consisting of an actuation mechanism (left),
a tank filled with sediment and water (middle) and a hydraulic system for
water expulsion (right).

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Figure 2 shows the complete experimental apparatus,
which has been realized to investigate the burrowing behavior
of bivalves in sediment. It consists of three main parts:
(1) an aquarium tank, (2) an actuation mechanism and (3)
a hydraulic system. The aquarium with the dimensions of
60×60×60 cm (216 `) is filled with sediment and water.
Since the sediment is deposited onto a bottom plate, it
can be exchanged to investigate the influence of sediment
characteristics on the burrowing process. The tank has been
filled with normal tap water and some anti-algae solution.
The first experiments were done with a simple unwashed
sand with grain sizes between 0 and 4 mm. Later and future
experiments were or will be conducted with a well-rounded
quartz sand with grain sizes between 0.7 and 1.2 mm, which
falls in the category of coarse to very coarse sand. After
being placed at the interface between water and sediment, the
bivalve robot can perform its burrowing motion in sediment.
A number of parameters determining the morphology and
behavior of the robot bivalves can be varied, including the
overall shell shape, the amount and shape of radial and
commarginal sculpture and the operation timing during the
burrowing cycle.
A. Robot Bivalve Shells
It is well recognized in malacological research that the
shell morphology has a major impact on the burrowing performance. To study the relationships between physical morphology and burrowing efficiency, a dedicated software tool
has been developed in order to generate different complex
forms of virtual shells. The program uses a mathematical
model similar to the one described in [5]. To print the
generated model on a 3D printer, it has to be transformed
from an open surface into a closed solid. This has been

achieved by closing both sides of the tubular mesh with disklike patches. The patch closing the aperture is either flat
or manually designed by a computer aided design (CAD)
program. The former allows gluing two parts together to
produce a one-piece shell, while the latter may be used to
equip the shell with an attachment site that fits to the inner
structure of a more complicated robot. The final result is a
closed triangle mesh that is stored in STL format and can
be directly sent to the 3D printer.
A dimension R bst 768 3D printer [18] and its CatalystEx
software has been used to print the shells. The shells are
printed in solid mode to avoid the plastic from absorbing too
much water. The resolution of the printer is about 0.5 mm.
Available bivalve specimen can be scanned by computed
tomography to get virtual geometrical models of their shells.
This approach allows the fabrication of one-piece shells
as well as thin-walled half-shells. They have an outside
geometry close to real bivalves but can also include robotic
components in the inner cavity. Figure 3 depicts both a
specimen of Cardium pseudolima and a shell model realized
by 3D plotting.
B. Burrowing Motion
According to the burrowing sequence described in [1], the
downward digging and the rocking along the longitudinal
axis have been implemented in the bivalve robot. Linear
electrical motors integrated into the setup provide a flexible
actuation solution to perform digging operations.
As shown in Figure 4, bivalve shells are pulled downward
using two strings which are actuated externally by LinMot
motors. These two linear actuators (called left and right motors) are synchronized to obtain the rocking down-motion of
the bivalve. Motor parameters such as rocking step resolution
and time can be varied. Force and position are monitored
using the control unit of the motors. Pulling forces up to
200 N and a maximum stroke of 66 cm can be obtained
with this configuration.
The system control has been implemented in the motor
control box using LinMot-Talk [19]. Based on PID position
controllers, a response time of 10 ms and a positioning
accuracy of 30 µm have been achieved, which is sufficient
for reproducing the burrowing motion.
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Fig. 4. Two schematic drawings of the bivalve model, the tank and the
actuation mechanism. The red arrows show the track of the strings that are
attached to the shell and to two linear motors that pull the bivalve into the
sediment. The strings are deviated to avoid cutting the glass bottom of the
tank. To reduce the friction on the string, it only runs through the sand right
below the shell. After passing through a hole in the horizontal plate, it is
led through water and a cable casing.

Fig. 5. Burrowing robot design including water expulsion mechanism. A
plastic shell includes a peripheral rubber tube with holes to emit water. The
tube is connected to the hydraulic pump placed next to the tank.

C. Burrowing Efficiency
To perform a comparison between several burrowing
strategies for a given species, it is particularly relevant
to define a parameter called burrowing efficiency which
indicates the mechanical energy Emech required to reach a
defined burrowing depth in sediment. The necessary energy
shall be kept as low as possible to obtain an optimized
burrowing locomotion.
Emech = Fd vtd

(1)

The burrowing efficiency, given in Equation 1, depends on
three parameters: the pulling force Fd , the average speed v
and the digging time td . As introduced by Trueman [2], the
bivalve mass shall be considered to compare the burrowing
efficiency among bivalves of varying sizes. Therefore, the
burrowing efficiency parameter Emech,s includes a shell
body mass parameter ms and is represented by Equation
2.
Emech,s =

Fd
vtd
ms

(2)

D. Water Expulsion
Vertical digging of an object into sediment under water
requires extremely large forces so that the necessary energy
to reach a digging depth in soil increases drastically. It
has been observed early on that real bivalves use water
expulsion combined with rocking motion to fluidize sediment
and therefore facilitate the digging process.
Water expulsion has been simulated using a hydraulic
pump which is connected to the bivalve. Perforated tubing
has been inserted into the shells to allow water expulsion
along the bivalve edge. The water pressure p is regulated
between 0.1 and 1.0 bar by a pressure regulation valve. The
membrane pump generates a volume flow Q between 0.5
and 3.0 `/min. A two-position two-way valve is integrated
into the liquid path to block the liquid flow when closed.
The valve command signal is generated by the controller of
the electrical motors. The hydraulic parameters have been set
so that the amount of water expelled per cycle corresponds
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Fig. 6. Control Scheme for the bivalve robot. The control unit generates
commands to the linear motors and the hydraulic system to obtain the
burrowing motion.

to the volume expelled from the mantle cavity during the
closing of the shells. For energy comparison, the hydraulic
energy Ehydr required for water expulsion must be added
to the mechanical energy Emech supplied for the rocking
motion. The total energy Et required for burial is given by
Equation 3.
Et = Emech + Ehydr

(3)

where Ehydr depends on the volume flow and the hydraulic pressure.
The Figure 6 illustrates the control scheme. The control
unit is in charge of the synchronization between rocking
motion and water expulsion in order to reach a defined depth
∆zs . The command unit generates control voltages UR and
UL to the motor amplifiers as well as on/off commands UH
to the hydraulic valve. The motors generate alternate forces
FR and FL to pull down the bivalve robot. The water flows
through the robot when the hydraulic valve is opened.
IV. RESULTS
Several burrowing sequences have been tested experimentally. After the robot has been brought to the sediment
surface, the burrowing process has been started. Under the
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Fig. 7. Measured digging force generated by linear motors to pull the
bivalve robot into sediment. The graph shows the results of three successive
runs of the same burrowing experiment. For each run, the force applied by
the left (posterior) motor is plotted against time. During this burrowing
period, the shell was pulled 10 cm into the sediment by regular steps of
2 mm. The force measurements are fairly repeatable even if environmental
conditions cannot be completely identical from one experiment to another.

assumption that the strings do not deform, the information
about force and position provided by the motor control unit
are good indicators about the burrowing efficiency of the
bivalve robot.
A. Burrowing Motion
Repeated measurements on the pulling forces FR and
FL generated by the motors have shown that these forces
increase almost linearly with the digging depth ∆z measured from the sediment surface. Although initial conditions
for each experiment cannot be completely identical due to
sediment’s sinking effects, the force measurements are fairly
repeatable, as illustrated on Figure 7. The pulling forces
increase slowly in the first 10 mm in sediment because only
a small part of the bivalve is covered by sand. Since the
forces generated by the right and left motors are similar, only
the force of the left motor (simulating the posterior retractor
muscle) is represented for a better graph readout.
By performing displacement steps of 2 mm every 1.1 s,
alternately with the left and right motors, the bivalve reaches
a depth of 100 mm in about 57 s. Force values between
0 and 144 N have been measured during a burrowing
sequence. Measured short force peaks can be explained by
inhomogeneities and density variations in the substrate. The
closed-loop position control system leads to significant force
deviations along the path, depending on whether the bivalve
is in contact with compacted or loose sediment.
B. Water Expulsion
To investigate the impact of sediment fluidization on the
burrowing efficiency, several experiments have been performed with and without water expulsion. To prevent a motor
overload, these measurements can be done only for a reduced
depth in sediment.
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Fig. 8.
Comparison of force profiles for a burrowing motion when
water is expelled or not from the bivalve shells. The water was ejected
through a perforated tube along the commissure of the two valves. For
these experiments, the pump was operated at full capacity. During the whole
period, the shell was pulled 5 cm into the sediment. At the beginning,
there was no noticeable difference, but after about 10 s, water expulsion
reduced the necessary force to pull the shell deeper into the sediment. The
linear trendlines are plotted for lucidity, the intersection is of no known
significance.

Figure 8 illustrates the forces necessary to pull downward
the burrowing robot into sediment. In the initial phase, the
required forces are fairly similar since the bivalve is located
at the boundary between water and sediment. After the
transition phase, a significant force reduction is observed if
water expulsion is active. When the bivalve robot digs into
the sediment to a final depth of 50 mm, the required force
has been reduced by a factor of 1.7. Since the bivalve robot
is position controlled, water expulsion has no influence on
the digging time but improves the burrowing efficiency by a
factor of 1.7.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Proposed Approach
This paper describes the design and realization of an
experimental setup to investigate the burrowing locomotion
of bivalves. This apparatus consists of bivalve shells generated using geometric growth models and realized as plastic
objects by a 3D printer, a tank providing an underwater
sandy environment and an external actuation system. Current
results have shown that artificial clams can be burrowed and
that the setup allows collecting very useful data about the
burrowing process and the influence of different factors such
as overall shape, sculpture, burrowing parameters and water
expulsion.
B. Biological Relevance
During the burrowing process, bivalves press water out of
the mantle cavity and into the surrounding sediment. This
is done by quick contractions of the adductor muscles to
partially close the shell. Since this was discovered, it has
been assumed that the resulting loosening of the sediment
reduces the resistance to penetration. It could be shown
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experimentally that the rocking motion combined to sediment
fluidization enables significant energy savings for digging
operations.
A major criterion for the usefulness of the proposed
setup is its ability to authentically mimic biological bivalve
morphology and burrowing behavior. The closeness to nature
is limited by several technical restrictions.
(a) The current geometric model allows only radial and
com-marginal sculptures and mixtures of the two (leading
to a coffered pattern). It is not possible to generate skew,
asymmetric or locally varying sculptures. (b) The size of the
printed shells lies in the upper range of natural shell sizes
(about 10 cm). This is partly due to the limited printer resolution. Consequently, we use sand with grain sizes slightly
above average (0 to 4 mm and 0.7 to 1.2 mm). But it cannot
be expected that all the relevant physical processes scale to
the used magnitude. (c) The density distribution of an artificial bivalve made of ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene)
shells and inner metal parts is different from a natural
bivalve consisting of calcite/aragonite and organic material.
(d) The rotation axes during the burrowing sequence depend
on the attachment location of the muscles/strings. While the
muscles of living bivalves work on contact points dorsally
inside the shell, the strings in our setup are tied to a metal
part ventrally protruding from the shell. (e) All soft body
parts including the foot are currently missing.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Ongoing experiments consist in testing different shell
shapes in order to understand their role in the burrowing
locomotion. A more sophisticated geometric model that
allows skew sculpture will allow testing a larger variety of
different shells. The influence of sediment has also to be
further investigated. In particular, the influence of grain size
on the burrowing performance is to be analyzed in correlation
with the shell morphology.
The final goal is to develop an autonomously burrowing
robot including an anchoring foot to mimic the bivalve
behavior. In a first step, the water expulsion mechanism
using rubber tubes will be replaced by and compared to an
artificial bivalve with shells that can be opened and closed. In
a seconds step, a mechanically autonomous burrowing robot
will be realized by adding an artificial foot made from soft
material.
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Abstract
This work examines correlations between functional morphology and behaviour in the instance of the burrowing locomotion of bivalves. A comparatively simple and assessable behaviour and a rich fossil record documenting
the evolutionary adaptations in morphology make these animals adequate
for investigation. In this paper a robotic setup to simulate the burrowing
behaviour of bivalves is presented. Models of both natural bivalve shell
shapes and artificially designed shapes are pulled into sediment in the rocking modality these animals typically use. Different shapes, motion patterns
and a water expulsion mechanism are evaluated and compared in terms of
burrowing performance. The results presented here and further experiments
using the (improved) platform may shed light on how bivalves burrow, how
features of functional morphology evolved and how efficient automatic burrowing devices may be constructed.
Keywords: biorobotics, biomimetics, underwater robots, functional morphology, burrowing locomotion, shell morphology, bivalves, artificial evolution

1 Introduction
This work pursues a synthetic (“understanding by building”) rather than an
analytic approach for understanding functional morphology and its influence
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on behaviour in the case of bivalves. Biomimetic research usually focuses on
using nature as inspiration to solve technical problems in a novel and elegant
way and build useful applications. The approach taken here is the opposite
one, as engineering and the building of a robotic experiment setup are used
to tackle concrete questions of bivalve burrowing and general questions of
the correlation of functional morphology and behaviour. As it is technically
difficult to closely mimic natural bivalves, the built artificial ones are compared among themselves. This can be done systematically, as the shapes are
generated in the computer by mathematical models and turned into physical objects by a 3D printer. This allows total control over the morphology
and the separation of the effect of single parameters.
Bivalves have been extensively studied in a biological, ecological and
palaeontological context. They make up a considerable part of the entire
fossil record. The animals consist of a soft body enclosed by two valves that
are opened passively by the joint between them (the ligament) and closed
actively by usually two strong adductor muscles. Burrowing bivalves have a
tongue-like muscular extension of their soft body that is called foot. It can
protrude out of the shell and is important for the burrowing process.
Raup [1] (1965) was among the first to geometrically model the bivalve
shell. Bivalve shells (like the shells of snails) can be generated by sweeping
a circular aperture curve along a 3D helicospiral (see, e.g., Fowler [2] and
Hammer [3]). The spiral is logarithmic and the aperture scaled up along the
path, creating the characteristic convoluted shape.
In order to burrow themselves into the sediment, bivalves use a two-anchor
system. The dynamics of burrowing were first described in greater detail by
Trueman [4]. He identified the motion sequence described in figure 1.
It was recognised early on that the morphology of the shell and foot have a
large impact on the burrowing performance. A notable physical experiment
was performed in 1975 by Stanley [5]. He produced a cast of a specimen
of Mercenaria mercenaria that has a blunt anterior area and tested it in
real sediment. By comparing the burrowing performance to a second model
where he had altered the shape to display a sharper front edge, he could
explain the advantage of the blunt anterior region of this particular species.
Stanley [6] also found that ridges at a right angle to the burrowing direction are advantageous and used with rocking motions covering a small
angle, while v-shaped ridges are also possible, leading to larger rotation
angles. Savazzi [7] summarises that the sculpture (surface structure) amplitude increases with sediment grain size, that the sculpture profile should be
asymmetric and the gentle slope facing the burrowing direction.
There has been a variety of different burrowing robots. Most of them are
conceived of as applications in a bionics context and not as means to tackle
biological questions. Recently, a bivalve burrowing robot called RoboClam
and inspired by the fast burrowing bivalve family Ensis was built at MIT
(Winter [8]). Another example of a burrowing robot is given by Trimmer [9].
In Koller-Hodac [10], we described in detail the basic setup used also
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 1: The burrowing sequence for bivalves as described by Trueman [4].
(a) The clam is in erect position (sagittal plane vertical), partially
burrowed in the sediment. The valves are open to anchor the shell,
i.e. to prevent back-slippage. (b) The foot probes deeper into the
sediment. (c) The adductor muscles contract, partially closing the
shell. The water expelled from the cavity liqefies the surrounding sediment to reduce the resistance to penetration. From the
soft body inside the shell, blood is pressed into the foot, which
is inflated and serves as a new anchor. (d) The anterior retractor muscle (red arrow) pulls the front side of the bivalve towards
the foot, leading to a rotation of the shell (black arrow). (e) In
the same way, the posterior retractor muscle rotates the shell back
into the erect position. (f) The two rotations around different rotation axes led to a net downward translation, as illustrated by the
dashed line. In a recreation phase, the valves open again to allow
for another burrowing cycle starting at (a).

for this work and reported first test results. Differences were measured in
performance depending on whether water expulsion was used or not.

2 Methods and Materials
2.1 Tank
The burrowing experiments were performed in a cubic glass tank with a
content of 216 `. It is filled with normal tap water and a well-rounded
quartz sand with grain sizes between 0.7 and 1.2 mm. A structure mainly
built from aluminium plates keeps the sand in a restricted area of the tank
to facilitate maintenance. See figure 2 for a picture of the tank.
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Figure 2: (left) The experimental burrowing setup. (right) A schematic
drawing of the bivalve model, the tank and the actuation mechanism. The red arrows show the track of the strings that are
attached to the shell and to two linear motors that pull the bivalve
into the sediment. The strings are deviated to avoid cutting the
glass bottom of the tank.

2.2 Shell Models
It would be possible to use real shells to perform physical experiments, but
for our work we artificially generate them using mathematical models in the
computer. This procedure has several advantages: (1) We exert total control
on the morphology of the shells. The exact geometry is always known, which
simplifies comparison. (2) We can potentially generate any shell form, even
if they do not exist in nature. This gives the possibility to experimentally
analyse the whole theoretical morphospace of bivalves by systematically
varying the parameters. (3) Shells can be produced in larger quantities. This
does not only allow replacing broken shells by another copy, increasing the
degree of reproducibility, but also gives rise to the possibility of performing
evolutionary robotics experiments later.
The program uses a mathematical model similar to the one described in
the introduction, where an aperture curve is swept along a 3D helicospiral. Every shell consists of an overall shape and a higher frequency surface
sculpture. The sculpture is added to the surface by shifting its points in
normal direction. The main parameters for shell generation are the aperture curve, the scaling factor from one to the next growth step, and the
sculpture profiles in radial and commarginal direction. The curves are in
our case represented using NURBS (non-uniform rational basis splines) in
order to give a large flexibility in generating different shell shapes.
The generated shell geometries are turned into ABS plastic models using
a dimension R 3D printer [11] and its CatalystEx software. The shells are
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printed in solid mode to avoid the plastic from absorbing too much water.
The resolution of the printer is about 0.5 mm.
Two plastic valves produced by the printer are then glued together. Two
short strings ending with screw couplings allow easy attachment and detachment to the actuation system (see figure 3).
2.3 Actuation
Following the burrowing sequence described by Trueman [4], a rocking
downward motion is applied to the shell. The external actuation mechanism
consists of two linear motors that are installed vertically beside the tank and
connected to the models by strings deviated to pull them into the sediment
from below (see figure 2 (right)). To mimic the rocking motion of bivalves
during burrowing, the motors are pulling alternately. The motors thus simulate the retractor muscles of real bivalves that are part of the foot and
pull the shell deeper into the sediment. The right motor is connected to the
front (anterior) part of the shell and thus representing the anterior retractor
muscle. The left motor simulates the hind (posterior) retractor muscle. In
the current setup, an artificial foot is missing. We use two LinMot R linear
motors [12] with the following characteristics: stroke max.: 660 mm, peak
force: 206 N, force constant: 25.8 N/A, max. velocity: 2.6 m/s, position
repeatability: ±0.01 mm.
2.4 Water Expulsion
The water expulsion that living bivalves use for liquefying the sediment and
that is induced by closing the valves is simulated in our setup by ejecting
water through the holes in a peripheral rubber tube. A pump produces
a permanent water pressure that is released by a valve activated by the
controllers of the linear motors.
2.5 Control
The linear motors are controlled by the software LinMot R Talk. To synchronise the motor motion with the water expulsion, the commands for the water
valve are integrated into the controller programs of the motors. A burrowing
run contains the following command sequence for the right motor: (a) Go
to the starting position and pause. (b) Open the valve for water expulsion
and close it again after 100 ms. (c) Pull the shell one step further into the
sediment. (d) Pause. (e) Repeat starting at (b). The controller of the left
motor does not contain commands for the water expulsion valves, but otherwise executes the same command sequence, offset by a certain time lag.
During the pause in (a), the shell is manually put in an erect position above
the sediment surface. The size of the burrowing steps in (c) was usually set
to a value of 5 or 8 mm.
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Figure 3: Plastic shells with a peripheral rubber tube (blue) with holes
to emit water. The two strings with screw couplings allow easy
attachment and detachment of the shell. The picture shows the
three shells compared in the results section (from left): smooth
bivalve shape, smooth disk shape and ridged disk shape.

Following the standard way of programming the linear motors, the first
kind of controller used position commands to prescribe a burrowing motion
that was precisely followed. As this leads to the same burrowing depth for all
bivalve models, the force curve was analysed instead. Larger pulling forces
for the same motion pattern imply a less efficient shape.
A second kind of controller was implemented to better reflect the biological reality. The force for pulling the shell into the sediment was restricted.
This allowed for the possibility of a deviation of the actual position from
the programmed target position when the penetration resistance was too
large.
2.6 Experiments
Using the described setup, several systematic experiments were performed.
Many parameters determining the morphology and behaviour of the robot
bivalves can be varied, including the overall shell shape, the amount and
shape of radial and commarginal sculpture and the timing of the elements
of the burrowing cycle. So far, only parameters with a supposedly larger
effect have been analysed, namely the overall shape, peripheral ridges, water
expulsion and pulling angle.
10 to 20 identical burrowing runs were executed immediately one after the
other for one experiment. In order to change only one factor from experiment
to experiment, the initial conditions before each burrowing run had to be
standardised. In the case of the sediment, a rake was moved to a certain
depth and up through the sand to loosen the compacted state from the last
run. The sediment height and planarity was established by dragging a metal
slat over beams attached to the tank walls.
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To judge the performance of a particular morphology or burrowing pattern, we consider burrowing depth and the energy used for burrowing most
important. Energy cannot be measured directly easily, so we use force. The
linear motors provide internal sensors for both position and force (current),
therefore we use them to record data about the burrowing performance. The
data is logged by LabView [13] and evaluated using Matlab [14].

3 Results
This section will summarise the results of the experiments. Several sources
of error (see discussion) led to fluctuations and made it hard to produce
significant results. In all experiments, the right motor had to exert a larger
force or moved to a lesser depth than the left motor. This may be due to
a slightly shorter right string. Force values are consequently only compared
for either of the motors but not between the motors. In comparisons we
consider morphologies or configurations to be “better” if they lead to a
larger burrowing depth or to smaller pulling forces.
3.1 Data
As the strings are always straight, the position of the motor sliders is taken
to reflect the burrowing depth. The force exerted by the motors is proportional to the current, so we compute the force necessary for burrowing
by multiplying the force by the motor specific force factor and adding the
weight of the sliders, as the motors are placed vertically. These computations
are already done by LabView. The resulting data record for a single burrowing experiment consists of a series of triplets (ti , fi , xi ), i.e. time, force
and position, respectively. Usually, 20 ms are used as measurement time
intervals, values between 10 and 100 ms are possible. The sensors sometimes produce faulty values (values outside the range of physically possible
values). We filter the data as follows: invalid positions are replaced by the
linear interpolation between the next valid neighbouring values; we cannot
drop these values entirely, because the number of data points has to be
consistent with the other data sets for further evaluation; extreme values
like burrowing depths, however do not change by this procedure. Invalid
forces are replaced by NaN and ignored for the evaluation. Gaps in the time
sequence are completed by the same means (linear interpolation and inserting NaN). The average fractions of invalid data are roughly 2% for positions
and 5% for forces. Gaps make up 3% of the data.
3.2 Comparison of Shapes
Until now, we mainly tested the three disk-related shapes shown in figure 3,
i.e. a smooth bivalve shape, a smooth disk shape and a ridged disk shape
(shaped like a cogwheel). The diameter of the disks and of the aperture of the
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Figure 4: (Top) The pulling force of the right motor for the smooth disk
shell, water expulsion deactivated. Shown is the median (black),
the 25% and 75% (dark blue) and the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles.
(Bottom) The mean pulling forces exerted by the right motors for
the three shapes, water expulsion activated. Each curve is computed from 20 burrowing experiments. A curve has roughly the
shape of a step function with 12 steps that correspond to the
burrowing cycles.
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bivalve shape are equal. Also, the masses are almost the same. Differences
in burrowing performance of the three models should therefore reflect the
differences in shape. The bivalve shape does not represent any particular
living species. It is artificially designed to be similar to the disk shapes
but is generated using the shell generation method described earlier. The
wavelength of the ridges of one of the disk shells is 4 mm, the peak-to-peak
amplitude 2 mm.
Using the position control program, the pulling forces shown in figure 4
were measured. The top graph shows the pulling force applied during one
burrowing run. As the model is pulled deeper into the sediment, the force
increases. The periodic steps in the curve correspond to the burrowing
cycles. The bottom graph in figure 4 shows the mean force curves for the
three different shapes. The error margins are similar to the top chart but
were omitted for better readability. The ridged shell consistently performed
worst, the bivalve shape tended to be better than the smooth disk shape.

3.3 Water Expulsion
Figure 5 (top) shows a boxplot of the burrowing depths reached with different configurations and the force control program. As already mentioned,
there is a difference between the depth reached by the left and the right
motor. Additionally, the burrowing runs using water expulsion usually penetrate deeper. The effect is not always present, but positive if it is. In the
bivalve case it seems to be rather significant, while in the disk case in this
graph, there is only a small difference.

3.4 Pulling Angle
In bivalve burrowing, the rotation angle induced by the retractor muscles is
often adjusted to the sculpture and influences burrowing performance. By
altering the pulling direction of the strings, we can change the amount of
rotation in our setup. Therefore we tested two different configurations. The
setting provides three different pairs of strings of which we used the outmost
one, where the holes in the bottom plate are at a distance of 112 mm. In
the second configuration, the same string pair was used in a crossed way,
i.e. the shell was rotated around the vertical axis by 180◦ . In the uncrossed
setting, the strings pull the anterior attachment site forward at an angle of
8◦ to the vertical line, in the crossed setting they pull it backward at 14◦ .
As the second setting implies a more tangential pulling direction, it leads
to a bigger rotation.
See figure 5 (bottom) for a comparison of the two configurations. Figure 6,
however, shows that the ranking is not constant throughout the burrowing
process.
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Figure 5: (Top) The left half of this boxplot shows the burrowing depths
for the smooth bivalve shape, the right half for the smooth disk
shape. (Bottom) Burrowing depths for the ridged and smooth disk
shapes. For indices 1-4, the normal uncrossed string configuration
was used, for indices 5-12 the crossed string configuration. In both
plots, a light blue background stands for activated water expulsion. Odd indices show the results for the left motor, even indices
for the right motor. Each set summarises the data of 10 repetitions
of the same burrowing experiment. The Matlab [14] boxplot function was used, which plots the median, the 25% and 75% quantiles
and the most extreme values that are not outliers as whiskers.
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Figure 6: Comparison in burrowing depth of the ridged and smooth disk
shells with crossed and uncrossed string configurations. A part
of the mean curves for the right motor are shown. Confidence
intervals do overlap and are not shown for a better readability.
Each mean is computed from 10 data sets, the quantiles in figure 5
(bottom) give an estimation of the respective curve variances.

4 Discussion
4.1 Morphology
According to the data collected so far, the bivalve shape is better suited for
burrowing than its crudest approximation, a disk. We did not expect the
ridged shape to perform worse than the other two. As sculpture amplitude
and grain size are correlated in nature, further experiments using different
amplitudes and grain sizes should investigate this issue. Sculpture also has
the function of preventing the bivalve from being excavated by water current
and buoyancy effects. This cannot be tested easily with the current approach
because the strings do not allow the shell to move upwards.
4.2 Water Expulsion
The current method of simulating the water expulsion does not capture an
important aspect of the real mechanism: when closing the valves, bivalves
do not only eject water, but the shell contraction itself also makes room for
liquefied sediment around it.
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In the presented experiments, water expulsion was less effective than first
test results suggested. This may be due to a design change we made: to
avoid the tube holes being blocked by sand grains, we reduced the diameter
of the holes below the grain size while increasing the number of holes. It is
also possible, that the lack of shell contraction limits the effect because the
ejection is not strong enough to displace the compacted sediment around
the shell. Future improvements of the shell models including an opening and
closing mechanism may shed light on this issue.
4.3 Position control and force control
The controllers prescribing the position were easier to program and to handle, because they correspond to the manner how these industrial motors
are normally used. The second kind of controllers that limited the forces,
however, turned out to produce more realistic simulations. The increasingly
smaller burrowing steps reflect the way natural bivalves burrow much better. The force that bivalve muscles can exert is also limited and probably
determines how far it moves in a burrowing cycle. While the force curves in
figure 4 are hard to interpret, depth curves like in figure 6 are more readable.
4.4 Pulling angle
Figures 5 (bottom) and 6 show again, that the smooth disk outperforms the
ridged disk. However, the second figure shows in addition, that the ranking
of the ridged shell is not stable with respect to the crossed and uncrossed
configurations. The uncrossed version (smaller rotation angle) is worse a
long time until it finally surpasses the crossed version (larger rotation angle).
An explanation may be that initially, a large rotation has a similar effect
as water expulsion, loosening the sediment and thus reducing penetration
resistance. As the shell gets deeper into the sediment and the motion more
restricted due to larger friction, this effect is weakened. In this later phase,
direct pulling may thus become more effective.
4.5 Sensor Data
As the force is measured indirectly by the current consumed by the motors,
it is subject to peaks and fluctuations in the control circuit. The forces react
sensitively to small resistance disturbances in order to execute the control
program with high precision. This type of fluctuations are not reproducible.
The positions measured by the motors do not reflect the actual burrowing
depth perfectly. The length of the strings expands on average by 1.5 mm per
kilogram and metre. Also the metal parts the setup is made of do slightly
bend. The strings are connected by knots that may tighten slightly when
higher forces are applied.
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4.6 Sediment
An error source that is hard to handle is the configuration of the sediment.
The spatial distribution of grain sizes and the state of compaction are different for every experiment run. The state of compaction of the sediment
seems to have a large effect on the burrowing performance. The introduction
of a rake for a deeper and more systematic sediment perturbation before a
burrowing run increased the burrowing performance of the shells markedly.
In order to produce more reliable and less noisy data, an automated standardisation technique should be implemented.
Abrasion of the plastic shells by the sand could not be detected yet. After
more than 100 burrowing runs, the front ridges of the ridged disk shell are
still intact.

5 Future Work
Although the evaluation of the experiments led to interesting insights into
the burrowing mechanism of bivalves and how it may be simulated, the
setup has to be improved further to produce more reliable and significant
data. It should, e.g. be ensured that the strings are of the same length.
As natural bivalves often burrow in a direction lying between anterior and
ventral, a shorter right string does not contradict the conditions found in
nature, but it makes data evaluation more difficult.
The current geometric model can only produce mixtures of radial and
commarginal surface sculpture. As certain types of skew sculpture are considered beneficial for burrowing, they should be integrated into the model.
To overcome the limitations of using only the internal sensors of the
motors, we are building shells containing additional force sensors. Optical
tracking of the shells will allow more precise burrowing depth measurements
and in addition the possibility to also capture the orientation of the shell.
Measuring depth and forces redundantly will lead to more precise data,
hopefully enabling us to compare differences surface sculptures.
Once morphological changes are expressed in burrowing performance reliably, we will apply the control of an artificial evolutionary system to evolve
interesting shapes and shed light on palaeontological questions. Specific
recent or fossil specimens may be tested in sediment by using a computed
tomography (CT) scanner to generate virtual 3D models and printing them
by the 3D printer. Burrowing performance tests in different sediment types
may shed light on the mode of life of species with previously unclear habitat.
To further improve and expand the robotic platform, the water expulsion
mechanism using rubber tubes will be replaced by and compared to an
artificial bivalve featuring a mechanism for opening and closing the valves.
The final goal is to construct a mechanically autonomous burrowing robot
by adding an artificial foot.
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ABSTRACT
Biomimetics is a fruitful combination of biology and engineering, leading not only to technological innovations but
also new insights into biological questions. In this ongoing project, embodied artificial intelligence (embodied AI),
artificial evolution and palaeontology are combined to investigate the functional morphology of bivalves. This crossfertilization allows to expand biomimetics from current biological systems to the whole evolutionary history and to
apply the synthetic approach common in embodied AI as a
method to tackle open palaeontological questions. So far,
a robotic platform has been built to mimic the burrowing
technique applied by bivalves. First results show interesting
insights into underwater burrowing. We plan to build a more
complex version of the system and to perform evolutionary
robotics experiments.

Keywords
Biomimetics, bionics, artificial evolution, palaeontology, bivalves, burrowing, functional morphology

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: An artificial bivalve shell, generated with
a mathematical model and realized by a 3D printer.
The model controls the overall shell shape and surface structure (sculpture). A perforated tube along
the edge is used to simulate water expulsion (Fig. 2).
1

Bionics is recognized as a key discipline for the future. Since
biomimetics involves the combination of two disciplines, biology and engineering, there may be an information flow in
both directions. The predominant path is to draw inspiration from nature to solve technical problems, but adopting
an engineering (synthetic) approach can also contribute to
biological knowledge. In our project, we work in a disciplinary and methodical matrix of embodied AI, (evolutionary) robotics, artificial and natural evolution, functional and
theoretical morphology and sedimentology.

2.

The bivalve burrowing process is complex partly because of
the physical properties of sandy sediment. But morphology
and motion can be modelled using only a few parameters,
such that they lend themselves well to artificial evolution
experiments. Verification is supported by a rich fossil record
that documents the evolution of bivalve shell morphology.

Parameter spaces of mathematical models of morphology
(morphospaces, [2]) help to artificially rebuild valves of recent and extinct bivalve specimens but also enable us to
explore shapes that have never existed in nature.

The goal of this project is to build increasingly complex
models of the burrowing process to investigate (a) correlations in morphology, motion and environment and (b) the
evolution of bivalve functional morphology.
1

Figures 1, 2 and 3 (left) first published in A. Koller-Hodac,

BACKGROUND

The main components used for burrowing are the overall
shell shape, the surface structure (sculpture) and the foot (a
tongue-like extension of the soft body). Fig. 2 explains the
burrowing process in natural bivalves. Several correlations
between shell morphology, burrowing motion and sediment
have been reported. For instance, discordant or concentric
ridges together with the typical rocking motion may cause
a downward force similar to that of a screw turned by a
screw-driver [3].

In embodied AI, morphology is seen as crucial to producing behaviour. Using a synthetic (“learning by doing”) apD. P. Germann, A. Gilgen, K. Dietrich, M. Hadorn, W.
Schatz and P. Eggenberger Hotz, Actuated Bivalve Robot
– Study of the Burrowing Locomotion in Sediment, Proceedings of 2010 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA), 2010. c 2010 IEEE.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 2: The burrowing sequence [4]. (a) The clam
is in erect position, partially buried. The valves are
open to anchor the shell. (b) The foot probes deeper
into the sediment. (c) The valves are adducted to
partially close the shell. The thus ejected water liquefies the surrounding sediment to reduce the drag;
blood is pressed into the foot, which is inflated and
serves as a new anchor. (d) The front side of the bivalve is pulled towards the foot, rotating the shell.
(e) The shell is turned back into the erect position.
(f ) The two rotations around different axes led to a
net downward translation, illustrated by the dashed
line. In a recreation phase, the valves open again to
allow for another burrowing cycle starting at (a). 1

proach, robots are used to test hypotheses of how behaviour
emerges. Evolutionary robotics performs artificial evolution
not only in simulation but with real robots, because simulations often do not capture all relevant aspects of reality –
like in the case of a granular sediment.
There have been many burrowing robots, based on different
principles. Recently, a digging robot inspired by bivalves
was built at MIT [5].

3.

SETUP AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Mathematical models [1] are used to generate bivalve shells
in the computer. By changing the parameters either by hand
or using evolutionary algorithms it is possible to explore existing and artificial bivalve shapes. Generated morphologies
can be used in simulations or turned into real objects using
a 3D printer (see Fig. 1).
The printed shell models are used in an experimental setup
(Fig. 3) to mimic the burrowing process. Parameters controlling the timing may again be subject to evolutionary
algorithms. Preliminary results collected so far suggest that
interesting effects on the burrowing efficiency occur and can
be investigated, such as the influence of water expulsion
(Fig. 2) or a depth-dependent performance of different shapes.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this biomimetic project, we propose a robotic setup for
simulating the burrowing behaviour of bivalves. We are currently performing more experiments using the existing plat-

Figure 3: A schematic drawing and a photograph
of the current setup. The model of a bivalve shell
is set into an tank filled with water and sediment.
Two linear motors are vertically attached and pull
the model into the sediment via redirected strings.
By alternately doing one step after the other, the
rocking burrowing motion described in Fig 2 is applied. 1
form and developing a more sophisticated apparatus more
closely mimicking natural bivalves. It will feature a mechanism to open and close the valves and an artificial soft
foot to make the bivalve mechanically autonomous. Evolutionary experiments adapting morphology and motion for
efficient burrowing will be performed with both setups.
By analysing bivalve burrowing, efficient solutions for underwater burrowing may be found. A possible application
would be automatic anchoring devices for man-made structures. On the other hand, palaeontological research may
profit from a synthetic approach bringing fossil species to
life by a robotic device. It is also worth using the platform
to further investigate promising ideas such as evolutionary
robotics, the co-evolution of morphology and control and the
expansion of biomimetics from today’s nature to the entire
evolutionary history.
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1. Biological Background

2. Project Goals

3. Models of Bivalve Morphology

The goal of this ongoing biomimetic project is to build increasingly complex models of the bivalve burrowing locomotion to investigate
a) correlations in morphology, motion pattern and environment
b) the evolution of bivalve functional morphology.

Bivalve shell shapes are generated using a mathematical model
[2] based on only a few parameters. It produces an overall
shape and a surface structure. Different shapes generated by
this model are realized using a 3D printer.

.

Burrowing bivalves use a two-anchor mechanism to dig themselves into sandy underwater sediment.
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Redirected strings
Bivalve shell model

Fig. 1: Bivalve burrowing [1]. (a) erect position, anchored by open
valves, (b) foot extends, (c) valves are adducted causing water
expulsion and foot expansion (anchoring), (d) front muscle con‐
traction causing forward rotation, (e) back muscle contraction
causing backward rotation, (f) valves are reopened now in a
deeper position. Another burrowing cycle starts again at (a).

Fig. 2: A printed bivalve model consisting of the shell morphology
(white plastic), a perforated rubber tube to simulate water expulsion
(blue) and two attachment sites for the actuation strings.
c

The bivalve functional morphology for burrowing essentially
consists of the overall shell shape, the shell surface structure
(sculpture) and the shape of the foot.

d
e

Cross section through sediment and water
Water pump for water expulsion

Linear motors for external actuation

5. Embodied Artificial Intelligence
In embodied AI, the body morphology of an organism is seen as
crucial to producing behaviour. With a synthetic ("understanding
by building") method, behaviour is reproduced in real robots; in
this project the burrowing behaviour of bivalves.
Using the setup built in this project, it is also possible to pursue
other interesting ideas in AI and robotics:
a) apply the synthetic methodology to other diciplines such as
palaeontology
b) evolutionary robotics, i.e. artificial evolution performed with real
robots as opposed to simulated software agents. This is essential
in cases where simulation is difficult, such as in granular materials
c) co-evolution of morphology and controller, instead of only
evolving the controller for a fixed robot.

4. Preliminary Results
Proof of concept experiments show that the setup can be used
to mimic bivalve burrowing. Systematic experiments with a full
statistical analysis have not yet been done.
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Fig. 3: Graph showing the result of a burrowing experiment to
compare three different configurations. The burrowing depth is
shown vs. burrowing time. The pulling force was restricted such
that higher depth means better burrowing performance. The curves
show the median burrowing depth and 0.1/0.9 quantiles of 10
repeated runs for each configuration. The burrowing cycles are
clearly visible as steps in the curves. The step size decreases with
time like in natural bivalves because the penetration resistance of
the sediment increases with burrowing depth. The burrowing
performance may not only depend on the configuration but also on
burrowing depth.

Fig. 4: The setup built to mimic bivalve burrowing.
A burrowing motion similar to the one described in
fig. 1 is induced by two linear motors attached on
the left side. They pull the bivalve model into the
sediment by alternately moving one step down.
Water expulsion is simulated using a pump and a
perforated tube as shown in fig. 2. The letters c‐d
correspond to the respective steps in fig. 1.

7. Future Work

6. Possible Applications
- Locomotion through granular media
- Autonomous underwater burrowing robots
- Automatic anchoring of ships and platforms (see also [3])
- Application as tool in other fields, e.g. palaeontology: identify
mode of life of fossil bivalves, compare the rich fossil record of
bivalves with results from artificial evolution.
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Fig. 5: We plan to build an improved setup that features (a) valve opening
and closing and (b) an artificial foot. This would make the burrowing
robot mechanically autonomous.
We also plan to perform evolutionary experiments with both setups. This
includes (a) reconstruction of the bivalve morphological evolution, (b)
tackling palaeontological questions and evolving "optimal" burrowing
morphologies and motion patterns.
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Abstract. Several bivalve species burrow into sandy sediments to reach their living
position. There are many hypotheses concerning the functional morphology of the
bivalve shell for burrowing. Observational studies are limited and often qualitative
and should be complemented by a synthetic approach mimicking the burrowing process
using a robotic emulation. In this paper we present a simple mechatronic set-up to
mimic the burrowing behaviour of bivalves. As environment we used water and quartz
sand contained in a glass tank. Bivalve shells were mathematically modelled on the
computer and then materialized using a 3D printer. The burrowing motion of the shells
was induced by two external linear motors. Preliminary experiments did not expose
any artefacts introduced to the burrowing process by the set-up. We tested effects of
shell size, shape and surface sculpturing on the burrowing performance. Neither the
typical bivalve shape nor surface sculpture did have a clear positive effect on burrowing
depth in the performed experiments. We argue that the presented method is a valid
and promising approach to investigate the functional morphology of bivalve shells and
should be improved and extended in future studies. In contrast to the observation of
living bivalves, our approach offers complete control over the parameters defining shell
morphology and motion pattern. The technical set-up allows the systematic variation
of all parameters to quantify their effects. The major drawback of the built set-up was
that the reliability and significance of the results was limited by the lack of an optimal
technique to standardize the sediment state before experiments.

Keywords: Bivalves, burrowing mechanics, granular media, functional morphology,
morphology optimisation
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2

Figure 1: The burrowing sequence for bivalves as described by Trueman (1966). (a)
The clam is in erect position, partially burrowed in the sediment. The valves are open
to anchor the shell, i.e. to prevent back-slippage. (b) The foot probes deeper into the
sediment. (c) The adductor muscles contract, partially closing the shell. The water
expelled from the cavity liquefies the surrounding sediment to reduce the resistance to
penetration. From the soft body inside the shell, blood is pressed into the foot, which
is inflated and serves as a new anchor. (d) The anterior retractor muscle (red arrow)
pulls the front side of the bivalve towards the foot, leading to a rotation of the shell
(black arrow). (e) In the same way, the posterior retractor muscle rotates the shell back
into the erect position. (f) The two rotations around different rotation axes led to a net
downward translation, as illustrated by the dashed line. The valves open again to allow
for another burrowing cycle starting at (a). The figure was inspired by the figure used
by Amler et al. (2000, p. 46); reprinted from Koller-Hodac et al. (2010), ©2010 IEEE.
1. Introduction
Bivalve species present a wide variety of modes of life, including lying on the ocean
floor, attachment to hard surfaces by their byssus or through cementation, as well as
boring and burrowing into soft substrates. There are several reasons for digging into soft
substrates: reduction of predation, reduced exposure to sunlight (especially on beaches)
and water currents, minimisation of desiccation, and buffering of environmental extremes
of temperature, salinity and pH level (Sassa et al., 2011; Watters, 1993).
Bivalves dig into soft sediments using a two-anchor principle as described in figure 1.
As anchors they use their shell and a muscular tongue-like expansion of their soft body
called the foot. The sequential contraction of the anterior and posterior retractor muscles
in the foot induces a rocking motion. For Ensis directus the retraction force, i.e. the
force to pull themselves into the sediment, is known to be up to 10 N (Trueman, 1967).
Bivalves typically dig down to depths 1-3 times their body length (Cox, 1971;
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Holland and Dean, 1977; Ziegler, 1983). The time needed to reach the final burrowing
depth varies from a few seconds to many minutes (McLachlan et al., 1995; Trueman,
1967; Ziegler, 1983).
Due to the important role of the shell in burrowing, it is believed that its morphology
is subject to strong evolutionary pressure. Although it is not entirely clear how the
evolutionary process acts on the functional morphology, it seems plausible that there is a
need to maximize burrowing speed and the capacity to reach a depth that allows optimal
protection (Sassa et al., 2011; Watters, 1993). However, there is also a clear pressure to
stay in shallower habitats due to the higher concentration of nutrients (Edelaar, 2000).
The (functional) morphology of bivalve shells can be analysed using different morphometric parameters. The parameter spaces they define are called morphospaces (McGhee, 1999). A particular shell morphology can be represented as a
point in this space. The actual morphospace is constructed by all specimens found in
nature, while the theoretical morphospace spans all theoretically possible shapes using
the given morphometric parameters. In our project we focused on round, inflated shells
(Cardium, Venus) rather than elongated shells (Ensis, Winter et al. 2012), because in
the former type of bivalve, the rocking motion and shell surface sculpturing are more
prominent and therefore the variety of different morphologies and behaviours is greater.
While elongated species usually burrow in anterior direction, more compact species may
burrow in any direction between anterior and ventral (Kauffman, 1969).
Biological findings are usually achieved by the observation of natural organisms. It
is a challenge to quantify aspects of dynamic processes involving living animals. The
restriction to existing specimens offers only a sparse representation of the morphological
variety and the quantification of their morphological differences is not well-defined, so
that generalisations are difficult. In palaeontology, the analysis of bivalve fossils is
usually restricted to the shape of the shell and of conserved burrows, and to chemical or
physical properties of the sediment. Analyses based on observation of natural specimens
can only elucidate the actual morphospace but never the theoretical one.
The synthetic approach to biology, i.e. the construction and analysis of artificial
emulations of natural organisms, can help to overcome these difficulties (Pfeifer et al.,
2007; Webb, 2000). Due to technical advancements synthetic approaches have recently
become more popular and have been successfully applied in fields such as biomimetics,
biorobotics and embodied artificial intelligence. It has been widely used to study many
different types of locomotion, e.g. legged walking, climbing, undulatory swimming,
winged flying, and also locomotion on and within granular media (Jung et al., 2011; Li
et al., 2013; Maladen et al., 2011; Mazouchova et al., 2013).
Although there is a large literature about the functional morphology of bivalves,
only two examples of application of the synthetic approach to bivalve burrowing are
known to the authors, by Stanley (1975, 1977) and Winter et al. (2012).
In his brilliant studies, Stanley produced casts of Mercenaria mercenaria (Stanley,
1975) and Trigoniids (Stanley, 1977), which he compared to altered copies. In the
first case, he tested a shell where the blunt anterior area of Mercenaria mercenaria
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had been filled up by a more streamlined, sharp cover, in the second case he tested a
variant of Trigonia with a smooth shell surface instead of the natural sculpture. Stanley
reproduced the burrowing process by pushing the cast models into a sandy sediment
from above using two rods. In both cases he measured a significant improvement of
the natural shapes over the altered ones. He found that the reason were rotation axes
shifted outwards to increase the net downward motion. The rocking motion that bivalves
use to burrow consists of two rotations induced by the pedal retractors and almost no
translation. Neither rotation axis coincides with the centre of gravity of the shell which
shows that the shell shape indeed influences the rotational movement. Stanley found
that the described morphological features of the tested shells moved the rotation axes
further outwards, thus increasing the burrowing efficiency.
A more recent example of a synthetic approach used to study bivalve burrowing is
the work by Winter. He identified the fast burrowing bivalve Ensis directus as one of the
most efficiently burrowing animals (Winter and Hosoi, 2011). He built a robot inspired
by this species that used an imitation of the opening and closing valves to fluidize the
sediment surrounding the shell and thus reducing the resistance to penetration (Winter
et al., 2012). Using this bioinspired technique, the efficiency of previous burrowing and
anchoring devices could be greatly improved (Winter and Hosoi, 2011).
Computer simulations often are at the core of the synthetic approach. Sometimes
they do not only complement experimental set-ups, but completely replace them.
However, it is difficult to computationally simulate bivalve burrowing. While simplified
simulations could hardly capture the effects of, e.g., surface sculpture, it would be
very labour-intensive to produce a realistic bottom up simulation of the granular media
including details such as force chains, fluid-sediment interaction and non-convex grain
shapes, even with current state-of-the-art software and algorithms. Therefore, we
currently do not see a practicable way to replace a real physical set-up by a simulation
for the purpose of studying detailed shell-sediment-water interaction.
In the following, we describe a biomimetic set-up built to apply the synthetic
approach to bivalve burrowing. The set-up was designed to mimic the burrowing process
using a technical device, that offers new perspectives and ways for the investigation of
biological and palaeontological questions, addressing the limitations of observational
approaches. After preliminary experiments to test the usability of the set-up, a series
of experiments was performed to investigate the effects of cross-sectional area, overall
shell shape, sculpture and water expulsion.
2. Materials and Methods
Bivalve burrowing was mimicked using the experimental set-up shown in figure 2a.
Bivalve shells were represented by one-piece 3D-printed ABS plastic models. Using a 3D
printer, a large variety of different shell morphologies could be tested. The burrowing
environment consisted of a tank containing water and quartz sand. The shells were
attached to an outside actuation system by two cables that simulated the retractor
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muscles of natural bivalves. The set-up did not feature any further representation of the
foot. This simplification was done because it would have been technically difficult to
build an actuated soft foot of only a few centimetres. Experiments were performed by
pulling the artificial shells into the sediment using a rocking motion induced by alternate
pulling of the cables. The measurement system was integrated into the control system of
the linear motors. A separate system provided a water supply to the shells to simulate
water expulsion.
2.1. Shell Models
Bivalve geometries were generated using a method similar to the ones described
by Fowler et al. (1992). A planar closed aperture curve was defined using NURBS
(non-uniform rational B-splines) and discretized into n points. In m − 1 discrete growth
steps, these points were scaled by a scaling factor and rotated around a fixed axis. The
result was a tube-like surface defined by n × m points. The small end forming the umbo
was closed by a simple disc, while the large end forming the aperture and shell edge was
closed by a flat disc featuring a structure for easy attachment to the other parts. Using
a computer-aided design (CAD) program, this attachment area could be easily adapted
to different needs.
The surface sculpture was added in a second step by perturbing the surface in
normal direction according to an arbitrary periodic function. We generated shells with
radial and commarginal ridges. Using NURBS, it was possible to create ridges with any
profile (e.g. jig-saw).
The final closed geometry meshes for the two valves of a shell were printed using a
3D printer. Figure 3 shows the set of shapes that were tested for this study. The layer
resolution of the printer was 0.1778 mm; radial ridges converging towards the umbo
started to merge at a wavelength of about 0.5 mm. We found that the abrasion of the
shells by the sand was negligible (≤ 0.5 mm at the shell front after 280 burrowing runs).
To test generic, simple shapes, we used a circular aperture curve to generate most
of the shells shown in figure 3. However, using NURBS, also other shapes could
be generated, e.g. the asymmetric shell B-natural. It was also possible to add a
translational component along the hinge axis to the coiling of the shell. However, it
has to be taken care that whorls of the shell do not separate or overlap in a way that
renders the resulting geometry unprintable.
We used a modular approach for the assembly of the shells. The two valves were
rigidly fixed to a central stainless steel disc via a bayonet coupling and a locking bolt, as
depicted in figures 2b and 4. This mechanism allowed quick replacement of the valves
and the minimisation of printer material, since the central part could be reused.
Natural bivalves use their retractor muscles in the foot to pull the shell downwards.
Since we had a closed object without mantle cavity, we could not attach the actuating
cables inside the shell models. Instead, we used flat rods that protruded from the ventral
region of the models to attach the cables, see figure 2b.
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Figure 2: The experimental set-up used to simulate bivalve burrowing. (a) The
experiments were done in a cubic water tank (1) containing a compartment of wellrounded quartz sand (2). Two linear motors (3) vertically mounted on the outside of
the tank provided an external actuation of the shell (4). Their force was transmitted by
steel cables (5) deviated by pulleys to meet the shell in the sediment from below. The
bivalve-like rocking burrowing motion was induced by alternate pulling of the motors.
Water for the water ejection was supplied by a pump (6) through a flexible supply tube
(7). (b) Details of the modular shell and the cable pulling system: the central part of
the shell was a steel disc (8, cut in two halves at the orange area), which was attached
to the cables at its cable attachment arms (9). The arms could be fixed at different
locations along the lower (ventral) edge of the shell. The shells were attached to the
cables by clevises screwed to small cylindrical parts at the end of the cables (10). The
flexible supply tube (7) of the water expulsion system was put over a steel duct (11)
at the top of the metal disc. From there, the water was pumped through the water
expulsion channels (12, blue) out of the shell at the ventral edge. Different valves (13)
could be attached to the central disc using a bayonet coupling (14). The valves were
locked by bolts (15) fixed by small screws. The cables (16) went through holes in the
bottom plate (17, section view, cut at the orange areas). Soft silicone sheaths (18)
were used to prevent sand from entering the holes in the bottom plate and abrading
the cables. Pulleys (19) were used to deviate the cables and guide them to the linear
motors outside the tank.
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Figure 3: The set of shell shapes used for this study. Only one valve is shown for each.
The bivalve-like shapes (starting with “B”) were generated using the mathematical
model described in section 2.1. Sphere, Cylinder and Wedge were simple geometric
shapes of the same volume as Bivalve. The aperture curve of Bivalve was the same
circle of 52 mm diameter the three geometric shapes were based on. B-natural was an
artificially generated bivalve shape based on the morphology of a bivalve species existing
in nature, Cardium pseudolima. B-smooth6, B-commarginal, B-radial and B-random did
all have the same simple bivalve shape and size, but different sculptures added to their
surface: no sculpture, commarginal sculpture (wave length at ventral edge: 5.5 mm,
sine-shaped ridge profile), radial sculpture (wave length at ventral edge: 6 mm, terrace
shaped ridge profile with the gentle slope towards the burrowing direction), and random
sculpture, respectively. The whorl expansion rates (increase in size of the aperture curve
after one revolution) are 620 for B-smooth6, B-radial, B-commarginal, B-random and
B-smooth9, 30 for B-natural and 12 for Bivalve.
2.2. Water Tank and Sediment
The experiments were done in a cubic water tank (side length 60 cm) containing a
compartment (42 ×58 ×24 cm) of well-rounded sorted quartz sand (grain size 0.7 −
1.2 mm, bulk density 1.5 g/cm3 ).
To control the initial state of the sediment before each experiment, we manually
pressed a small metal plate on the sediment surface to increase its compaction and to
undo the loosening caused by retrieving the shell from the previous burrowing run. The
height and planarity of the sediment surface was ensured by sliding a metal strip over
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Figure 4: Modular shell. (a) Central metal disc with male bayonet coupling part, outside
of one valve with surface sculpture and inside of the second valve with female coupling
part (from left). (b) Assembled shell featuring the cable attachment arms and the water
supply duct (cf. figure 2b)
two metal bars horizontally fixed to either side of the sediment compartment. Ensuring
a similar state of compaction of the sediment before each experiment was one of the
major difficulties of the experiments (see section 4.3).
2.3. Actuation and Measurement System
To transmit the force from the externally mounted linear motors to the shells within the
sediment, we used steel cables (Carl Stahl® U 8199512, 8 × 19 + 7 × 7, cable diameter
0.95 mm (steel core) or 1.2 mm (with coating), min. breaking load 850 N). These were
each deviated through the set-up using a Bowden cable housing and two pulleys. The
cables entered the sediment compartment from below through holes in the aluminium
bottom plate. To avoid sand grains from entering the holes and damaging the cables,
we added silicone sheaths, see figure 2b.
We used two LinMot® P01-37x240F/460x660-C linear motors with the following
characteristics: stroke max.: 660 mm, peak force: 206 N, force constant: 25.8 N/A,
max. velocity: 2.6 m/s, position repeatability: ±0.01 mm. B1100-GP-HC controllers
provided the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control of the motors.
For each motor, a force sensor was screwed to the motor slider end and the cable
was attached to the sensor. We used ME-Meßsysteme GmbH KD40S sensors with a
nominal force range of ±500 N.
At the other end of each cable a screw connector was mounted (see figure 2b).
A clevis screwed to the connector added a joint to allow the shell to rotate around a
transverse axis and thus perform a rocking motion.
In every experiment, we indirectly measured and recorded the burrowing depth
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and retractor pulling forces. To achieve this, the signals from the force sensors and the
slider position signals from the linear motor controllers were collected by a National
Instruments™ CompactDAQ (data acquisition) device. Because the cables were tight
at all times, the burrowing depth could be measured as the displacement of the sliders
during the burrowing process.
2.4. Water Expulsion System
Water channels were an additional feature of the central disc (see figure 2b). Their
purpose was to allow the ejection of water along the ventral edge to simulate the water
expulsion bivalves create when closing their valves.
The pump used for the water supply provided a pressure of 1 bar and a volume
flow of 3 l/min. It sucked water from the tank and maintained a constant pressure in a
wound up hose from where it could be supplied to the bivalve model through a flexible
tube by operating a valve. The valve command signal was generated by one of the
controllers of the electrical motors and thus synchronized with the burrowing motion.
The amount of water expelled during 500 ms was 15 cm3 . It was therefore comparable
to the volumes of the shells ranging from 30 cm3 (B-smooth6) to 150 cm3 (B-natural).
Water expulsion durations were tested in a realistic range of 0.1 s to 1 s (in nature,
durations may go up to several seconds, e.g. in Mya, Checa and Cadée 1997).
2.5. Burrowing Motion Control
The open loop control of the actuation system was designed to mimic the rocking
burrowing motion of bivalves described in figure 1. The motion pattern was implemented
as a sequence of pulling steps as shown in figure 5a, whose timing was similar to the
natural case. The measured observables were the tension on the cables f and the
displacement of the sliders of the linear motors s. The tension on the cables is a proxy
of the force generated in the biological situation by the muscle driving the foot of the
bivalve and its interaction with the surrounding sediment. The displacements of the
sliders of the linear motors allowed to measure the displacement of the shell within the
sediment. In the natural case, this displacement is limited by the maximum length of
the foot retractor muscle.
2.6. Experiments
The described set-up was successfully used in a large number of experiments. Figure 3
shows the subset of shell shapes that were tested for this study. For all experiments,
the motion pattern and the used pulling force were held constant while the morphology
of the shell was changed.
One burrowing process during which the shell moved from its initial position
touching the sediment surface to its final position buried in the sediment was called
burrowing run or repetition. An experiment consisted of several repetitions. Between
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Figure 5: Artefact testing: (a) Control policy. Scheme of one step of the used control
program. A burrowing run consisted of a sequence of such burrowing steps. The second
motor connected to the posterior part of the shell executed the same actions as the
first motor, delayed by a lag l = 200 ms to generate the rocking motion. A constant
pulling force f was applied to the motor sliders in the pulling phase. This phase was
terminated as soon as either of two conditions was met: 400 ms had elapsed or the sliders
had moved over 5 mm. The observed shell displacement values went up to 12.9 mm, the
maximum tension observed during our tests was of f = 200 N. After a pause of 1 s, the
next burrowing step was executed. We tested three different controllers that applied
different policies during the pause. The standard controller (1) used PID control to
hold the slider position constant during the pause, i.e. to keep the displacement zero.
The second controller (2) released the sliders during the pauses, i.e. applied 0 force.
The third controller (3) suspended the sliders during the pause by applying a force
to compensate for their weight. (b) Sediment confinement. To examine the effect of
a confined burrowing area two different cylinder walls (13 cm and 20 cm in diameter)
and two different plates (smooth and rough surface) were inserted into the sediment as
shown in this cross-sectional view.
experiments, one or several parameters defining shell morphology or motion pattern
were changed.
The result plots are based on the measured slider positions, which are denoted
as (absolute) burrowing depth. The origin of position was at the sediment surface,
with positive values going deeper down into the sediment. The final positions after
each burrowing run were averaged between the two motors; repetitions of burrowing
runs under identical conditions were summarized by the median of all final burrowing
depths. Each box in the depicted boxplots summarizes all repetitions of an experiment.
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Final burrowing depth is here defined as the final displacement of the shell, i.e. the
distance of the ventral edge to the sediment surface, while in other sources, burrowing
depth may mean the distance of the top of the shell to the sediment surface.
The measurements of the slider positions were overestimating the true final
burrowing depth due to deformations of the cables and the set-up structure under
tension. We measured an increase of (6.4±2.2)% (mean ± standard deviation, n = 400)
between the depth measured directly by a scale on the water expulsion tube (mean
91.7 mm) and the slider positions (mean 97.6 mm). Since the pulling cables were tight
during the burrowing process, the map from the slider positions to the burrowing depth
of the shell is monotonic, so that relative comparisons are still valid.
All given p-values are based on a Wilcoxon rank-sum test at a 0.05 significance level
to determine the significance of the differences in burrowing depth between different
morphologies.
As will be discussed later in section 4.3, there was a memory effect in the sediment
that induced a correlation between different experiments. We usually measured a
gradual shift of the sediment towards more or sometimes less compaction during the
course of a sequence of experiments. Since the sediment standardisation technique
described in section 2.2 did not suffice to remove this effect, we did also employ a simple
linear model of this drift to alleviate this issue during the evaluation. To this end,
the configuration used for the first of a series of experiments was again tested at the
end of the series. Because the configurations (i.e. shell morphology and burrowing
motion) were identical for the two experiments, their discrepancy provided an estimate
of the drift in sediment compaction. By shifting the burrowing depth data of the whole
experiment series according to a linear fit through the first and last experiment, the drift
could be compensated. Since this procedure modifies the raw data, each of its application
is explicitly stated together with the discrepancy of first and last experiment.
2.7. Artefact Testing
Since a new approach to investigate bivalve burrowing was used, several experiments
were performed to test the properties of the set-up. Their purpose was to test if the
set-up introduced artefacts into the burrowing process that would limit the extent to
which the results attained with the set-up can be generalized to other set-ups or to the
natural case. Two major aspects were tested, the control policy, i.e. different ways to
actuate the shell models, and the sediment confinement, i.e. how a sediment restricted
by walls and a bottom plate may be different from an unrestricted, more natural one.
Control policy While in the natural case, bivalves need to anchor their foot to be able
to pull themselves deeper into the sediment, the linear motors pulling the shell in our
set-up were simply fixed. A natural way to implement the burrowing motion would be
to alternately apply a pulling force and no force at all. The control program described
in section 2.5 did, instead of applying no force, hold the current position between the
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pulling phases. Due to the elasticity of the cables and the set-up structure, the force
needed to hold the position increased with burrowing depth. At the point where this
holding force reached the magnitude of the pulling force, the shell did not move anymore
and the maximal depth was reached. In other words, the linear motors were constantly
pulling, with the holding force continuously increasing from 0 to the value of the pulling
force. Consequently, the downward motion and the rocking of the shell continuously
decreased until they reached 0 at the point where the holding and the pulling forces
became equal.
To test if the saturation of the depth curve was an artefact of this set-up dependent
effect, we experimented with two alternative controller policies that better reflected the
original idea of applying no force between the pulling phases (figure 5a). The first
alternative policy did not apply any force between the pulling phases, i.e. completely
released the sliders, while the second alternative policy applied a force to compensate
the slider weight to set the tension in the cables zero.
Sediment confinement The sediment compartment in the set-up provided only
restricted space for the movements of the shell and its surrounding sediment. Objects
moving through a granular medium create force chains propagated along touching grains.
This effect is called jamming (To et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2010). In our set-up, sediment
jammed against the compartment bottom or walls may have influenced the results of
the experiments and explain the saturation behaviour of the depth curve as an artefact
of the set-up.
To test the effect of sediment confinement we inserted cylindrical metal walls and
horizontal plates into the sediment to change the effective size of the compartment
walls (see figure 5b). The two cylindrical walls were of different sizes (13 and 20 cm
in diameter). The plates were inserted into the sediment at a depth of 96.4 mm below
the sediment surface and provided a 6 mm slit to allow the cables to pass through.
To investigate the idea of arcs of sand grains jammed against the bottom plate, we
compared the effect of a smooth plate to that of a plate with rough sandpaper attached
to its surface. We expected stronger arcs on a rough surface than on a slippery plate.
Also, we compared a smooth shell to a radially ridged shell that presumably, together
with the rocking motion, would disrupt existing arcs and reduce the jamming effect.
2.8. Basic Shell Morphology Testing
The purpose of the proposed method is to investigate aspects of bivalve burrowing
and the functional morphology of bivalve shells. For this study, basic relations were
measured: the effect of cross-sectional area of the shell perpendicular to the burrowing
direction, and different basic shapes and surface sculptures.
To investigate the influence of shell morphology on the burrowing performance, we
separated the shell shape into two levels: overall shape and surface sculpture. The
literature suggests that the functional morphology of bivalves has been adapted to
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burrowing at both levels (e.g. Alexander et al., 1993; de la Huz et al., 2002; Nel et al.,
2001; Savazzi and Huazhang, 1994; Stanley, 1969, 1975, 1977).
Cross-sectional area According to basic soil mechanics, burrowing depth under a given
pulling force should inversely correlate with the cross-sectional area of the shell presented
to the burrowing direction (Mesri et al., 1996; Sanglerat, 1972). Many bivalves have an
elongated shape and burrow with their long axis parallel to the burrowing direction,
suggesting that they take advantage of this effect.
To test this basic correlation in our set-up, we analysed burrowing depth
measurements from a collection of different experiments using all shells shown in figure 3.
Shell shape To test how bivalve shells compare to other shapes, we measured the
performance of four different shapes: a sphere, a disc, a cylinder trunk or wedge-shaped
disc, and a bivalve shape (“Sphere”, “Cylinder”, “Wedge” and “Bivalve” in figure 3).
The idea was that the three simple geometric shapes represent different very abstracted
versions of bivalve shells. All shapes were smooth, i.e. did not have any sculpture.
All of these shapes had the same volume of 30 cm3 per valve. This was to make them
comparable in an evolutionary sense, i.e. considering the question how evolution would
shape the shell given a particular size (volume) of the inner organs of the animal. From a
physical point of view, the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the burrowing direction
should be kept constant. The pulling force f should be proportional to the density of
the sediment ρ, times the gravitational acceleration g, times the cross-sectional area
A, times the burrowing depth d (Mesri et al., 1996; Sanglerat, 1972). To compare the
experiment results in this respect, we normalized (non-dimensionalized) the measured
burrowing depths d by multiplying them with the factor ρgA/f , with ρ = 1933 kg/m3 ,
g = 9.81 m/s, f = 200 N and using the computed cross-sectional areas that were also
used for figure 7.
The same shape may lead to different burrowing depths depending on its
orientation. Relative to the umbo and hinge axis of their shell, bivalves burrow in
different directions, covering about 90◦ from ventral to anterior (Kauffman, 1969). To
test the effect of different burrowing directions, in addition to the standard experiments
in ventral direction, we performed an experiment with B-smooth6, B-radial and Bnatural, where the shells were rotated by 90◦ , such that they entered the sediment in
anterior direction.
Surface sculpture To test the effect of surface sculpture, we measured the performance
of four shells that had all the same shape and size but different sculpture types
added to their surface: radial ridges, commarginal ridges, random ridges (all of the
same amplitude) and no sculpture at all. Radial and commarginal ridges are the
basic elements of bivalve sculpture and many burrowing species feature either of
them or a mixture of both. To separate the effects of sculpturing per se and its
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pattern, we also tested a random sculpture with radial ridges sampled from a Gaussian
process (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006).
3. Results
In all burrowing experiments, burrowing depth as a function of burrowing time followed
a curve similar to the ones shown in figure 6a. It featured discrete staircase-like
steps corresponding to the burrowing steps. These steps decreased in size during the
course of a burrowing run, i.e. the curve saturated and asymptotically converged to a
maximal burrowing depth. All three control policies described in figure 5a exhibited
this saturation.
Figure 6b shows the burrowing depth dependent on the different configurations
described in figure 5b. The cylindrical walls clearly decreased the burrowing depth, the
smaller one by 3.5 cm (37%), the bigger one by 1.6 cm (17%). The plates did not have
any clear effect. Although the differences between the configurations using plates are
significant, they are only a few millimetres and therefore not clearly distinguishable from
fluctuations in the compaction of the sediment. Radial ridges on the shell or sandpaper
covering the plate did not introduce major differences either.
Figure 7 shows the depths reached by the different shape models of figure 3.
The depth shows roughly a linear relationship with cross-sectional area of the shapes
perpendicular to the burrowing direction.
A comparison of the bivalve shell shape Bivalve with the three abstracted shapes
Sphere, Wedge and Cylinder is shown in figure 8. Bivalve reached the maximum absolute
depth and Cylinder the minimal one, while the other two shapes ranged in between at
comparable depths. While the three simple geometric shapes did not protrude out of
their ground circle, the umbo of the bivalve shape did, i.e. it was higher than the other
three shapes. When considering the relative burrowing depth, i.e. the burrowing depth
divided by the shape height, the bivalve shape had a lower performance and ranked
even behind the cylinder. In the third plot showing normalized depth, Bivalve has yet
another rank, while the ranking of the three other shapes is stable.
For B-smooth6 and B-radial, burrowing in anterior direction led to a depth 2.9 mm
lower than when burrowing in ventral direction. For B-natural, the turn towards anterior
led to an improvement in burrowing depth of 8.9 mm (see figure 7). However, if again
relative depths are computed, the ranking is reversed: B-natural reached a relative
depth of 0.69 in the ventral case and of 0.60 in the anterior case. All differences were
significant (p-values ≤ 3×10−5 ).
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the different tested sculptures. The
sculptured shells did not reach larger depths than the smooth shell. Only when
comparing normalized depths, B-commarginal had a similar performance as B-smooth6.
We continuously tested the differences between experiments with and without
water expulsion. We collected data from 14 pairs of experiments comparing a setup configuration with and without water expulsion (a total of 175 burrowing runs
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Figure 6: Artefact testing results. (a) Comparison of the three different controllers (1),
(2) and (3) as described in figure 5a. The x-axis shows the experiment (burrowing)
time, the y-axis the final burrowing depth reached by the shell. The single burrowing
steps are visible as steps in the curves. As the shell penetrates deeper into the sediment
the steps gradually diminish, showing a saturation effect for all three controllers. The
curves were averaged over 20, 10 and 5 repetitions, respectively. The shaded area
contains 100% of the data, the solid line depicts the median. The number of burrowing
steps in each experiment was 15, 15 and 20, respectively. The experiments were done
using B-smooth6 and identical pulling phases. (b) A boxplot of the results of the
confinement tests described in figure 5b. The final burrowing depths are shown for
different configurations: (1) B-smooth6, no wall, (2) B-radial, no wall, (3) B-smooth6,
small cylindrical wall, (4) B-smooth6, big cylindrical wall, (5) B-smooth6, smooth plate,
(6) B-radial, smooth plate, (7) B-smooth6, rough plate, and (8) B-smooth6, rough plate
and big cylindrical wall. All other parameters, including the burrowing control were
identical. The difference between the experiments 5 and 8 is not significant (p = 0.91),
the difference between experiments 6 and 7 is barely significant (p = 0.049). All other
p-values are ≤ 0.003.
each). The used water expulsion duration was 500 ms. We measured a change in
burrowing depth of (mean ± standard deviation) 0.23 ± 2.65 mm or (0.22 ± 2.94 )%, i.e.
no difference. Only in 7 out of the 14 pairs, the water expulsion led to an improvement.
4. Discussion
The presented set-up was successfully used to perform bivalve burrowing experiments.
While shell morphology and burrowing pattern were close to natural bivalves, the
necessary pulling force of 200 N is one order of magnitude larger than in the natural
case (10 N, Ensis). We suspect that this difference is mainly due to dynamic aspects of
the natural burrowing process that are missing in our set-up, like a movable soft foot
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Figure 7: Median burrowing depth dependent on the maximal shell cross section. Every
point in this plot shows the result of one of 56 burrowing experiments, each summarising
usually 10 repeated burrowing runs (644 burrowing runs in total). All shells shown
in figure 3 were evaluated. The x-axis represents the maximum cross-sectional area,
perpendicular to the burrowing direction, for one valve of each shell. For B-natural, the
results for two burrowing directions are shown, ventral and anterior.
and the opening and closing motion of the valves. However, our simplified set-up allows
a systematic analysis of shell morphology and rocking motion.
To our knowledge, Stanley (1975, 1977) was the first and so far only one to
manufacture replicas of bivalve shapes to experimentally test how the shell morphology
influences the burrowing process. This study builds on his work and tries to expand it
in several directions. For instance, by using a pulling mechanism, we were more closely
mimicking the foot retractor muscles, and the linear motors could be precisely controlled,
while Stanley pushed his models manually or using weights. Also, using computational
models of bivalve shell shapes and a 3D printer, a larger number of different shapes
can be tested, including artificial shapes, and the experiments are more reproducible,
since the shapes are defined exactly. On the other hand, Stanley did an analysis of the
rotation axes, which was not possible with the data collected in our experiments (see
section 4.4).
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Figure 8: Burrowing depth dependent on shape. The following shell shapes are
compared: Bivalve, Sphere, Cylinder and Wedge (cf. figure 3). (a) Absolute
burrowing depths. (b) Relative burrowing depths. (c) Normalized burrowing depths
(see section 2.8). The data for these plots was linearly shifted; the discrepancy between
first and last experiment in this case was 2.5 mm.
4.1. Set-up Artefacts
The set-up was tested for artefacts it may introduce into the experiment results, i.e.
effects that reflect the way the set-up works rather than general aspects of bivalve-like
burrowing. No significant disturbing effects caused by the motion controllers or by the
sediment confinement were found.
Control policies The hypothesis that the saturation behaviour was only due to the
increasing position holding forces and therefore an artefact of the set-up was not
supported by the data shown in figure 6a. The saturation in the depth curve was
present in all control policies suggesting that it was due to the interaction between
shell morphology and sediment. The final burrowing depths of the three controllers
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Figure 9: Burrowing depth dependent on sculpture. The following shell shapes
are compared: B-smooth6, B-radial, B-commarginal, B-random, cf. figure 3. (a)
Absolute burrowing depths. The difference between B-commarginal and B-radial is
not significant (p = 0.12). All other differences are significant with p < 0.0072. (b)
Normalized burrowing depths. The difference between B-commarginal and B-smooth is
not significant (p = 0.92), all others are significant (p ≤ 3×10−5 ).
are consistent with each other. The standard controller (1) reached a depth of almost
100 mm. Controller (2) moved the shell deeper into the sediment in the beginning due
to the released sliders that continued pulling by their weight after the actual pulling
phase. In the later burrowing phase, the short bursts of the sliders could hardly move
the shell anymore. In contrast to the constantly pulling controller (1), the final depth
was therefore smaller. The third controller (3) started in a similar way as controller (1),
but later oscillated between the final depths of the other two controllers. The reason is
that after the pulling phase, the suspended sliders were pulled back up by the tension
in the cables and the structure of the set-up. Controller (3) therefore illustrates that
the difference between controllers (1) and (2) is due to the motors distorting the set-up
rather than a real displacement of the shell in the sediment.
The non-holding controller variants tended to damage the set-up because of the
more sudden movements. Since all three controllers led to a saturation process, we
consistently used the variant holding the position in all experiments.
Sediment confinement It can be seen immediately from the results in figure 6b that the
plates reduced the variance of the measured burrowing depths, but not their absolute
values. In the plot, the depth of the plates may be estimated at 100 mm, which deviates
by 3.6% from the true value of 96.4 mm. This can be explained by the difference between
the slider position and the actual burrowing depth of about 6.4% mentioned earlier.
The cylinder wall of diameter 13 cm decreased the burrowing depth by 3.5 cm and
the cylinder wall of diameter 20 cm by 1.6 cm. If fitting a line through these points,
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the influence would decrease to zero at a cylinder wall diameter of 26 cm. Even if
assuming a very long-tailed curve, the influence of the sediment compartment wall
(compartment diameter ≥ 42 cm) does not measurably influence the result anymore
and should therefore not be distinguishable from an unrestricted sediment.
The results do also show that the sediment was pushed mainly laterally and not
downwards. Considering the pulling direction and given that the models used in the
experiments did not laterally open the valves, this was unexpected. While we argued
above that our sediment compartment was large enough to avoid artefacts due to wall
effects, bivalves burrowing in a narrow space between two glass walls may be helpful for
the visualisation but not for the investigation of the process.
The results did not show evidence that the radial ridges in connection with the
rocking motion or the rough plate influenced the burrowing depth and did therefore not
support our hypothesis that these features influence the occurrence or strength of arcs
of jammed sand grains. This was unexpected. It seems to follow that jamming is a local
effect among the sand grains laterally around the shell.
Another unexpected result was the apparent difference between experiments 4 and
8 (in figure 6b). While the big cylindrical wall clearly reduced the burrowing depth, a
plate added to the cylindrical wall removed this effect completely. We cannot offer an
explanation for this effect other than a potential error due to the sediment state (see
section 4.3).
4.2. Bivalve Burrowing
Burrowing curve In all experiments, a saturation of the burrowing depth in the course
of time was measured. While the successive compaction of the sediment may be a general
explanation for this, the detailed mechanics are unclear and reducing the phenomenon
to a few parameters is not straightforward (cf. paragraph on sculpture below). As we
described in the previous section, we did not find artefacts of the set-up influencing the
burrowing process. We therefore conclude that the fast convergence to the maximal
burrowing depth is an inherent characteristic of the burrowing process and caused by
local interactions of shell, water and sand grains.
Cross-sectional area The trend visible in figure 7 is consistent with the basic
expectation that larger cross-sectional areas perpendicular to the burrowing direction
decrease the burrowing depth. It can, however, be seen that morphology (Cylinder vs.
B-smooth9) and sediment fluctuations (B-radial) caused considerable variation in the
burrowing depth at fixed values of cross-sectional area. This suggests that by changing
their shell shape, bivalves may optimize burrowing depth even if the cross-sectional area
is kept constant.
Note that maximum cross-sectional area may change significantly depending on the
sculpture details. In particular, B-commarginal may have a larger cross-sectional area
than e.g. B-radial, because one of the ridges longitudinally intersects the cross-section.
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Shape The results in figure 8 show a stable ranking of Wedge, Sphere and Cylinder,
while the performance of Bivalve depends on the measure used. According to these
results, a bivalve shape should be more similar to a wedge or a sphere than to a
cylinder to increase its burrowing performance. A difference between absolute and
relative burrowing depth was also found in the case of burrowing direction. While the
absolute burrowing depth of B-natural could be improved by turning it from ventral
to anterior and thus reducing the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the burrowing
direction, the relative burrowing depth decreased.
Sculpture The results on surface sculpture in figure 9 were unexpected. They suggest
that sculpture does not increase burrowing efficiency. If the burrowing depth is
normalized by cross-sectional area (figure 9b), B-commarginal performs as well as Bsmooth. However, as stated above, maximum cross-sectional area may not be a very
stable measure for this type of sculpture.
The results did not support our hypothesis that ridges together with a rocking
motion may disrupt jamming in the sediment to increase burrowing depth. Since the
literature strongly suggests that sculpture improves the burrowing ability of bivalves
(e.g. de la Huz et al., 2002; Savazzi and Huazhang, 1994; Stanley, 1969, 1977), more
specific combinations of sculpture (e.g. discordant ridges), burrowing motion and
sediment grain size should be tested in future studies. Stanley (1969), e.g., described
how ridges rotated into the sediment at a small angle transport grains upwards and the
shell downwards.
The results also highlight the difficulty of simulating sculpture-sediment interactions
using numerical models, since these models would have to include details at the scale of
the sculpture (i.e. three orders of magnitude smaller than the burrowing depth) and of
the grain dynamics. Though effective models based on coarse-graining (McComb, 2007;
Sahimi, 2003) of granular media dynamics could be suitable to study sculpture-sediment
interactions and should be tried, it has been shown that fundamental breakdowns on
simple models could render the dynamics not renormalisable (Du et al., 1995; Jaeger
et al., 1996) leaving detailed models as the main, if not only, numerical resource to study
bivalve burrowing (Herrmann and Luding, 1998; Pöschel and Schwager, 2005).
Water expulsion We did not measure a significant effect of the water expulsion. It is
possible that the difficulties with the sediment (see next section) were hiding the (subtle)
differences due to the water expulsion. The difficulties with the sediment themselves are
a strong argument that bivalves actually do manipulate the sediment state to burrow
deeper or faster. We therefore suspect that the explanation for the missing difference is
the incomplete representation of water expulsion in our set-up. While our set-up only
expels water into the sediment, in the real case, the shells do also close, leading to a
volume reduction of the animal and an increased empty space around the shell that can
be filled with liquefied sediment.
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4.3. Limitations
Synthetic approaches can never capture all aspects of the real process. The focus in the
presented set-up lay on the shell morphology and the rocking motion pattern. Depending
on the goals of further research, it may be desirable to add more aspects of the natural
burrowing process, such as valve motion or an artificial foot or to add a more powerful
measurement system (see section 4.4).
A major drawback of the set-up was the lack of an effective method to standardize
the state of compaction of the sediment before each experiment. We could not avoid a
memory effect, i.e. a dependence of experiments on previous experiments. We measured
an approximate compaction state by placing a weighted vertical thin rod on the sediment
and observing how far it sank in. The method we applied (section 2.2), did not lead
to satisfactory results. However, it was still the most effective method among several
tested alternatives. Due to the technical efforts that would have been necessary, we did
not implement the mechanism suggested in section 4.4.
The differences between two experiments were often highly significant. However,
without satisfactory sediment standardisation, it is difficult to separate the effect of the
morphological difference from the effect of the sediment state difference.
We often observed a drift of the state of the sediment to a higher degree of
compaction over time. As mentioned in section 2.6, a linear model may be used to
remove this drift from the evaluated data. This method was applied to the results
shown in figure 8. The number of usually 10 repetitions per experiment was found to
be a reasonable compromise between a large sample size for high significance and a
compact sequence of experiments where the sediment state did not drift too far away
from previous experiments.
Our difficulties with the sediment standardisation are not well reflected in the
literature. In his similar study, e.g., Stanley did only mention this issue in one single
sentence: “The sediment was packed firmly between experiments.” (Stanley, 1975,
p. 53).
In our study, we used burrowing depth as a performance measure. However, as
mentioned in the introduction, there is no clear evolutionary pressure for bivalves to
maximize burrowing depth. In our experiments, the shells were usually buried to a
depth of 0.5 to 1.5 body heights. We may argue that it is a safe assumption that there
is an evolutionary pressure to at least cover the whole shell and that we are therefore
still in a reasonable range to use depth as a performance measure. Other measures such
as burrowing speed or the burrowing rate index (BRI, Stanley 1970) could be used.
However, they directly depend on time. Since the temporal pattern of the burrowing
process is fixed by the controllers, time cannot be used as a measure. Nevertheless, if
a model of the burrowing process was available, other parameters of this model beside
the saturation depth could be used. In particular, the change in depth associated with
each rocking step (effectively a rate of burrowing) would account for both, maximum
depth and speed of burrowing without the explicit use of time measurements.
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4.4. Future Work
As possible technical improvements of the set-up we suggest: (1) a better sediment
standardisation; based on our experience, we would recommend an automated procedure
to first loosen the sediment by pumping in high pressure water and to then vibrate
the whole sediment compartment – this should minimize residual structures in the
sediment from previous experiments, (2) a more robust structure to be able to test more
sudden movements, (3) the automation of the experimentation process (retrieval of the
shell, sediment standardisation and initialisation of the shell position and orientation
before each experiment), (4) more sensors to gather more detailed information about the
burrowing trajectory, and (5) a more sophisticated mechanism for sculpture generation
could be used to also test skew and asymmetric sculptures. Also, depending on the goal
of future studies, additional aspects of the original process may be implemented, such
as movable valves connected by a hinge or an artificial soft foot.
The set-up may then be used to investigate additional shapes, motion patterns and
sediment types and to reproduce and expand on the work by Stanley (1975, 1977). In
collaboration with biologists and palaeontologists open questions of bivalve functional
morphology may be studied and evolutionary experiments may be performed to optimize
shell morphology and burrowing motion.
4.5. Conclusion
The synthetic methodology is useful to systematically study the functional morphology
of natural processes. In bivalve burrowing and in locomotion through granular media in
general, this approach has scarcely been applied. In this paper, we presented a simple
mechatronic set-up to mimic the burrowing behaviour of bivalves. Using two linear
motors and a system of deviated steel cables, the rocking motion applied by many
bivalve species was simulated. We systematically investigated the influence of the shell
morphology on the burrowing performance.
We found that the digging motion saturates towards a fixed maximum depth
dependent on the morphology. The pressure of the shell against the sediment seems
to propagate predominantly in horizontal as opposed to vertical direction, since a
cylindrical wall around the burrowing shell reduced the burrowing depth significantly,
while a plate inserted into the sediment had almost no influence. It was found that the
presented method did not introduce artefacts into the burrowing process.
Using the set-up to test different morphologies, it was found that a wedge is a
more efficient burrowing shape than a sphere, which in turn is more efficient than a
cylinder. Depending on how the performance is measured, a bivalve shape can have a
performance similar to either of the three abstract shapes. In our experiments, sculpture
did not increase the burrowing efficiency.
In his study, Stanley (1975, 1977) was restricted in his technical possibilities to
test many different morphologies, since he had to manufacture a cast of each shape.
He compared a natural shape to an artificially altered version missing a particular
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morphological feature (blunt anterior area or surface sculpture). Applying geometrical
models and modern 3D manufacturing techniques, in contrast, allows the continuous
variation of any modelled parameter and a more precise quantisation of its effect on
burrowing performance.
Applying a synthetic approach to study bivalve functional morphology therefore has
a large potential. In particular, we see the following advantages: (1) extensive control
over the bivalve shell morphology and the applied burrowing motion pattern, (2) the
controlled variation of single parameters allows systematic comparisons of morphological
traits, (3) effects of shell morphology and burrowing pattern can be easily measured
and quantified, (4) no natural shells need to be collected or bought, all shapes can be
manufactured by a 3D printer, (5) simplified comparison between shapes because their
geometries are well-defined, (6) generation of any shell form, even if it does not exist
in nature, i.e. no limitation to the actual morphospace, but potential coverage of the
whole theoretical morphospace, (7) shells can be produced in larger quantities; this does
not only allow replacing broken shells by another exact copy, increasing the degree of
reproducibility, but also gives rise to the possibility of performing evolutionary robotics
experiments, (8) 3D printing techniques will be cheaper, faster and more accurate in the
future and offer even more possibilities to investigate (functional) morphologies, and (9)
there are no ethical issues (as for keeping living bivalves).
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ABSTRACT
The morphological evolution of bivalves is documented by a rich fossil record.
It is believed that the shell shape and surface sculpture play an important
role for the burrowing performance of endobenthic species. While detailed
morphometric studies of bivalve shells have been done, there are almost
no studies experimentally testing their dynamic properties. To investigate
the functional morphology of the bivalve shell, we employed a synthetic
methodology and built an experimental setup to simulate the burrowing
process. Using an evolutionary algorithm and a 3D printer, the first ever
artificial evolution of a physical bivalve shell was performed. The result was
a vertically flattened shell occupying only the top sediment layers. Insufficient control of the sediment was the major limitation of the setup and
restricted the significance of the results. Nevertheless, it is demonstrated
that systematic palaeontological research may substantially profit from synthetic methods. We suggest investigating functional morphologies not only
by emulating the dynamical processes but also evolutionary pressure using
evolutionary algorithms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Bivalves constitute about a ninth of the known fossil record (Amler et al.,
2000). Periods of fast radiation and drastic morphological changes, e.g. due
to the appearance of siphons in the post-Palaeozoic or to the transition
from hard to soft substrates, alternated with periods of only minor modifications to the shell (Seilacher, 1984; Stanley, 1968). It has been repeatedly shown that the shell morphology is adapted to effective locomotion
through the sediment (Stanley, 1975a), e.g. by becoming more streamlined
and elongated (Seilacher, 1984; Watters, 1993), by reducing back-slippage
and forward friction using terrace-shaped commarginal ridges (Savazzi and
Huazhang, 1994; Seilacher, 1984), by using discordant ridges (Stanley, 1969)
or by adjusting the sculpture to the sediment grain size (de la Huz et al.,
2002; Savazzi and Huazhang, 1994).
To burrow themselves into the sediment, bivalves use a two-anchor system. The shell and the foot – a muscular part of the soft body ventrally
protruding out of the shell – alternately anchor the bivalve in the sediment,
while the other one is moved forward. Anchoring is done by increasing the
size: the shell is opened and presses against the sediment, the foot swells
through an increase in blood pressure. By the anterior and posterior retractor muscles the shell is pulled closer to the anchored foot. The sequential
contraction of these muscles leads to a characteristic rocking motion of the
shell. The rotation around two separate rotation axes leads to a net downward motion. When the valves are contracted to release anchoring and to
inflate the foot, water is expelled from the mantle cavity between the valves
loosening the sediment and thus decreasing the resistance to penetration.
The whole process is called “burrowing sequence” and was first described by
Trueman (1966).
The (functional) morphology of bivalves may be analysed using different approaches (e.g. Crampton, 1995). Often, morphometric analyses are
based on landmarks, i.e. salient points of the shell morphology such as the
beak, valve adductor muscle scars etc. (Adams et al., 2004; Bookstein, 1997;
Dryden and Mardia, 1998).
Another approach uses virtual growth processes to generate shell geometries. They use the fact that bivalve shells – as the shells of gastropods
– have a convoluted shape following a logarithmic spiral due to an accretionary growth process. One of the first attempts to mathematically model
this process was done by Raup and Michelson (1965), where also the term
“theoretical morphology” was introduced. Since then, many different approaches have been suggested, most of which are based on a simple growth
2
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process that produces a sequence of closed profile curves of increasing size
that travel along a three-dimensional helicospiral (Fowler et al., 1992; Hammer and Bucher, 2005; Okamoto, 1988). With these approaches, only few
parameters are needed to generate realistic virtual shell shapes.
To systematically analyse and compare different shell morphologies, a
theoretical morphospace can be constructed from the morphological parameters. The theoretical morphospace is a multidimensional space where the
dimensions correspond to the parameters and each individual shape is represented as a point (McGhee, 1999). While the theoretical morphospace spans
the whole space of possible morphologies using a given set of parameters,
the actual morphospace is the set of points representing specimens actually
found in nature (McGhee, 1999).
While morphometric measures can be extracted from fossils, it is not
possible to adequately assess the function of the morphological traits since
no living specimens can be observed. Conclusions may be drawn by analogy
from similar recent species, but these studies are restricted to the available
specimens and may not properly reflect the details of the fossil morphology.
To adequately assess the function of the morphological traits, it would be
necessary to watch the fossil species in action.
In this paper we present an experimental platform to test different bivalve shell morphologies in terms of their burrowing performance. A synthetic methodology is followed by generating arbitrary artificial shell shapes
and materializing them using a 3D printer. They are then tested in an
artificial burrowing environment to better understand the function of the
morphological traits. We also report the results of the first ever experiment
to evolve physical shell morphologies based on burrowing performance. We
propose artificial evolutionary systems as a tool to study evolutionary pressure on functional morphology.
The synthetic approach has been increasingly productive in fields such
as biomimetics, biorobotics and artificial life (Langton, 1989; Webb, 2000).
Also the emulation of evolution has proved both insightful and useful in
many areas (Bäck, 1997; Fogel, 1998). Evolutionary algorithms have been
used to optimize technical systems (Bentley, 1999; Rechenberg, 1973, 2000)
or to evolve controllers of robots (Floreano et al., 2008). Also morphologies
of artificial organisms have been evolved in software (Eggenberger Hotz,
2003; Sims, 1994) or, as manufacturing processes become faster and cheaper,
hardware (Lipson and Pollack, 2000).
Two examples of the synthetic approach applied to study bivalve burrowing are described by Stanley (1975b) and Winter et al. (2012). Stanley used
a cast of Mercenaria mercenaria to demonstrate the effect of the blunt anterior area of its shell. By decreasing back-slippage, it moved the rotation axes
of the rocking motion outwards and thus increased the downward motion
of the shell. Winter built a technical drilling device inspired by the bivalve
Ensis directus and demonstrated its reduced energy consumption compared
3
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to traditional devices. He also investigated the localized fluidization of the
sediment around the shell due to valve contraction.
Most biomimetic research has two aspects: a) to draw inspiration from
nature to build better technical artefacts; and b) to use a synthetic approach
to better understand natural phenomena and organisms. Often the focus
lies on the first aspect, especially in the case of artificial evolution that is
used as a bio-inspired optimization tool. In this paper we focus on the
second aspect and suggest expanding the synthetic methodology by using
evolutionary algorithms to study the evolutionary pressure on the functional
morphology of burrowing bivalves.
In this paper, we describe the experimental setup including the morphological shell model and the evolutionary algorithm. We also present the
results of a morphological evolution experiment performed with the setup.

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The setup consisted of an environment of underwater sandy sediment,
models of bivalve shells and an external actuation system that induced a
rocking burrowing motion on the shells. During the evolutionary experiment, the morphology of the shells changed according to a fitness function
based on the burrowing performance. A more detailed description of the
setup used in this study was published in Germann and Carbajal (2013).
Compared to an earlier version of the setup (Koller-Hodac et al., 2010), it
featured technical improvements like a modular approach to switch bivalve
shell models or an improved control program that used force control instead
of position control (Germann and Carbajal, 2013) to make the burrowing
process more realistic.

2.1

Setup

Bivalve burrowing was mimicked using the experimental setup shown in
Figure 1. The cubic water tank (side length 60 cm) contained a compartment with well-rounded quartz sand (grain size 0.7 − 1.2 mm, bulk density
1500 kg/m3 ).
Bivalve shells were assembled from two 3D-printed ABS (acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene) plastic valves and a central metal disc. Depending on the
type of feature, the resolution of the printer was between 0.1 and 0.5 mm.
We found that the abrasion of the ABS-shells by the sand was negligible
(< 0.5 mm at the shell front after more than 280 burrowing runs).
Using a 3D printer allowed the materialization of any shell morphology
generated by the evolutionary algorithm. To create one valve of a shell, an
outer shell surface was combined with an inner attachment structure featuring a bayonet coupling mechanism (Figure 1.3). This mechanism allowed
the attachment to a central metal disc. The disc had two attachment sites
4
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Figure 1: The experimental setup. 1.1 Picture of the water tank containing
the burrowing environment. 1.2 Scheme of the setup. Shell models were
placed at an initial position touching the sediment surface and then pulled
in by two linear motors mounted vertically at the outside of the tank. The
force was transmitted to the shell by two steel cables deviated by pulleys.
By alternately pulling, the linear motors induced the typical rocking motion
employed by burrowing bivalves. 1.3 Central metal disc and two 3D printed
valves, outer and inner side. The valves were fixed to the metal disc by a
bayonet coupling mechanism. The cables were attached to the shell at the
two attachment arms of the metal disc. 1.4 Assembled shell. Pictures 1.1, 1.3
and 1.4 reprinted from Germann and Carbajal (2013). c IOP Publishing.
Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.
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for the actuation mechanism at the bottom and a water supply duct at the
top (Figure 1.2–1.4). Water pumped into the shell and ejected through holes
along the ventral edge could be used to imitate water expulsion. However,
in this study, the water expulsion system was not used. The water supply
tube was still attached to all shells to maintain comparability to other experiments and to ensure an erect standard orientation of the shells at the
beginning of the experiments.
The shells were attached to the outside actuation system by two coated
steel cables (diameter 1.2 mm) that simulated the force of the foot retractor
muscles of natural bivalves. One cable was attached to the anterior part of
the shell, one to the posterior part. The setup did not feature any further
representation of the foot. Experiments were performed by pulling the artificial shells into the sediment using a rocking motion induced by alternate
pulling of the cables. These were deviated through the sediment via pulleys
and attached to two linear motors mounted vertically at the outside of the
tank (Figure 1.2).
The burrowing process was simulated by an open-loop control program
on the controllers of the linear motors. Each motor executed a sequence of
single burrowing steps. By adding a short time lag for the second motor a
rocking motion of the shell was induced, which rotated the shell first in anterior and then in posterior direction. A burrowing step consisted of a pulling
and a waiting phase. During the pulling phase, a fixed pulling force was applied to the cable. During the waiting phase, the position of the motor sliders
and therefore of the shell was held constant by PID (proportional-integralderivative) control. A maximal step size was maintained by switching to the
waiting phase early as soon as a predetermined limit was reached. The total
step duration was held constant by adapting the waiting phase duration.
For the experiments of this study, we used the following configuration:
applied pulling force: 130 N (with measured peaks up to 200 N), pulling
phase duration: 400 ms, maximal step size: 12 mm, waiting phase duration:
1 s, number of steps: 15, time lag of the second motor: 200 ms. Burrowing
depth as a function of burrowing time saturated, i.e. the actually performed
steps became smaller with increasing depth until the shell did not move any
more (Germann and Carbajal, 2013).
The internal slider position signals of the motors and signals from force
sensors inserted between the slider ends and the cables were recorded for
all experiments. The slider positions were systematically overestimating the
burrowing depth by (6.4 ± 2.2)% (mean ± standard deviation, n = 400) due
to deformations of the setup under cable tension, but did not change the
relative performance of the different shells. Throughout this paper we use
“burrowing depth” to mean “slider position”.
Parameters determining the configuration of the setup for each experiment can be divided into a) environmental parameters (such as grain size);
b) motion parameters (as mentioned above); and c) morphological parame6
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Figure 2: Geometrical model to generate artificial shell morphologies. 2.1
Illustration of the generation of a shell mesh, with n = 10 segments (black,
dashed) and m = 10 growth steps (red, solid). The aperture curve was
repeatedly scaled and rotated around axis d to generate the shell surface.
2.2 The sculpture profiles δ r and δ c used to generate radial (top) and commarginal ridges (bottom, ventral to the right). 2.3 Aperture curve of a shell
(individual 6 in Figure 8), generated from parameters 1-8 in Table 1. The
parameters define the polar coordinates of five points c1 -c5 in the plane that
span a control polygon (black) and define a NURBS curve (red). The aperture curve consists of a discretization of this curve into n points as in 2.1.
The red arc denotes the position of the umbo and point A the position of the
incircle of the aperture curve, where the attachment structure was placed
(see text).
ters. Experiments reported here did only vary the morphological parameters
of the shell.

2.2

Morphological Model

Bivalve geometries were generated using a simple method similar to the
ones mentioned in the introduction (Fowler et al., 1992). A planar closed
aperture curve was defined using NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines)
and discretized into n aperture points (Figure 2). In m − 1 discrete growth
steps, the aperture points were scaled by a scaling factor λ1 < 1 and rotated
around a fixed axis d ∈ IR3 lying in the same plane as the aperture curve.
λ determined the inflation of the shell. A value of 1 would lead to a torus,
slightly larger values to inflated shells and large values to very flat shells (cf.
Figure 3.9–3.10). Instead of starting at the umbo, we created the desired
final aperture curve and generated the shell backwards toward the umbo, in
reverse biological growth direction:
p̂i,j =

1
Rd,ϕ p̂i,j−1 , with i = 1..n, j = 2..m,
λ
7
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where p̂i,j ∈ IR3 is the surface point i of growth step j, λ is the scaling
factor and Rd,ϕ ∈ IR3×3 the rotation matrix around the rotation axis d by
angle ϕ. The points p̂i,1 were initialized by the aperture curve. The points
p̂i,m constituted the umbo.
The surface sculpture was added in a second step by perturbing the
surface in normal direction according to a scalar sculpture function δ(i, j) ∈
[0, 1]:
pi,j = p̂i,j + δ(i, j)ni,j ,
where the points pi,j ∈ IR3 are the final surface points including surface
sculpture and ni,j ∈ IR3 is the normal vector at point p̂i,j . We used a
sculpture function of the following structure:


δ(i, j) = a w(j) q δ r





i−1
fr + (1 − q)
n



(1 − q) δ c







j−1
fc + q ,
m

where a ∈ [0, 1] is an overall sculpture amplitude parameter, w(j) is the
maximal width or wavelength of a ridge (radial or commarginal) at the ventral edge at growth step j, q ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter balancing radial and
commarginal ridges, the functions δ r , δ c : [0, 1] → [0, 1] are the radial and
commarginal profile curve, respectively, and fr and fc are frequency parameters determining how many radial and commarginal ridges, respectively,
should be distributed over the whole shell. The parameter q allowed a gradual mixture of the sculpture from its radial and commarginal components.
A value of 0 led to purely commarginal ridges, 1 to purely radial ridges.
A value of 0.5 led to a mixture of equal parts of radial and commarginal
ridges, i.e. a rectangular pattern. For a high flexibility in defining the profile
curves δ r and δ c for the ridges, again NURBS were used. For the evolutionary experiment, we used a symmetric smooth function with one peak for
radial ridges and a jig-saw-shaped profile for commarginal ridges, as shown
in Figure 2.2.
The result was a tube-like surface defined by n × m points pi,j (Figure 2.1). To get a closed printable mesh, the small end forming the umbo
was closed by a simple disc, while the large end forming the aperture and
shell edge was closed by a flat disc featuring a bayonet coupling cavity for
easy attachment to the other parts (see Figure 1.3).
We used a resolution of n = 400 by m = 720 and a rotation angle
ϕ = 0.25◦ per growth step. This led to a valve covering 719 × 0.25◦ ≈ 180◦
or half a whorl. We stopped there, because the shells tapered fast towards
the umbo and after 180◦ would cross the aperture plane, bending into the
space occupied by the other valve.
To perform the morphological evolution experiments, we defined the
aperture by a NURBS curve of order 4 with five control points ck , k = 1..5
8
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(Figure 2.3). To define the shape of an aperture curve it would be possible to give the Cartesian (x, y)-coordinates of its control points. However, a continuous change of these coordinates would not lead to “natural”
changes in the aperture curve. We therefore decoupled changes in tangential (commarginal) and radial direction by using polar coordinates instead
of Cartesian coordinates. Two control points were summarized in one hinge
segment. The aperture curve was therefore defined using four pairs of polar
(r, α)-coordinates. The hinge angle αh defined the angle between the two
first control points, the hinge radius rh the distance of both points to the
origin. The aperture curve was aligned such that the hinge axis, i.e. the
line through the first two control points, was parallel to the rotation axis d
and the origin touching the discretized aperture curve. This ensured compact and printable geometries but allowed orthogyrate shells only (see also
section 4.3). The angle of the full circle not occupied by the hinge was partitioned into three sectors according to the three remaining control point
angles α3 -α5 .
Since natural bivalve shells are often tilted towards anterior when burrowing, we introduced an angle parameter ϑ ∈ [0◦ , 90◦ ] to determine this
rotation. It ranged from 0◦ , where the hinge axis was horizontal and the
umbo at the top, to 90◦ , where the anterior part of the shell pointed downwards and the hinge axis was vertical. Technically, this parameter rotated
the bayonet coupling at the inside of the valves such that they were rotated
relative to the central disc. The coupling structure was generated using
computer-aided design (CAD) and was always placed at the incircle centre
of the aperture curve.
As the purpose of this study was to investigate the shell shape, the
volume of the shells was held constant. All shells were scaled such that the
volume of one valve was 25 cm3 .
Table 1 shows a complete list of the 14 parameters used to generate
the shells. Since the parameters span a morphospace, we may call them
morphological parameters. However, they do also represent a genotype,
which is, using a virtual growth process, translated into a shell geometry,
i.e. a phenotype. We therefore also call them genetic parameters. Figure 3
shows a set of sample shells illustrating how the genetic parameters affect
the final shell shape.

2.3

Evolutionary Algorithm

Bivalve shell morphologies as defined above were subjected to an artificial
evolutionary process in a series of experiments. Following the common
terminology for evolutionary algorithms, we use the terms “genome” and
“genetic” in an abstract sense to refer to a set of parameters defining the
properties of an individual (in our case a bivalve shell morphology). This
section explains how the parameters were encoded in an artificial genome,
9
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Variable
αh
rh
α3
r3
α4
r4
α5
r5
λ
ϑ
q
a
fr
fc

Range
[30◦ , 120◦ ]
[0, 1]
[0◦ , 360◦ − αh ]
[0, 1]
◦
[0 , 360◦ − αh ]
[0, 1]
[0◦ , 360◦ − αh ]
[0, 1]
[1.00339, 1.04086]
[0◦ , 90◦ ]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[10..100]
[18..180]

Parameter description
hinge angle
hinge radius
angle of 3rd control point
radius of 3rd control point
angle of 4th control point
radius of 4th control point
angle of 5th control point
radius of 5th control point
growth scaling factor
shell rotation towards anterior
radial/commarginal mixture
sculpture amplitude
radial ridge frequency
commarginal ridge frequency

Table 1: Genetic parameters from which the shell morphology was generated. Parameters 1-10 defined the overall shape of the shell, parameters
11-14 the surface sculpture. The shape of the aperture curve used 8 parameters, see Figure 2.3. For the effect of parameters λ, q, fr and fc , see
Figure 3. By reducing parameter a from 1 to 0, the sculptures of the sculptured examples in Figure 3 would be linearly reduced to a smooth surface.
how that genome was adapted during evolution and how the experiments
were performed.
2.3.1

Genome Encoding

The genome consisted of 15 real numbers ∈ [0, 1]; the first 14 were mapped
to the genetic parameters shown in Table 1, the last one encoded a mutation
rate, see section 2.3.3. The values from the genome were directly used or
linearly scaled to the appropriate range except for λ.
Shell inflation is a highly non-linear function of λ. To ensure a smooth
linear change of the morphology as a response to a change in the genome, we
therefore used a special mapping in this case. The value on the genome was
used to encode the ratio of the width of one valve (distance from the aperture
plane to the most distant point on the umbo) and the height (dorsal-ventral
diameter of the aperture curve). This ratio was limited to [0.04, 0.39]. A
value of 1 would imply a torus (and λ = 1). The value of λ was then
determined such that the shell satisfied the given ratio.
To maintain an order of increasing angles for the control points c3 to c5 ,
the corresponding parameter pairs (r3 , α3 )-(r5 , α5 ) were first sorted according to the angle and then assigned to the control points in ascending order
(i.e. the indices 3-5 of the control points and the parameter pairs may not
10
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match).
Despite the considerations above to find a natural encoding, it was still
necessary to specifically test for invalid shells, i.e. shells that were not printable because their surface was self-intersecting or had too thin features. We
employed the following criteria to detect invalid shells: a) crossing segments
of the control polygon; b) an aperture with an incircle smaller than the metal
disc (diameter 50 mm); c) an outside shell surface intersecting the inner attachment structure; d) a length-height ratio ∈
/ [ 15 , 5]; and e) angles between
◦
segments of the control polygon below 10 , leading to too thin structures.
2.3.2

Fitness Function

For each shell morphology, a fitness value was computed from the experimental results. It was used to measure the ability of the shell to vanish and
hide below the sediment surface. We computed the fitness value F based on
the final burrowing depth, as a sum of two volumes, F = Vb + Vc , where Vb
was the part of the volume of one valve buried below the sediment surface
and Vc was a virtual volume of sediment covering a completely buried shell.
For partially buried shells, Vc was 0. For completely buried shells (where
Vb was equal to the full valve volume), Vc was computed as Vc = dA, where
d was the distance of the top of the shell to the sediment surface and A
was the average cross section of a valve with volume 25 cm3 , i.e. A =
2
(25 000 mm3 ) 3 ≈ 855 mm2 . A fitness value of 0–25 000 mm3 did therefore signify partial burial, while each additional 855 mm3 meant one more
millimetre below sediment surface.
Both values, Vb and Vc , were computed from the burrowing depth measured by the linear motors. From the initial position and orientation of the
shell, touching the sediment surface, and the displacement of both sliders,
a final position and orientation of the shell was computed, assuming that
the shell was moving in its sagittal plane and that the disc centre stayed in
the same vertical line. These are reasonable assumptions due to the convergent nature of pulling motions. Visual observations of the final state of the
shells at the end of the burrowing run were in accordance with the computed
results. The main reason to compute the fitness value of a shell from the
volumes Vb and Vc – rather than directly using the burrowing depth – was to
avoid pathological cases such as shells with long thin ventral spikes. Using
these, a shell could have just “fallen over” to get a high fitness, i.e. move
down by rotating away the spike without actually entering the sediment.
2.3.3

Evolution Strategy

A (2+3) evolution strategy (ES) was used for the experiments (Schwefel,
1995). This means that from a generation of shell morphologies, two were
selected, which then produced three child morphologies; from all five mor11
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Figure 3: Example shell morphologies: 3.1 neutral, with a round aperture
curve, intermediate values for all parameters and no sculpture (a = 0), 3.2
long aperture curve, 3.3 high aperture curve, 3.4 featuring an ear, using an
aperture curve with a large indentation, 3.5 featuring a sharp arrow shape,
3.6 with maximal commarginal frequency, 3.7 with medium commarginal frequency, 3.8 with minimal commarginal frequency, 3.9 flat, with λ = 1.02069,
3.10 inflated, with λ = 1.00339, 3.11 with maximal radial frequency, 3.12
with medium radial frequency, 3.13 with minimal radial frequency, 3.14 with
a radial-commarginal mixture, 3.15 with an arbitrary shape. Note that the
scale is not the same for all shells.
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phologies, again two were selected for the next generation. We used a “+”strategy as opposed to a “,”-strategy (i.e. applied selection to the offspring
and parents instead of only to the offspring, Schwefel, 1995), because we
wanted to avoid the risk of losing good morphologies. The number of children was limited to three because of the size of the 3D printer; six was
usually the maximum number of valves of the given volume that could be
printed by the 3D printer in one job. Considering the long printing times
(see section 2.4), it was decided to set the offspring size accordingly.
From the full population of five different shell morphologies, the two
with the highest fitness values were chosen. This kind of selection operator
is called elitism and commonly used in evolutionary algorithms.
The reproduction operators were mutation and uniform crossover. Each
of the two parents was mutated and a third child was generated by crossover
+ mutation. A self-adaptation scheme was used for the mutation rate (Beyer
and Schwefel, 2002; Schwefel, 1995). Each genome g i of generation i stored
a value σi as its mutation rate. The mutated genome was then generated as
follows:
σi+1 = σi eN (0,τ

2)

2
g i+1 = g i + N (0, σi+1
),

where N (0, τ 2 ) is a scalar normally distributed around 0 with variance
2 ) is a vector of length 14 of values normally distributed
and N (0, σi+1
2 . First, the mutation rate itself was changed
around 0 with variance σi+1
using the parameter τ , then the rest of the genome was mutated using the
new mutation rate. The genomes of the first generation g 1 were initialized
randomly with values uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. As an initial mutation
rate, we set σ1 = 0.1 for all genomes. For τ we used a value of 1. This
is higher than the standard value of 0.3 proposed by the literature (Beyer,
1995), because we decided to allow for a faster adaptation of the mutation
rate due to the small number of children and generations.
Uniform crossover was done by randomly and independently choosing
each value of the genome either from the first or second parent, with equal
probability (Syswerda, 1989). Because we could only perform a small number of generations, it was important to be able to combine successful traits
of different individuals.
As explained in section 2.3.1, some genomes led to invalid shell geometries. During the reproduction phase, we therefore discarded any invalid
morphology and generated new genomes until one was valid. This led to
an artificial reduction of the mutation rate, as the probability to be valid
was higher for offspring close to the valid parent. To counteract this effect,
we generated three versions of each generation and chose the one with the
highest diversity.
τ2
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2.3.4

Experiments

For the experiments, the following steps were repeated for each generation:
1. print the three new shells, 2. evaluate them and re-evaluate the two
individuals selected from the last generation, 3. from the five shells, select
the two with the highest fitness, 4. use them to generate three new shells
by mutation and crossover.
Before each burrowing run, the sediment was treated to establish a standardized configuration. This was done by manually pressing a small metal
plate on the sediment surface to increase its compaction and to undo the
loosening caused by retrieving the shell from the previous burrowing run.
The height and planarity of the sediment surface was ensured by sliding
a metal strip over two metal bars horizontally fixed to either side of the
sediment compartment. As explained in section 4.2, we could not avoid a
memory effect of the sediment, i.e. a dependence of the sediment state on
earlier experiments. Usually, the sediment became more compacted in the
course of the experiments.
To deal with the fluctuations in the sediment, each burrowing run was
repeated 10 times. The fitness value for a morphology was therefore based on
10 successive evaluations of the shell. Also, already evaluated and selected
parent individuals were re-evaluated in each generation.
To evaluate the different morphologies, only the valves were exchanged,
the central metal disc and all other parts of the setup were re-used for
all experiments. The computer program did not only execute the evolution
strategy and generate the new shell morphologies but did also automatically
adapt the control programs of the linear motors. To ensure a consistent
initial position of the different shell morphologies, touching the sediment
surface, it was necessary to adjust the initial position of the sliders.

2.4

Phenotypic Parameters

In addition to the genetic (or morphological) parameters used to generate
the shells, we computed a set of derived phenotypic (or morphometric) parameters to describe the shell morphology in more detail and to test for
correlations with the fitness. Because the exact geometries of all shells were
known, the phenotypic parameters could be computed exactly as well. Table 2 shows a list of the derived parameters. Note that the evolutionary
algorithm modified the genetic parameters, while the phenotypic parameters were computed afterwards from the resulting shell geometries.
Length L, height H and width W are the standard shell dimensions used
in biology. Since we allowed the shell to rotate towards anterior by adding
the parameter ϑ, the two dimensions L and H may rotate with respect to
the environment. We therefore introduced measures perpendicular to the
coordinate system of the environment. The tallness T measured the shell
14
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Variable
L
H
B
T
J
N
W

Unit/Range
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

lA
AA
γ
pu
pc
S1
S2
S3

[mm]
[mm2 ]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]

Parameter description
length, dimension parallel to hinge axis
height, dimension orthogonal to length
broadness, dim. orth. to burrowing direction
tallness, dim. parallel to burrowing direction
major axis length, largest diameter
minor axis length, dim. orth. to major axis
width, dim. orth. to aperture plane (over both
valves)
aperture curve length, circumference of aperture
aperture area
non-convexity, part of aperture area bending inwards
relative umbo position (along L)
relative centre position (along L)
streamlining, (Watters, 1993, based on L and H)
streamlining, (Watters, 1993, based on B and T )
streamlining, average angle between faces and burrowing direction

Table 2: Phenotypic (morphometric) parameters. In addition to the parameters listed in Table 1 that were used to generate the shells, we used this
set of phenotypic parameters computed from the final shells to find possible
correlations with the fitness.
dimension along the burrowing direction, i.e. perpendicular to the sediment
surface. The broadness B measured the dimension perpendicular to T ,
i.e. parallel to the sediment surface. Finally, we also computed the largest
overall dimension J of the shell and the dimension parallel to it, N . All
these additional measures lay in the sagittal plane of the shell, while the
third direction was always measured by W (which in our case covered both
valves and the central metal disc). See Figure 4 for an illustration of the
different dimensions.
The other morphometric measures included the length lA and area AA
of the aperture curve and the ratio γ = (Ac − AA )/Ac , where Ac is the
area of the convex hull of the aperture curve. If γ is 0, the aperture curve
itself is convex, the higher γ becomes, the more indentations there are in the
aperture curve, leading to ears as in Figure 3.4, or shells with more than one
spine, e.g. shell 11 in Figure 8. We also computed the relative positions of
the umbo (average of all surface points pi,m , i = 1..n) and the centre (of the
incircle of the aperture curve, where the attachment structure was placed)
and three different measures of streamlining.
Streamlining is a value assessing the average alignment of the shell surface with the burrowing direction. Shapes with a large flat area opposing
(perpendicular to) the burrowing motion have values close to 0, while shapes
with a small front but a large lateral area have values close to 1. Because
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4.2
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Figure 4: Different shell dimensions. While the width W is always defined
as the dimension orthogonal to the aperture plane, the other two dimensions
may be defined in different ways, cf. Table 2. The burrowing direction is
downwards. 4.1 Length L and height H. Length is parallel to the hinge
axis. 4.2 Tallness T and broadness B. Tallness is parallel to the burrowing
direction, i.e. vertical. 4.3 Major axis length J and minor axis length N . J
is along the largest diameter of the shell.
it is difficult to compute an exact value from given natural bivalve shells,
Watters (1993) defined an approximation for streamlining as
S1 = exp



H ·W
L2

−1

,

where H, W and L are height, width and length, respectively, as defined
in Table 2. For the formula, Watters assumed the length to be the dimension
in burrowing direction. Since in our case, we actually know the burrowing
direction for each shell, we can define a second measure of streamlining,
S2 using the same formula but computed from broadness B, width W and
tallness T , instead of H, W and L, respectively.
Since we knew both the orientation of the shells with respect to the
burrowing direction and the shell geometry, it was possible to compute an
exact measure of streamlining, S3 . The angles between the shell mesh faces
(the rectangular facets in Figure 2.1) and the burrowing direction were scaled
to [0, 1] (with 0 = perpendicular to the burrowing direction and 1 = parallel
to the burrowing direction), weighted using the corresponding face areas
and aggregated to compute an average. Very flat shells (small W ) tended
to have values close to 1, while highly inflated shells tended to have values
close to 0.5. Values close to 0 were not possible with our geometric model.

3

RESULTS

Using the described setup and evolution strategy, 20 generations of ar16
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tificial evolution were performed. The number of printed shells was 60.
On average, one generation needed a printing time of 20 h and 139 cm3 of
printing material.

3.1

Burrowing Depth, Fitness and Sediment

Figure 5 shows the burrowing depths that were measured during the course
of the evolution. They continuously decreased by about 14 mm over the 20
generations. In an evolutionary experiment, it should be expected that fitness, which in our experiments was indirectly linked to the burrowing depth,
increases during the course of evolution. In the case of a “+”-strategy it is
even guaranteed that the best fitness does not decrease from generation to
generation, provided the same individual is always mapped to the same fitness value. This requirement is not met in cases where the fitness value is
based on a physical measurement. In this study, fitness did not only depend
on the morphology but also on the state of the sediment. From previous
experiments (Germann and Carbajal, 2013), we know that the state of the
sediment has a large influence on the burrowing process, see also section
4.2. There was a memory effect, i.e. a burrowing run was not independent
of previous burrowing runs. Over the period of several experiments, the
compaction of the sediment usually increased continuously. This counteracted the effect of more adapted shell morphologies that evolved.
The variance of the burrowing depth within the 10 repetitions of an
evaluation is in most cases small enough to allow comparisons in burrowing
performance. Outliers or large variances can usually be explained by accidents like connectors that broke loose from the shell and that had to be
retrieved from within the sediment (e.g. shell 1 in generation 3 or shell 47
in generation 17). When testing the differences between the five individuals
within a generation using a Wilcoxon ranksum test at a 0.05 confidence level,
81% of all differences are significant. However, we cannot reliably determine
how much of this difference is indeed caused by the shell morphology and
how much by fluctuations in the state of the sediment.
Because of the sediment fluctuations we re-evaluated selected shells in
each generation. In the ideal case, morphology would be the only factor
influencing the burrowing depth, and the re-evaluated individuals would
reach exactly the same depth as in all previous evaluations. Figure 6.1 shows
a plot of all burrowing depths, with identified repetitions. It is possible to
compute a correction vector that shifts the data points vertically to make
the repetitions match. However, there is no unique solution, so although
such a correction vector helps to correct the repetitions, it cannot reveal
the true global course of the curve, i.e. the curve we would have gotten if
we could return the sediment in the exact same state before each burrowing
run. In Figure 6.2–6.3, we show two solutions for a correction. For the first
correction, “shift 1”, we computed a shift vector for each repeated individual
17
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Figure 5: Burrowing depth boxplot. 20 generations of shells were generated.
In each generation, the three new shells were evaluated and the two parents
of the previous generation were re-evaluated (red labels). Each evaluation of
a shell consisted of 10 repeated burrowing runs of which the final burrowing
depths were measured. One box in the plot summarizes these 10 repetitions.
The labels of the x-axis give the generation number (1-20) and the shell
number (1-60).
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that assumed that the shift value for the last repetition stayed the same for
the following experiments (i.e. that the compaction of the sediment up to
this point in time was irreversible). This led to a strongly increasing depth
curve shown in 6.2. For the alternative correction “shift 2” shown in 6.3,
the shift vector was adjusted such that the linear regression line through
the resulting depth curve was horizontal. The shift vectors for both types
of correction are shown in Figure 6.4.
Figure 7.1 shows a comparison of the original fitness values and two
versions corrected using an analogous method as for the depth. The fitness values of the different individuals are summarized by areas covering all
(bright area) and only the selected individuals (dark area). According to our
experience with the behaviour of the sediment, we suspect that the curve
would lie between the two corrections, but closer to the shift 2 correction,
if we could perform experiments with a perfectly standardized sediment. In
the rest of this section, we therefore show results based on the original data
or of the shift 2 correction.
Figure 7.2 shows the same kind of range evolution plot for the mutation
rate. It decreased quickly from the initial value of 0.1 and then fluctuated
around a tenth of this value.

3.2

Phylogeny

Figure 8 shows the complete phylogenetic tree of the evolutionary experiment. The number of occurrences of the two types of reproduction, mutation
and crossover + mutation, does not indicate any advantage of one over the
other. In the fittest individuals, the ratio is 7:5, in the selected individuals
16:8, i.e. the ratios do not deviate from the overall ratio of 2:1. Among
selected individuals, crossover was mainly present in generations 7-13.
All individuals from generation 3 onwards were descendants of shell 1.
Together with the decreasing mutation rate, this led to a high similarity
among the shells of the remaining generations. While the shell shape moderately changed towards taller shells and back to shells with a lower tallness,
the shell sculpture basically stayed constant, featuring commarginal ridges
of an intermediate frequency and amplitude.
The comparison of different shells reveals the important role of tallness.
Based on the original data, shell 58 was the best shell of the final generation
(see Figure 8). Overall, shell 10 in generation 4 was the best (fittest) individual, followed by shell 1 in generation 2. All of these shells had a low or
moderate tallness. Shell 5 in generation 2 was the worst individual, followed
by shell 9. These were also the tallest shells. Shell 6 had the greatest burrowing depth but was very tall, which led to a low fitness. These rankings
are similar but not identical in the corrected versions of the data.
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Figure 6: Depth correction. 6.1 Original depth data (blue, corresponds to
the sequence of medians shown in Figure 5). The repeated evaluations are
marked by red circles and connected by dashed lines. 6.2 Shift 1: depth data
shifted such that repetitions match under the assumption that compaction is
irreversible. 6.3 Shift 2: depth data shifted such that repetitions match and
the final depth curve has a horizontal regression line. 6.4 The shift vectors
shift 1 and shift 2 added to the original data to generate the corrected
versions in 6.2 and 6.3.
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Figure 7: Fitness and mutation rate. 7.1 The plot shows the range of fitness
values for each generation. The solid line follows the best individual of each
generation. The dark shaded area covers the best two individuals, i.e. the
selected ones, the bright shaded area covers all individuals. The original
data is compared to two versions corrected in analogy to the depth values in
Figure 6. 7.2 The same kind of range evolution plot for the mutation rate.

3.3

Correlation of Parameters with Fitness

Because the rotation angle ϑ was virtually always close to 90◦ and most shells
had their largest diameter perpendicular to the hinge axis, the dimension
measures strongly correlate. Length correlates (Pearson) with tallness by
r = 0.92 (p-value = 2×10−25 ) and with the major axis length by r = 0.55
(p-value = 7×10−6 ). Height correlates with broadness by r = 0.90 (pvalue = 3×10−22 ) and with the major axis length by r = 0.34 (p-value =
0.008). While the major and minor axes are sometimes misaligned, length
is basically equivalent to tallness and height to broadness. Figure 4 shows
the measures for individual 6, which is an exception in the sense that the
measures do not align.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the genetic parameters over the generations. After a quick convergence during the first three to five generations,
most values stayed virtually constant. Some parameters show a slight change
around generation 15. It can be seen that the parameter values of invalid
shells cover a larger interval than those of valid shells.
To investigate the distribution of invalid shells, we generated a sample
of 10 000 random individuals. Fourteen percent of these were valid, while in
the evolutionary experiment, 56% of the generated shells were valid. In the
sample, the valid shells were evenly distributed throughout the parameter
space except for λ, rh and the angles α3 -α5 . Valid shells were restricted to
an interval of about [0.1,0.8] in λ. Also, there were more valid shells for
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Figure 9: Parameter range evolution. The plots show how the parameters
changed during evolution. The solid line follows the best individual, the
dark shaded area covers the selected individuals, the bright shaded area
covers all individuals. The red dots represent shells that were generated
but discarded because they were invalid, i.e. because they did not result in
printable shell morphologies. The range of the y-axis corresponds to the
range of the respective parameter.
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higher values of rh . There were less valid shells in the regions where two of
the angles α3 -α5 had a similar value.
Figure 10 shows how the computed phenotypic parameters changed over
the course of evolution.
Correlations of the genetic and the phenotypic parameters and the burrowing depth D with the fitness are listed in Table 3. The table is sorted
according to the p-value of the Pearson correlation. The order is similar for
the original fitness measure and the one corrected by “shift 2”. The shift
2 correction of the fitness values often increases the correlation coefficients,
e.g. from -0.68 to -0.73 for the tallness.

4

DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented an experimental setup to simulate the burrowing behaviour and morphological evolution of bivalves. Using evolutionary
algorithms, the first ever artificially evolved bivalve shapes were created.
While the used method as such has many advantages, the system suffered
from two main drawbacks. Because of the lack of an optimal mechanism to
standardize the sediment, fluctuations in the sediment state disturbed the
performance measure of the different individuals. And due to geometrical restrictions of the valves used to assemble the shells, many created geometries
were invalid, increasing the brittleness of the evolutionary system.

4.1

Evolution Results

As seen in Figure 5, depth decreased during the course of the evolutionary
experiments. The difference between the median depth in the first generation and the median depth in the last generation is 13.8 mm. As the
fitness and with it the burrowing depth would be expected to increase during evolution, it can be assumed that this difference is due to the increasing
compaction of the sediment. A similar value is observed in the repeated
evaluations of individuals in Figure 6.1. The maximal range of different
measurements for one single individual is 16.8 mm.
In contrast, the difference between all possible pairs within all generations is 5.1 mm ± 3.6 mm (mean ± standard deviation). Therefore, the influence of the sediment by far overweighs the effect of the shell morphology.
This indicates that there may be a large pressure on bivalves to manipulate
the sediment state, which they actually do by expelling water and moving
the foot and the valves.
In this study, however, we were only concerned with the influence of the
shell morphology on the burrowing performance. Although the repeated
evaluations of individual shells gave a hint at how the state of the sediment
changed, they did not suffice to remove the noise of the sediment. We
therefore do not know the true depth curve, i.e. the depths that would have
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Figure 10: Phenotypic parameter range evolution. The plots show how the
phenotypic parameters changed during evolution. The solid line follows the
best individual, the dark shaded area covers the selected individuals, the
bright shaded area covers all individuals.
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-0.14
9e-3
-0.26
9e-3
-0.26
2e-4
-0.37
1e-4
-0.38
0.30
0.11
0.30
0.10
0.55
0.06
0.93
0.01
0.19
-0.13
0.21
-0.13
0.06
-0.19
0.03
-0.22
0.01
-0.26
2e-3
-0.31
0.25
0.12
0.15
0.15
0.38
0.09
0.17
0.14
0.06
0.19
0.02
0.24
2e-3
0.31
4e-6
0.45
0.44
-0.08
0.37
-0.09
3e-3
-0.30
2e-3
-0.31
0.48
0.07
0.49
0.07
0.68
0.04
0.76
0.03
0.07
0.18
3e-3
0.30
0.86
0.02
0.72
-0.04
0.45
-0.08
0.23
-0.12
7e-7
0.48
2e-4
0.37
2e-4
-0.37
1e-6
-0.47
0.46
-0.08
0.39
-0.09
0.03
-0.22
0.04
-0.20
0.41
-0.08
0.41
-0.08
0.28
0.11
0.04
0.21
0.02
-0.23
0.03
-0.22
0.02
-0.24
3e-3
-0.30
0.20
-0.13
0.06
-0.19
0.12
0.16
0.11
0.16

Table 3: Correlations of genetic and phenotypic parameters and the burrowing depth D with fitness (original and shift 2, see Figure 6). We computed
Pearson and Spearman correlation. The p-values and the correlation coefficients r are given.
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resulted if the sediment could be put into an identical state before each
burrowing run.
The burrowing depth and indirectly the shell tallness were the two basic components of the fitness. This fact is reflected by the high correlation
of the depths D minus tallness T with fitness shown in Table 3. The next
highest correlations were found for tallness and length, which basically mean
the same. A lower tallness improves the ability of the shell to vanish below
the sediment surface and thus increases the fitness. While the burrowing
depth decreased over the course of evolution due to the increasing sediment
compaction, tallness may have been the main variable for evolution to optimize. This is supported by the fact that the correlation between tallness
T and fitness is much higher than between burrowing depth D and fitness.
Also, tallness had a larger variance than the burrowing depth: the overall burrowing depth was 95.6 mm ± 5.9 mm (mean ± standard deviation),
i.e. varied by 6.2%, the overall tallness was 65.1 mm ± 10.5 mm varying by
16.2%. This indicates that it was easier to maximize fitness by a low tallness than by further penetrating into the sediment. The shell was therefore
“spread” horizontally to occupy the top sediment layer where penetration
was much easier than in deeper layers.
Since tallness was not controlled by one single parameter, the aperture
curve had to be changed accordingly, involving eight aperture parameters
as well as ϑ and λ. The latter does not change the ratio of the dimensions
but, via the constant volume, the absolute size of the dimensions. In our
experiments, we may have had a trade-off for λ between a small width W
and a small tallness T . This may explain the low correlation of λ with
fitness. For a fitness function only based on burrowing depth, we would
probably have seen a significant decrease of W (increase of λ) over time.
Following tallness and length, streamlining S2 had the next largest correlation with fitness. Note that the correlation coefficient of the streamlining S3 has the opposite sign of that of S2 and S1 . Fitness decreased with
increasing streamlining S2 but increased with increasing S3 . The assumption behind S1 and S2 is that streamlining grows with increasing vertical
elongation of the shell and decreasing cross-sectional area perpendicular to
the burrowing direction. However, the diverging results for the different
measures show that the approximated value can be very different from a
computation based on the actual shell geometry.
In our experiments, the effect of the overall shape was more important
than the sculpture, which essentially stayed constant. There is only one
sculpture parameter in the first half of Table 3, radial sculpture frequency
fr . However, since radial ridges were basically not expressed due to a low q
parameter, it is likely that this parameter was coupled to another successful
trait but did not increase fitness by itself. A reason for the low impact of
the shell sculpture on fitness may also be that in our setup its function is
limited to supporting the burrowing process. Most sculptural elements of
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the shell are interpreted as barbs (Seilacher, 1981). Their function is to
reduce the buoyancy of the shell during the digging. In our experimental
setting, the steel cables simulating the pulling force of the foot muscles are
under tension during the entire experiment and thus prevent the shell from
floating up.
The fitness curve (Figure 7.1) did not feature major jumps, i.e. there was
no instance of an innovative morphological feature significantly increasing
fitness. As long as shell 1 stayed in the population, it produced a set of
distinct shell morphologies (shells 4, 6, 9 and 11, see Figure 8), which,
however, had all a low fitness. Later shells were all very similar due to the
decreased mutation rate. More differing shells like 42 and 46 were penalized
with a low fitness (drops in generations 14 and 16 in Figure 7.1).
As can be seen in the genetic parameter range evolution plot (Figure 9),
the range of possible values was not covered and the values stayed relatively
stable during the whole evolution. The phenotypic parameter range evolution plot (Figure 10) shows that there were still two minor transitions,
separating the evolution into three phases, at generations 5-7 and 14-16. In
the middle phase, shells were relatively tall, returning to a low tallness in
the transition to the third phase.
Compared to the realized parameters, the parameters that were tried but
resulted in invalid shells covered a larger interval (Figure 9). This indicates
that invalidity may account for the stability of the values during evolution.
Because the probability of hitting a valid shell was larger close to an already
realized valid shell, evolution reduced the mutation rate leading to a stagnating pool of shell morphologies. The procedure of generating three new
generations and choosing the one with the largest variation did not suffice
to counteract this effect.
To summarize, our experiments led to a clear ranking of factors in terms
of the effect size on burrowing performance: 1. sediment state, 2. overall
shape, 3. sculpture. It is interesting to note that in both our experiment
and in nature, elongated shells evolved (Kauffman, 1969). However, in our
experiments, due to the restriction to a rigid morphology, there was an
evolutionary pressure for elongation in horizontal direction to avoid deeper
and harder layers of sediment. In nature, bivalves can take advantage of
water ejection and valve motion to manipulate the sediment state, which
enables them to reach deeper layers and makes an elongation in burrowing
direction more beneficial.

4.2

Limitations

No biomimetic setup is able to imitate all aspects of the original process
in nature. The impact of the experiments depends on how well the setup
manages to simulate the components essential to the research question. In
this study we examined the influence of the shell morphology on burrowing
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performance in bivalves using a rocking burrowing motion. Some aspects of
bivalve burrowing were omitted, e.g. water expulsion.
The major limitation of the presented setup was the lack of an effective
method to standardize the sediment before each burrowing run. Pressing
a metal plate onto the sediment did not provide a satisfactory reduction of
the memory effect. The noise thus introduced into the fitness reduces the
comparability of different morphologies because the effect of the sediment
cannot be clearly separated from the effect of the morphology. Since the
differences between individuals usually decrease during evolution, the result
of selection will be increasingly random.
Brittleness is the probability that a small change in the parameters will
have a large effect on the fitness, e.g. lead to a sharp drop in fitness or even to
an invalid individual that cannot be evaluated (Ronald, 1997). In the applied
evolutionary algorithm, the major drawback was the increased brittleness
due to invalid shells. Small changes in the parameters were able to render
a well performing shell invalid. Still, we found that shells closer to a valid
shell were more likely to be valid as well. This led to a fast decrease in the
adaptive mutation rate. To counteract this effect, we employed a mechanism
that generated three versions of a new generation and then manually chose
the one with the highest variety. This whole procedure is not satisfactory.
For future experiments, the morphological shell model, its encoding and the
geometrical restrictions due to the coupling mechanism should therefore be
revised to avoid invalid shells.
According to Arnold (1983), the mapping from morphology to fitness
can be separated into the mapping from morphology to performance and the
mapping from performance to fitness. Our study is based on two simplifying
assumptions or restrictions that need to be considered when interpreting the
results: 1) it is assumed that there is only one performance variable, namely
burrowing performance; and 2) it is assumed that fitness is proportional to
burrowing performance.
Both assumptions are not generally true. The shell morphology does,
e.g., also influence the overall fitness by its performance in anchoring within
the sediment or in protection against predators. Also, it is not entirely clear
if there is an evolutionary pressure to go as deep into the sediment as possible, since several other factors like the concentration of oxygen or nutrients
influence burrowing depth as well (da Silva Cândido and Brazil Romero,
2007; Edelaar, 2000; Marsden and Bressington, 2009; Schwalb and Pusch,
2007; Stanley, 1970). We assume that there is nevertheless a pressure to hide
the shell within the sediment by at least burying the whole shell, and that
therefore it is reasonable to assume a linear relationship between burrowing
performance and fitness in the depth ranges covered in this study. While
the two assumptions restrict the generality of the reported results, they help
focus on a practicable and relevant subset of the natural phenomenon.
Another drawback of the experiments is the large required effort in time
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and resources. As a result, only a small population and a small number of
generations could be simulated. This increases the probability to get stuck
in local optima of the fitness landscape.

4.3

Future Work

The experiments in this study may be repeated under both the same and
different conditions (esp. fitness function, initial population) to get a better
understanding of general evolutionary pressures working on the functional
morphology of burrowing bivalves. To perform efficient experiments, the
execution of repeated burrowing runs should be automated.
Any study trying to repeat experiments of a similar kind as described
here should implement an improved method to standardize the sediment
between burrowing runs. We suggest using a combination of sediment loosening, e.g. by a high pressure water supply in the bottom plate, and subsequent uniform sediment compaction, e.g. by vibrating the whole sediment
compartment.
While in evolutionary robotics usually only the controller of a robot is
evolved (Floreano et al., 2008), our setup can easily be used to co-evolve the
shell morphology and burrowing motion pattern. It would be interesting to
study the interaction of morphology and control in evolution.
The mathematical model of the shell morphology may be replaced or
extended to capture a larger variety of overall shell shapes. In particular, the evolved shells were all orthogyrate, while many burrowing bivalve
species have prosogyrate shells. This condition is known to be beneficial for
burrowing (Stanley, 1975b).
The surface sculpture in this study was limited to radial and commarginal ridges and mixtures of them. Findings of Stanley (1969) suggest
that skew ridges may improve the burrowing performance. To test this,
a method that can generate a larger variety of surface patterns, including
skew ridges, should be used. We would suggest to apply a reaction-diffusion
system similar to the one described by Meinhardt and Klingler (1987).
The setup may be used to test the properties of fossil shapes. Using a
computed tomography (CT) scanner, a fossil may be digitized and after the
necessary modifications 3D printed as plastic valves. The shape could then
be compared to other shapes, e.g. from recent related species. By testing
the fossil shape in different types of sand, one could learn more about the
possible habitats of the fossil species. Also, using artificial evolution, it may
be possible to identify the most suitable burrowing motion for a given fossil.

4.4

Conclusion

To our knowledge, we were the first to perform an experiment to evolve
physical bivalve shell morphologies using an evolutionary algorithm. We
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combined well established components like geometric models for generating
bivalve shell shapes, evolutionary algorithms and 3D printing devices. The
experiments were done in a tank containing water and sand, the rocking
burrowing motion typical for bivalves was applied to the printed shells by
an external actuation system.
The results show that the influence of the sediment state is a main –
and so far underestimated – factor for the effectiveness of bivalve burrowing. Granular media show highly complex dynamics that are still not well
understood (Jaeger and Nagel, 1992; Losert et al., 2000; Sassa et al., 2011;
To et al., 2001; Umbanhowar and Goldman, 2010). As long as there are no
reliable and detailed computer simulations available, only physical experiments can deliver realistic results. When just considering shell morphology
and ignoring the influence of the valve and foot motion, shells with a small
vertical diameter are best suited to vanish within the sediment, confirming the high resistance of deeper sediment layers and the necessity for the
manipulation of the sediment compaction state to burrow deeper. Commarginal and radial shell sculpture plays a minor role in the effectiveness of
burrowing, if we can exclude buoyancy.
While the synthetic approach is used in biomimetic projects to emulate
a large variety of recent organisms and animal behaviour, it is not common
in palaeontology. However, we suggest it is well suited to complement analytical studies, e.g. by testing the morphological features of fossil species in
an experimental setup like the one presented here. Moreover, it is insightful to not only emulate the dynamics of behaviour, but also evolutionary
pressure. This is the main idea of the described method. While evolutionary algorithms are commonly used as bio-inspired optimization techniques,
we believe that the reverse way is just as fruitful: using them as a tool to
identify and study evolutionary pressure on the functional morphology of
organisms.
Evolutionary algorithms contrast to other models of evolution, common
in palaeontology, which are based on statistics, population means and empirically determined rates of evolution (Arnold et al., 2002; Lande, 1976; Polly,
2004). While those approaches quantify evolutionary change by statistically analysing large data sets of phenotypic characters of natural species,
the approach using evolutionary algorithms actively simulates the process
of evolution and is based on an artificial genome that is used to generate
different specific morphologies that are tested using a specific fitness function. We do not suggest to replace any method by the proposed method,
but we believe it is a valuable additional tool that is particularly suited to
test specific hypotheses and to generate and compare morphologies that do
not exist in nature. A disadvantage of the proposed method may be that
it is more difficult to relate the results to natural species and that only
small population sizes and generation numbers are possible due to the resources and time needed to build the physical setup, to print the shells and
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to perform the experiments.
Although the presented setup had drawbacks, we believe that the method
has a large potential for future studies. In particular, we see the following
advantages of our method: 1) In addition to standard morphometric analyses of fossilized shapes, the functional morphology can be tested in action;
2) Tests are more realistic using a physical setup than a computer simulation, especially for sandy sediments that are still hard to simulate in the
computer; 3) Factors that may have exerted an evolutionary pressure on
functional morphology may be isolated; 4) Optimal burrowing morphologies can be generated under different conditions (fitness functions); 5) Using
morphological models and 3D printers, the whole theoretical morphospace
can be covered, there is no restriction to the shapes of available specimens; 6)
Innovations in functional morphology can be identified by analysing jumps
or other transitions in the artificial evolution; 7) The bivalve shell morphology and the applied burrowing motion pattern can be completely controlled,
which allows systematic experiments or the application of evolutionary algorithms; 8) The burrowing performance can be quantified using different
sensors; 9) Due to the full access to the detailed geometry of all shells, morphometric measures such as streamlining can be computed exactly; 10) The
exact definition of the shell morphologies increases the repeatability of experiments; 11) several aspects of the method, like the mathematical shell
model, the burrowing motion or the fitness function, can be easily changed
to reflect the purpose of future experiments; 12) 3D printing techniques will
be cheaper, faster, more accurate and possibly extend to other materials
in the future and offer even more possibilities to investigate (functional)
morphologies.
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Appendix G

Additional Methods and
Materials
We followed an entirely synthetic approach in this project. This section describes the experimental
setup and how we used it to mimic bivalve burrowing behaviour. The setup has been built and
improved over several years. Therefore also some of the history of these improvements and their
benefits are reported.
It is clear that an experimental setup can only capture a part of the real process and has to
omit elements that are technically hard to reproduce or irrelevant for the purpose of the study.
One objective in evaluating the results was to assess if the chosen elements suffice to reproduce a
satisfying bivalve burrowing simulation.
The setup described here used models of bivalve shells that were manufactured using a 3D
printer. The rocking burrowing motion was applied to the model by an external actuation mechanism. The controlled parameters covered the shell morphology, the pulling force, the step sizes
and the timing schedule of the motion.
It is seen as good practice to develop in parallel a physical robotic simulation and a virtual
computer simulation of the phenomenon of interest. We therefore searched for a suitable simulation software for granular media and implemented a version of such a simulation using the
PhysX SDK (PhysX SDK). Finally, however, we found it was not possible to work both on a sophisticated simulation and on a physical setup within the limits of this project. We decided the
robotic setup and the experiments to be more important than the simulation and stopped our
efforts to implement one. See section 3.2.3 for a description of the implemented prototype.
We did also build a second, more complicated setup that more closely emulated the burrowing
sequence described in Figure 2.2. The bivalve in that setup had four degrees of freedom and could
move the valves and an artificial foot using a hydraulic system. In contrast to the previous setup
it was therefore “mechanically autonomous”, i.e. it was not actuated externally. The energy (i.e.
pressured oil) was still supplied from outside. While the hydraulic shell has been tested for its
functionality, the hydraulic setup as a whole has not been finished and tested. We therefore do
not report any results from this setup and describe it in the future work section (3.3).

G.1 The Experimental Setup
The setup consisted of the following main elements: 1) models of bivalve shells, 2) a burrowing
environment, 3) an actuation system, 4) a water expulsion system and 5) a measurement system.
Shells in this setup were one-piece objects that could not open and close the valves. Using a 3D
printer, a large variety of different shell morphologies could be manufactured (Figure G.1 and
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Figure G.1: Shell collection. These are five example shells that were printed. From top left to
bottom right: BB-smooth, BB-radial1, BB-radial2; D-smooth, D-cogged. The circular aperture
curve was the same for all shells, it had a diameter of 8 cm. This picture shows shells built using
the U-shaped metal piece and the rubber tube for water expulsion. Cf. the modular shells shown
in the pictures in chapter E.

pictures in chapter E). The burrowing environment consisted of an aquarium containing water
and quartz sand. The shells were actuated by two external linear motors that pulled them into
the soil via strings that were guided through the sediment and that exited the aquarium at the
top. By alternately pulling, the motors could induce a rocking motion of the shell similar to the
burrowing sequence described in Figure 2.2. The measurement system was integrated into the
control system of the linear motors. Another separate system provided a water supply to the
shells to simulate water expulsion.

G.1.1 Shells
During the project a large variety of different shell models have been created and tested, see
Figure G.1 for five examples. The shells were manufactured using a 3D printer (Dimension
3D printer) and usually assembled from their two valves, which were printed separately. Valves
had two sides: the outer side, i.e. the actual shell morphology, and the inner side, which in the
natural case would house the soft animal body, but was used in our case to contain structural
elements. Bivalve shell models were created by gluing the two halves together (older versions
used in chapters B, C and D) or by attaching them to a central metal disc by a bayonet coupling
(newer versions used in chapters E and F). In the second case, the bivalves were thus modular,
i.e. the valves could be easily replaced to test different morphologies.
To generate the bivalve shell shapes (the outer side of the valves), a virtual growth process
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Figure G.2: ShellViewer screenshot. The picture shows the program used to visualize and edit
shell morphologies based on parameters defining the overall shape and the surface sculpture.
Using the panel on the right the parameters could be modified interactively. The smaller window
on the left shows the aperture curve and its control polygon.

was used (see section 2.1.2 and chapter F). Figure G.2 shows a screenshot of the “ShellViewer”, a
program that was written in C++ and using Qt (Qt) to visualize the shells generated from different
parameters.
The shells featured two additional components: cable attachment arms and water expulsion
channels (see Figure G.3). The attachment arms ventrally protruded from the shell and were
connected to the two cables actuating the shell. For the shells consisting of two glued valves, a
U-shaped metal piece was inserted between them into a milled cutout (Figure G.3, left). When
using the metal disc, the attachment location could be adjusted by pinning the arms to different
holes (Figure G.3 right). The pins were then held in place by the attached valves.
In the glued shells, the water channels consisted of perforated rubber tubes held between the
valves along the ventral shell edge (Figure G.3, left). The metal disc featured integrated water
channels that were milled and drilled into it (Figure G.3, right). Water was then supplied to these
channels from an external pump, which maintained a constant pressure of 1 bar in a reservoir. The
valve controlling the flow from the reservoir to the shell was operated by the same controllers as
the actuation system (section G.2).

G.1.2 Burrowing Environment
The experimental environment for the artificial bivalves was contained in a water tank. We used
a cubic aquarium with an overall side length of 60 cm and a pane thickness of 1 cm. The content
volume was therefore 198.5 l.
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Figure G.3: Cable attachment arms and water channels. A cross section along the sagittal plane
is shown. Water could be supplied to both variants through a tube attached at the top. Water
pumped through the channels was then expelled through the holes along the ventral edge. (a)
fixed arm pair as used in sections B, C and D). (b) Adjustable arm pair used for the modular
valves used in sections E and F. The attachment locations were adjusted by pinning the arms to
different hole pairs. The arms in the picture are pinned to the hole pair 4.

We used de-ionized laboratory water to fill the tank, because we wanted to minimize scales
and because it reduced the corrosion of the aluminium plates. Earlier experiments had been
performed in tap water. In addition to the sediment and the metal parts inside the water tank, an
amount of about 120 l of water was needed to fill the tank.
The area containing the sediment was restricted by two aluminium plates, one vertical and one
horizontal (chapters E and F). The dimensions of the sediment area were 42 cm × 58 cm × 24 cm
(width × length × height, 58.5 l).
As sediment, we used well-rounded sorted quartz sand with grain sizes between 0.7 and
1.2 mm. Note that due to the interaction of the shells with the sediment, the grains were ground,
leading to smaller particles. The sand had a bulk density of 1500 kg/m3 .
To avoid air bubbles and holes in the sediment, we filled it in when it was entirely dry and
added the water afterwards. Another method was to gradually fill in the water and sediment in a
synchronized fashion such that the wet sediment was evenly distributed and free of air and holes.

G.1.3 Actuation
To actuate the shells, we used two LinMot® P01-37x240F/460x660-C linear motors (LinMot) with
the following characteristics: stroke max.: 660 mm, peak force: 8 A or 206 N, force constant:
25.8 N/A, max. velocity: 2.6 m/s, position repeatability: ±0.01 mm.
The motors were vertically mounted outside the water tank and connected to the shell by two
steel cables as described in sections E and F. Carl Stahl® U 8199512 steel cables were used. They
had a diameter of 1.2 mm, or 0.95 mm without coating, a strand configuration of 8 × 19 + 7 ×
7 and a min. breaking load 850 N, (Carl Stahl Technocables)). The cables were connected to the
shells using necklace screws and clevises (E).
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Figure G.4: Strings torn by the sediment. Bursts happened usually where the strings went through
the holes in the bottom plate or close to the shells.

For early experiments (chapters B, C and D), we had used fishing lines ((Rapala Sufix Advanced Superline)) instead of steel cables. Although the breaking load was around 45 kg, which
is beyond the forces generated in the setup, these strings kept tearing (Figure G.4). The reason
were small sand particles entering the holes in the bottom plate and abrading the strings. Torn
strings had to be replaced, which originally had only been possible by removing water, sediment
and bottom plate. Later, we devised the procedure described in Figure G.5. With this, the replacement of a string could be done in about an hour. Nevertheless, a part of the sediment had to
be removed to replace a torn string. After refilling, the sediment was always in a loosened state,
which disturbed the experiments (see section H.2). Other disadvantages of the fishing lines were
creep and the gradual fastening of knots that led to an increased need to recalibrate the starting
position of the shells. The expansion of the strings was found to be 0.1-0.3 mm per burrowing run.
There was also a trade-off for the smoothness of the string surface, because a smoother string was
better to prevent abrasion but worse for robust knots.
The problem of sand particles entering the bottom holes was alleviated for the steel cables by
adding a silicone sheath on top of the bottom holes (section E).

G.2 Motion Control
The linear motors connected to the shells were controlled by LinMot® B1100-GP-HC (LinMot)
controllers. They could be configured and programmed using the software LinMot® Talk 4.3 and
provided PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control and could execute sequence of instructions called the command table. We used the control program shown in Figure G.6 to induce
a burrowing motion similar to the one described in Figure 2.2. The valve controlling the water
expulsion was operated by this program as well (see also section G.1.1).
For an explanation of the control program, see also chapter E. We used two controllers, one for
each motor. They were synchronized by a shared switch to start the execution of the program. The
two controllers essentially executed the same program, up to their individual starting position
and a time lag that delayed the second motor that was connected to the posterior part of the shell.
Thus the motors alternated in pulling to induce the rocking motion.
To employ a natural control scheme mimicking the bivalve retractor muscles, we limited the
pulling force and the step size. A constant force could be applied by setting a constant current,
since the force exerted by the linear motors was proportional to the applied current. In the pulling
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Figure G.5: String guides for the horizontal plate. The fishing lines ran through eyelets as the one
shown in (a). These were put loosely into holes in the bottom plate only held by holders as the
one shown in (b). The bottom side of the plate with inserted and fixed eyelets is shown in (c), the
top side with the protruding axles to which the holders were fixed is shown in (d). A torn string
was replaced by the following procedure: 1) a cylinder wall (a cut PET bottle) was inserted into
the sediment above the hole in the bottom plate through which the torn string had run, 2) the
sediment within the cylinder wall was removed, 3) when turning the axle, the holder unlocked
of the eyelet, which fell into a bucket below the plate and could be retrieved from there, 4) the
new string was put through the eyelet and the rest of the guiding structure of the setup 5) the
eyelet was prevented from gliding off the string by a knot that could only be opened by pulling
the motor end of the string, 6) the shell end of the string was inserted into the hole of the bottom
plate using a needle and a telegripper, 7) the string and because of the knot the eyelet could be
pulled through the hole, 8) the eyelet was fixed by turning the axle, 9) the knot was removed by
pulling the motor string end, 10) the cylinder wall was removed.
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phase of a burrowing step, a constant force was applied until the maximal step size or a time limit
was reached. The pulling phase was followed by a waiting phase in which the current position
was held until the beginning of the next burrowing step.
We tested a number of different controller policies until we decided to use the one described
above. The first policy controlled the position of the linear motors using commands such as ‘Go
to position x’ (see chapter B). This is a standard way to use the motors in industrial settings.
The motors will use PID control to move to the target position using the desired speed and any
available force necessary. The disadvantages of this scheme were: (1) While the given target
positions (step sizes) were followed precisely, the only measurable output parameter to assess
the performance of the shell was force (or current). Since the force was a result of PID control, it
contained high fluctuations and was hard to interpret (e.g. results in chapter B). (2) This type of
motion is unnatural, since bivalves do not have unlimited strength and do not follow a precise
trajectory. We therefore switched to force control policies, where force was controlled and position
(burrowing depth) was the output parameter to assess the burrowing performance.
The first version of force control we tested was using force sensors inserted between the slider
ends and the cables. PID control was then used to keep the signals from the sensors constant
during the pulling phase. This led to a more realistic behaviour. However, we did not find PID
control parameters leading to a satisfying behaviour. The controller was either unstable or too
slow to reach the desired force within the time period of a pulling phase. Also a combination of
first setting a fixed force close to the desired force and then switching to PID control using the
force sensor signal did not remove all oscillations.
After testing several variants, we then finally came up with the controller version shown in
Figure G.6 that applied a fixed force and had two stopping criteria: step size and pulling phase
duration. The disadvantage of this controller was that different friction characteristics of the
motors and sliders led to differences in the tension of the two cables. We therefore calibrated the
applied current to match the resulting tensions in the cables, but since the friction of the sliders

Figure G.6 (following page): Control program (simplified pseudo-code), as used in chapters E
and F. The controllers of the linear motors could execute a command table of a maximum of
31 instructions. Two variables v1 and v2 could be used. The captions on the left denote the
general phases of the program. Variables that were changed for different configurations but were
explicitly set in the control program for an experiment are in italic font. Instructions 1-5 initialized
the program and moved the sliders to their initial positions p, such that that shell was touching
the sediment and the cables were tight. For the posterior motor, the waiting period di included
the lag with respect to the anterior motor. Instruction 6 looped over the burrowing steps (e.g.
n = 15 burrowing steps). Since the number of variables was restricted to two, the counter had to
be saved in instruction 7. Instructions 8-10 turned on and off water expulsion of duration dw by
sending a signal to the valve. Instructions 11-14 retrieved the current position and time and added
the desired limits for step size s and pulling phase duration ds . Instruction 15 switched from PID
control to the application of a constant force F that had been set by instruction 3. Instructions 1619 polled the current position and time to stop the pulling phase once one of the two limits was
reached. For this diagram, instructions 18 and 19 have been omitted. They were necessary on the
“no”-path from instructions 16 and 17 due to technical reasons but did not execute any operation.
Instructions 20-22 turned off the constant force and switch back to PID control to hold the current
position. Instructions 23-24 ensured a consistent step duration. This was necessary because the
pulling phase could be switched off by reaching either the step size or the step duration limit.
Instructions 26-28 retrieved the counter and waited for the duration given by dp for the next
burrowing step. Instructions 29-31 moved the sliders back to their home position and ended the
program.
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depended on the motion speed, it was not possible to achieve an identical behaviour of both
motors. Usually, the tension in the posterior motor was a bit higher.
In the pause between successive pulling phases, PID control was used to maintain the current position of the shells. As the shell went deeper into the sediment, the tension in the cables
increased so that an increasing force was necessary to hold the position in the waiting phases.
Once this tension reached the level of the fixed pulling force, the shell did not move anymore. See
chapter E for a discussion of this problem.

G.3 Experiments
G.3.1 Reproducibility
To unambiguously attribute a difference in burrowing performance to a difference in a factor of
interest, all other factors – the shell model, the environment and the motion pattern – should be
exactly the same for each experiment. In this section, factors that might have an influence on the
burrowing process are listed together with our procedure to control them, if any.

Sediment State
It is obviously impossible to return to a state where the whole set of sand grains attain the same
position and orientation as in a previous experiment. Nevertheless, the state of the sediment
should be controlled as precisely as possible to achieve reproducible results. A rough measure for
the compaction of the sediment can be gained by placing a weighted stick on the sediment surface
and see how far it sinks in. Even when only considering this rough estimation of the sediment
state, we could not achieve a satisfactory sediment standardisation, see section 3.2.
The finally used procedure was manually pressing a metal plate on the sediment surface to
compact the sediment and to then slide a metal stripe along two metal bars mounted horizontally
at either side of the sediment compartment to establish a sediment surface that was planar and
always at the same height level.
We had also tried the following methods to control the sediment state (see Figure G.7):
Loosening with a rake The first procedure was to loosen the sediment by stirring it with a rake.
The rake was attached by strings to a bar above the sediment compartment to make sure
that its reach was constant. Nevertheless, the burrowing depths were very sensitive to how
deeply the sediment was loosened (see Figure H.5). Also, we anticipated more significant
results for water expulsion in compacted sediment. We therefore switched from loosening
to compacting methods.
Compacting with a vibrating plate We tested a plate that could be placed on the sediment surfaces and vibrated using an electric motor rotating an excentric weight. However, this did
not have any measurable influence on the sediment. Also adding thin walls to the plate that
were inserted into the sediment did not change this result.
Compacting with a cylinder wall In tests with a round plastic bucket we had found that shaking
it by rotational oscillation around its vertical axis was well suited to compact the sediment.
We therefore tested a cylinder wall inserted into the sediment of the setup and manually
shaken in the same manner. However, rotating the cylinder wall did not lead to more stable
sediment conditions but introduced rotational jamming patterns into the sediment and also
rotated the cables, resulting in a twisted motion of the shells during the burrowing process.
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Waiting While small particles suspended in the water sink to the ground within hours or days,
there are only minor events of collapsing cavities in the sediment if there is no interaction
over a longer period of time. The compaction state does not substantially change, therefore
waiting was not a valid option as a standardization technique. (Losert et al., 2000)

Starting position and orientation
The starting orientation of the shells was always upright and was held until the start of the burrowing process by the water supply tube (see E). The starting position was calibrated (i.e. the
parameter p of the control program in Figure G.6 was adjusted for both motors) at the beginning
of each experiment set (steel cables) or set of repetitions (fishing lines) such that the lowest point
of the shell was touching the sediment surface. This was done using a metal bar placed on the
bars mounted at the sediment compartment walls, with a precision of about 1 mm.

Temperature
We did not control water temperature, because we did not assume it had any significant effect.
However, it often changed considerably during an experiment series due to friction and to the
absorption of body heat during manual interaction with the shells.

Water Level
We did not control the water level, except that we made sure that the shell was completely covered by water at all times during an experiment. The water level and thus the pressure in the
sediment compartment could theoretically influence the burrowing process. Evaporation and the
transport of water out of the tank by manual interaction made it necessary to replace the lost
water regularly. Also, water expulsion increased the water level within the sediment compartment relative to the water level outside the compartment, where the water was sucked out by the
pump. It took a few hours until the levels were balanced again.

G.3.2 Measurements
To assess the result of an experiment, two kinds of sensors were used: position sensors and force
sensors. To measure the position, the internal sensors of the linear motors were used that measure
the current position of the sliders very precisely ( 1 mm). To measure the applied force, force
sensors were inserted between the slider ends and the cables. We used ME-Meßsysteme GmbH
KD40S sensors with a nominal force range of ±500 N. The signals of the two position and two
force sensors were collected by a National Instruments™ (NI) compactDAQ (data acquisition)
device (National Instruments compactDAQ) and recorded using an NI LabView™2011 (National
Instruments LabView) program on a computer. The recorded data for one burrowing run was
therefore a sequence of 5-tuples containing a timestamp, the current position of both sliders and
the current force measured by the force sensors. The sampling rate was 1613 Hz.
In earlier experiments (including those reported in chapter C), we had used an RS232 connection directly from the motor controllers to a computer to record the data internally measured in
the motors. These were the current position and current. The current could be translated into
pulling force by multiplication with the force factor and adding the slider weight. This did not
work well due to the slow and asynchronous serial communication. Replacing this connection by
the NI cDAQ system brought the following advantages: 1) no invalid data (loss of information),
2) regular sampling, 3) higher sampling rate (1613Hz vs. 10–100Hz), 4) synchronization of both
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Figure G.7: Sediment standardisation techniques. (a) Rake used to stir the sediment. (b) Vibrating
plate with walls. (c) Cylinder wall for rotational shaking. (d) The same cylinder wall inserted into
the sediment. (e) The plate finally used.
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motors. There was one disadvantage: it was not possible to record the current, because this signal
could not be output from the controllers. It would have been possible to record this signal by
using the old RS232 connection in parallel to the cDAQ. However, this would have undone some
of the advantages of the new measurement system.
The measurements recorded from the position and force sensors were limited in two ways.
First, they did not collect rich information about the burrowing process, such as the orientation of
the shell, but only one-dimensional depth values. Second, the sensors did only indirectly measure
the state of the shell. Due to the deformation of the setup and the cables under tension, the slider
position systematically overestimated the true burrowing depth. To test the size of this effect, we
added a scale onto the water supply tube to manually measure the displacement of the shell. See
Figure H.3 for a comparison of the two depth measurements. Since the mapping of burrowing
depth to cable tension and from cable tension to overestimation error is monotonous, we consider
relative comparisons between burrowing depths of different experiments still valid. However,
when comparing results on burrowing depth and absolute dimensions such as shell sizes, this
overestimation error should be kept in mind.

G.3.3 Data collection and evaluation
A standard experiment was executed according to the following protocol:
1. Edit the motion parameters and choose the shell according to the goal of the experiment
2. Attach the shell to the cables and water supply tube and calibrate the starting position
3. Return the sediment into its standard state (following the procedure described in section G.3.1
4. Start the measurement
5. Execute the control program to perform a burrowing run
6. Stop the measurement
7. Repeat steps 3-6 until enough data is collected (usually 10 repetitions)
The collected data was cut before the first and after the last burrowing step. The repeated
burrowing runs using the same configuration were synchronized to start at the same location.
Average curves for depth as a function of time were then computed by first averaging over the
anterior and posterior motor and then computing the median over all repetitions (cf. plots in
section H. The final burrowing depth was defined as the latest value of this average depth curve.
In this thesis “burrowing performance” is usually used as a synonym of “final median burrowing
depth”.
The term “experiment” is used to denote series of repeated burrowing runs (often called “repetitions”) with identical parameter settings. Several experiments performed in a row used to
compare different parameter settings are called “experiment set” or “experiment series” in this
thesis. Any p-values given in the results were computed using a Wilcoxon ranksum test and
assessing the difference between two experiments.

Appendix H

Additional results
This chapter reports additional experimental results not described in chapters B–F. While chapters
E and F focus on the influence of the shell morphology, this chapter focuses on the influence of
burrowing motion. Also, more results about the details of the burrowing process are provided.
We distinguish parameters that define the shell morphology (spatial or static parameters) from
parameters that define the burrowing motion (temporal or dynamic parameters). This separation
cannot be done in a strict way, because some parameters influence both morphology and motion
pattern. For example, the location of cable attachment at the shell is a morphological parameter,
but directly influences the rocking motion, since more distant attachment locations increase the
rotation during the rocking motion. Also, the amount of water that natural bivalves can expel
depends on their morphology (volume enclosed by the valves). But also dynamic aspects such as
the timing of valve adduction and subsequent foot retraction are important.
As described in section G.3.2, we measured the slider positions and the pulling forces for each
experiment. For evaluation, the curve of these values as a function of time may be analysed.
Often, we reduce all repetitions of an experiment to one value giving the median final burrowing
depth.
Because of the fluctuations of the sediment (section G.3.1), it is sometimes difficult to separate the effect of shell morphology or motion pattern from random effects. In some cases, we
employed simple calculations to correct the data, i.e. to remove part of the error introduced by
sediment fluctuations. These computations are always clearly declared. In all other cases, the
original data was used.

H.1 Characteristics of the Burrowing Process
Figure H.1 shows the course of a typical burrowing run. If force control is used (section G.2),
the steps become smaller with increasing depth like in real bivalves. There usually is a point at
which the step size abruptly becomes almost zero (at 15 s in Figure H.1a). The reason for this
transition probably is the force accumulation caused by the controller, as discussed in E. We also
saw that alternative force controllers did remove the abrupt transition but not the existence of the
saturation in general. They led to a similar final burrowing depth.
Figures H.1c andH.1d show example depth and force curves for the case of position control.
Here, the step size was constant. Also note that the duration of the steps was constant. This is
due to the fixed schedule of the control program.
We used fishing lines in early experiments and steel cables in later experiments. Figure H.2
shows a comparison of the two variants. The transition to vanishing step sizes is sharper for
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Figure H.1: Depth and force curves. These plots visualize a typical burrowing run, showing
burrowing depth and force as functions of time. (a) Depth curve. This plot shows the burrowing
depth (slider position) as a function of time. 15 burrowing steps were performed. They can be
clearly seen as steps in the curves. As in natural bivalves, the step size continuously decreased
as the resistance of the sediment increased the deeper the shell penetrated. As was often the
case, the posterior motor ended at a slightly higher depth than the anterior motor. The shown
data is from the evaluation of shell 5 in the morphological evolution (chapter F). (b) Force curve.
This plot shows the pulling force (as measured by the force sensors at the end of the sliders)
as a function of time. It can be seen that the peaks in the pulling phases become stronger as
the resistance increases. As described in section G.2, the same constant force was applied in
each step. However, the force measured by the sensors and plotted here does not exhibit equal
peaks. This is because in the early steps, the maximal step size is reached very quickly, such that
the pulling force is switched off before the tension in the cables reaches its maximum. In the
saturation phase (starting at 15 s), there are peaks in the other direction. They are caused by the
high tension in the strings pulling the sliders upwards, decreasing tension, before the PID control
stabilizes their position. (c) Depth curve with position control. The steps do all have equal sizes.
The irregularities in the plot are due to the suboptimal data acquisition (see section G.3.2). This
experiment was still done with sediment standardization by loosening and fishing lines. (d) Force
curve with position control. This force was not measured by the force sensors but computed from
the current applied by the motor (by multiplication with the force factor 25.8 N/A and adding the
slider weights of 17.3 N).
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Figure H.2: String comparison. Fishing lines and steel cables led to a similar burrowing behaviour.
The only difference was that fishing lines continued to expand throughout the burrowing run,
while steel cables transitioned more abruptly to a fully saturated state. The data shown is from
the first repetition of the first experiment in Figures H.7a (fishing lines) and H.7b (steel cables).

steel cables than for fishing lines. The reason is probably that the fishing lines expand more with
increasing tension, while the shells do not actually move deeper.
Due to the expansion of the strings under tension, the slider positions did not exactly measure
the actual burrowing depth of the shells. To test the size of this disparity, we added a scale onto
the water expulsion supply tube and recorded the starting and end position of this tube. The
absolute precision of this measurement is disturbed by lateral and rotational movements of the
shell and may thus be several millimetres. The relative error compared to the other measurements
should not be larger than ±2 mm. A comparison of the two measurements for an experiment with
400 repetitions is shown in Figure H.3.
An important question is how much energy is consumed by burrowing. However, from a
technical setup it is difficult to compute a realistic value comparable to the natural case. Since
we measured position and force Rat a relatively high sample rate of 1613 Hz, energy could be
computed using the formula E = F ds. Figure H.4 shows the plots of two large data sets. Note
that applied force that does not lead to a displacement does not contribute to the energy if it
is computed in this way. Total consumed energy is plotted against the final burrowing depth.
From the slopes an energy consumption of 0.084 J/mm and 0.175 J/mm can be derived. This is
considerably more but still comparable in terms of order of magnitude to the value of 0.021 J/mm
for Ensis directus reported by Winter et al. (2012).
If water expulsion is used, the energy for it would have to be added. However, it is not
straightforward to compute the energy needed to expel water. Using technical data such as power
consumption of the pump or provided pressure would lead to a massive overestimation of the
energy consumed in the natural case.

H.2 Influence of the Environment
Ideally, the sediment would be returned into a standard state that is identical for each burrowing run. However, with the setup we used it was not possible to establish a reasonably similar
state. The sediment therefore introduced a memory effect into each series of experiments. The
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Figure H.3: Slider positions vs. direct manual depth measurements, shown for the data from the
second evolutionary experiment described in section H.4.2. (a) burrowing depth as measured by
the motor sensors based on slider position (blue) and manually measured burrowing depth using
a scale on the water expulsion tube (red). (b) The ratio between the two measurement techniques,
summarized in a boxplot with one box for each individual (10 repetitions). The slider position
was between 2% and 12% bigger than the direct measurement due to string expansion and setup
deformation.

(a)

(b)

Figure H.4: Energy consumption. (a) Consumed energy vs. burrowing depth of the three data
sets in Figure H.7 (blue, green and red, respectively). Parameters of the line (y = Ax + B):
A = 0.084, B = 1.36. (b) Consumed energy vs. burrowing depth of the individuals evaluated in
the morphological evolution (chapter F). Parameters of the line: A = 0.18, B = −2.07.
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performance of a given configuration (set of morphological and motion parameters) was thus
additionally influenced by events of previous experiments such as (1) sediment standardization
process, (2) previous burrowing runs, (3) retrieval of the shell from the previous burrowing runs,
(4) particular events such as the manual retrieval of loose string ends after a string burst. Figure H.5 shows two data sets that illustrate how the sediment state was influenced by different
events.
We found that these events tended to either increase or decrease the compaction of the sediment. From the sediment standardization techniques (point 1 above), described in section G.3.1,
one loosened the sediment, while all others were used to compact the sediment. Burrowing runs
(2) could influence following burrowing runs in both directions, towards more or less compaction.
Small burrowing steps, fast burrowing (short pulling durations and pauses) and small time lags
tended to compact the sediment. Water expulsion and distant attachment sites (larger rotation
angles) tended to loosen the sediment. Retrieval of the shell (3) and of other objects (4) usually
loosened the sediment. Depending on the mixture and strength of the above events, the sediment
was more or less compacted over time.
Figure H.5a shows 60 repeated burrowing runs using the same configuration. It can be seen
that even after these 60 repetitions, the drift of the sediment towards more compaction is not saturating. It has to be assumed that the comparability of two experiments decreases as the number
of burrowing runs performed between them increases (up to a certain limit, since compaction will
not increase endlessly). We found that 10 repetitions was a reasonable compromise between this
effect and a sample size large enough to smooth out short term fluctuations.
As illustrated in the 60 repetitions in Figure H.5a, the drift towards more or less compaction
over a series of similar experiments was often close to linear, except after events (4) that involved
a strong loosening of the sediment.
String bursts could be avoided in later experiments using steel cables instead of fishing lines.
The linear part of the sediment drift was in some experiment series computationally corrected.
To do this, the first experiment of the series was repeated at the end. In the evaluation of the
experiment series, a line was fitted through the first and last experiment. By adding a linear
correction to the data, the line could be made horizontal. This method is illustrated in Figure H.6.
A slightly more complicated method to correct depth data was used in chapter F.
A number of experiments was performed in the setup without water, i.e. in dry sediment. In
the comparison of the dry to the underwater case shown in Figure H.7 the water increased the
burrowing depth by ca. 50%. Wall effects were analysed in chapter E. We did not test different
sediments, i.e. different grain sizes.

H.3 Influence of the Burrowing Motion
H.3.1 Motion parameters
The parameters defining the burrowing motion pattern are shown in Table H.1.
When we were using the fishing lines, we had six of them instead of two. We used them in
pairs and called them the “inner”, “middle” and “outer” string pair. The holes in the bottom plate
were arranged in steps of 2 cm along the width (direction towards and away from the motors) and
1 cm along the length of the water tank. The distances between the holes for the inner, middle and
outer string pair were therefore 22.4 mm, 67.1 mm and 111.8 mm, respectively. The steel strings
were always in the middle hole pair. Their distance at the plate was therefore slightly larger than
the distance between the attachment locations when both arms were in hole 1 (ha = 1 and hb = 1).
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Figure H.5: Memory effect of the sediment. (a) Sediment standardization and drift. The first three
experiments were with BB-radial2 and Fa = Fp = 4.5 A, the last with B-mixed, shown in Figure 2
in chapter E, and Fa = Fp = 3 A. The four segments are sequences of 30, 36, 10 and 60 repetitions. Loosening was used in the second experiment, the first and last three burrowing runs were
done with deep loosening. The difference is clearly visible. Compaction was used in the other
experiments. This chart shows that we still have drift even after 60 repetitions. (b) String bursts.
The plot shows the depth evolution of a first evolutionary experiment, where six generations of
three individuals with 10 repetitions each were performed (6 × 3 × 10 = 180 burrowing runs).
The experiment was performed in dry sediment, fishing lines and using the loosening technique
to standardize the sediment (section G.3.1). The ideal plot would have plateaus of length 10, and
there should not be any connection between the successive experiments except a general trend
towards higher fitness (burrowing depth). There were two string bursts that happened before
the indices 85 and 141 (arrows). The disruption of the experiment due to string retrieval and the
associated loosening of the sediment is clearly visible as an abrupt increase in burrowing depth.
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Figure H.6: Linear depth correction. The plot shows the depth evolution of a series of experiments
(blue). The last experiment (last 10 repetitions) was a repetition of the first experiment (first 10
repetitions). With an ideal sediment standardization, the reached depths of these two experiments
would match. To correct the data, a line may be fitted through the two experiments and used
to linearly correct the data (red). Note that this changes the absolute burrowing depth. The
difference between the median depth of the first and the last experiment in this case is 3.7 mm.
The shells used were B-smooth, B-random, B-radial, B-random and B-smooth (see chapter E), the
forces Fa = Fp = 4 A.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Variable
ha
hp
Fa
Fp
s
ds
dw
dp
l
n

Range/Unit
[1..9]
[1..9]
[A] or [N]
[A] or [N]
[mm]
[ms]
[ms]
[ms]
[ms]
IN

Parameter description
anterior attachment location
posterior attachment location
pulling force anterior motor
pulling force posterior motor
step size limit
pulling phase duration limit
water expulsion duration
waiting phase (pause) duration
lag between the motors
number of burrowing steps

Table H.1: Parameters to define the burrowing motion. The default values we used for many
experiments were ha = 5, hp = 5, Fa = 5 A, Fp = 4.6 A, s = 5 mm, ds = 400 ms, dw = 500 ms (if
used), dp = 1000 ms, l = 200 ms and n = 15. Deviating values are explicitly given in the Figure
captions. Parameters 1 and 2 determine the cable attachment location in terms of the hole number
defined in Figure G.3. Parameters 3-10 are directly used in the program shown in Figure G.6.
The force was set in the controllers in Ampère A. Using the force constant 25.8 N/A, a force in
Newton can be computed. The force measured by the force sensors was usually higher because
of the additional slider weight and the dynamics of the actuation system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure H.7: Effects of different parameters and the sediment. The same sequence of experiments
was done three times: (a) in dry sediment and with fishing lines, (b) in dry sediment and with
steel cables and (c) in water and with steel cables. The other parameters used were: Test-shell
(experiments 1-8), BB-smooth (9-10), BB-radial2 (11), no water expulsion, Fa = 2.6 A, Fp = 2.8 A,
the number of steps and the step sizes were sequentially set to the values (n = 15, s = 5 mm),
(35, 1 mm), (12, 10 mm), (15, 5 mm), (25, 2 mm), (15, 5 mm), (15, 5 mm), and (15, 10 mm) for the
remaining experiments. Lag and pause were l = 200 ms and dp = 1000 ms except for experiment
5, where (20 ms, 0 ms) was used. In experiments 7,8 and 10, the cables were crossed. In the case
of the fishing lines, the inner string pair was used for experiments 1-5 and the outer string pair for
the other experiments. The overall burrowing depth in the first experiment was 35.6 ± 6.0 mm, in
the second experiment 37.8 ± 2.7 mm and in the third experiment 54.7 ± 7.2 mm. The first is an
increase by 6%, the second by 45%. The difference in the first case is significant with a p-value of
2e-004, in the second case with a p-value of 5e-039 (Wilcoxon ranksum test).
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Figure H.8: Effect of the pulling force. Burrowing depths at different forces in dry sediment.
Test-shell. ds = 500 ms.

H.3.2 Pulling Force
Figure H.8 shows the result of an experiment testing different forces in dry sediment. In the
measured interval, the relation was linear, i.e. the burrowing depth reached was proportional to
the applied force. The highest of the applied forces, 5.6 A resulted in a measured peak tension in
the cables of 245 N. Tensions in this region tended to damage the glass panes of the setup. We
therefore kept the applied forces below 5 A or 200 N.
An experiment in water and also considering the shell size was reported in chapter E.

H.3.3 String Attachment Location
This morphological change also influences the burrowing motion, because closer string attachment locations lead to a smaller rocking motion.
The first shells that were used before the modular version with the central metal disc had
just one standard metal piece to attach the strings (Figure G.3a). The attachment location was
therefore the same for all shells. To test different angles at which the pulling force is applied to the
shell, we therefore performed experiments with crossed strings. This means that we turned the
shell by 180◦ around its vertical axis, without re-attaching the strings. The motors swapped their
role as anterior and posterior retractor. The results of these experiments are shown in sections C
and D.
Using the central metal disc, the attachment locations could be changed by pinning the arms
to different holes, see Figure G.3b. Figure H.9 shows the results of an experiment testing the
difference between hole 1 and hole 9 of the disc, i.e. between the closest and the most distant
attachment locations.
The different angles of the cables were considered for the experiments, i.e. the pulling force
was slightly increased in the case of hole 9 to ensure the same magnitude of pulling force pointing downwards. However, the friction of the cables in the sediment were not accounted for in the
experiment. We therefore did a second experiment where we attached a thin metal strip to the cables instead of the shell. It had holes with the same distances as the attachment arms. Figure H.9b
shows the difference in pulling force needed to pull the strip to the same depth. The difference
was similar to the difference measured in the previous experiment between the holes 1 and 9. The
difference measured between the two holes may therefore be due to the cable friction.
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Figure H.9: Effect of the attachment location. (a) B-mixed, ha and hp varied as indicated (p-value
= 1e-019, 16.9% increase), Fa = Fp = 3.5 A, no water expulsion, dp = 1000 ms, l = 200 ms.
Starting position and pulling forces are adapted according to the used attachment sites. Lag
varied as indicated. (p-value = 0.40). (b) Forces necessary to pull down only the strings and
a small horizontal aluminium strip. The aluminium strip had holes at distances of 16 mm and
64 mm (according to holes 9 and 1 of the metal disc attachment arms). Repetitions: 10, 10, 11,
10, 10 and 10. The holes with distance 64 mm were used in the experiments 1, 2, 5 and 6, the
holes with distance 16 mm in the experiments 3 and 4. A pulling speed of 0.1 m/s was used in the
experiments 1, 3 and 5, a pulling speed of 0.01 m/s in experiments 2, 4 and 6. There was a quite
strong compaction during the first experiments. When considering experiments 3-6, the smaller
distance increased the necessary force by 11.9% (faster speed) and 14.2% (slower speed).
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Figure H.10: Effect of the step size. B-natural, Fa = Fp = 4 A, s = 5 mm in the first experiment
and s = 15 mm in the second experiment, 10 and 9 repetitions were done. The difference between
the step sizes is not significant (p = 0.1186).

H.3.4 Step Size
Larger burrowing steps tended to have a positive effect on burrowing performance, see Figure H.7. However, the results were not conclusive. Figure H.10 shows two experiments using
B-natural (see picture of the shells in chapter E) with two different step sizes. Though the different step sizes led to a different burrowing speed, the final depth was not significantly different.
The actually performed step sizes were larger than the programmed maximal step size due to
the time it took for the PID control to stop the sliders. The overshoot was up to about 70% in the
experiment shown in Figure H.5b (fishing lines).

H.3.5 Timing
Figure H.11 shows the result of an experiment testing varying values for the lag between the
motors. Note the two very different results for the experiments with the value 400 ms. This again
illustrates the difficulties with the sediment as discussed in section H.2.
There is a trade-off between a doubled force and the rocking motion. A lag of 0 ms means that
both motors pulled synchronously for a pulling duration of 400 ms, doubling the pulling force
with respect to just one motor. A lag of 400 ms means that the posterior motor started pulling at
the moment when the anterior motor stopped pulling, leading to a “strict” rocking motion. An
intermediate lag of 200 ms led to an overlap of 200 ms, where both motors were pulling but still
resulted in a rocking motion.
We did not find any connection of the burrowing performance with the pause duration.

H.3.6 Water Expulsion
The effect of water expulsion of varying duration is shown in Figure H.12. Longer water expulsion tended to have a positive effect on burrowing performance, although there seemed to be a
maximum from which a longer duration was counterproductive.
The water expulsion holes were bigger in the first shells used in chapter B, which may explain
the stronger results there. Later, we reduced the size of the holes to smaller diameters than the
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lag l was 0 ms in experiments 1, 5 and 7; 200 ms in experiments 2 and 4; and 400 ms in experiments
3 and 6. A linear depth correction of 7.4 mm was done. Note the large difference between the two
experiments with l = 400 ms.
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Figure H.12: Effect of water expulsion. (a) B-mixed, fa = fp = 3 A. (b) BB-radial2, fa = fp = 5 A.
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Figure H.13: Amount of water expelled. The central metal disc was put into a bucket while
a reduced burrowing experiment with 15 burrowing steps was executed. The amount of water
expelled was weighed after each step. The precision of the scales was 1 g. The amount of expelled
water was smaller but still comparable to the volume of the shells. A shell had a volume between
30 cm3 (B-smooth6) and 150 cm3 (B-natural).

grains to avoid congestion in the tubes. Figure H.13 shows the amount of water expelled through
the channels of the metal disc.

H.4 Artificial Evolution
The setup was used to perform evolutionary experiments. Because of the very large difference
in terms of effort and resources, we divided the parameters into morphological parameters and
parameters determining the motion pattern. The morphology of the shell could be changed by
generating a new geometry using the desired parameters and the mathematical model and printing it with the 3D printer (chapter F). Due to the relatively large effort to print shells for each new
morphology, we only performed one experiment evolving the shell morphology. It is described
in chapter F.
We also performed three evolutionary experiments only changing the motion pattern, i.e. using the same shell, B-smooth, throughout the experiment. The first one was a test; the resulting
depth evolution curve is shown in Figure H.5b. The results of the other two experiments are
reported in the next two sections.
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Figure H.14: Fitness and mutation rate of the first evolutionary experiment. (a) This plot shows
the evolution of the fitness. Fitness is plotted against the generation. The light shaded area covers
the fitness values of all individuals (4 per generation), the dark shaded area of those selected (2
per generation). The dark line follows the best individual. (b) Plot of the mutation rate. We
stopped the experiment after it became very small (0.01).

H.4.1 Motion pattern evolution 1
In the first evolutionary experiment to evolve the motion pattern the genome contained eight
values. Seven were encoding motion parameters and the eighth encoded the mutation rate. The
encoded parameters were (1) water expulsion duration dw , 0–1000 ms, (2) maximal step size s, 1–
10 mm, (3) maximal step duration ds , 100–1000 ms, (4) pause duration dp , 0–1000 ms, (5) time lag
of the posterior with respect to the anterior motor l, 0–1000 mm], (6) anterior hole index ha ∈ [1..9],
and (7) posterior hole index hp ∈ [1..9] (see table H.1). The values on the genome were in the
range [0, 1] and were linearly mapped onto the ranges of the parameters. To compute the lag, the
maximal step duration was multiplied by the value on the genome for the lag to ensure that the
pulling phase of the posterior motor did not start later than at the end of the pulling phase of the
anterior motor. The number of steps was computed from the step size by another linear map with
the end points (1 mm, 50 steps) and (10 mm, 10 steps).
A (2, 4)-ES (evolution strategy) was used. From the best two individuals from the last generation, four children were produced by mutating each parent once and by using uniform crossover
and mutation to generate another two children. Selection was done on the children only (“,”strategy instead of “+”-strategy). The mutation rate was initialized with 0.1 in the first generation
and then adapted before each mutation. The final burrowing depth was used as fitness. For a
more detailed description of how we performed evolutionary experiments, see chapter F.
Figure H.14a shows the resulting fitness curve over the generations. The experiment was
stopped after 15 generations, when the mutation rate became small (Figure H.14b). In this time
the fitness values increased from 86 mm to 98 mm, i.e. by 12 mm. Ranges of the 10 repetitions
reached from 2 mm to 15 mm, i.e. the noise of the sediment had the same size as the overall
increase in fitness.
Figure H.15 shows how the parameters changed over the generations. Often, the values
tended towards extreme values in a scale. The water expulsion duration increased to the maximum value of 1 s. The maximal step size increased but did not settle around the maximum of
10 mm but around 7 mm. The step duration dropped towards the minimum of 100 ms. This is un-
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Variable
dw
ha
ds
l
s
n
hp
dp

p-value
1e-06
1e-06
2e-06
2e-05
3e-05
4e-05
0.009
0.09

r
0.59
-0.59
-0.58
-0.53
0.52
-0.51
-0.34
-0.22

Table H.2: Correlations (Pearson) of the motion parameters (Table H.1) with fitness. The p-values
and the correlation coefficients r are given.

expected, since one would assume that longer pulling phases increase the burrowing depth. The
break at the end of a burrowing step tended towards 0 ms. This combination of minimal durations (short pulling phase, short pause) led to an almost uninterrupted water expulsion, because
the closing of the valve was slightly delayed, before it was opened almost immediately for the
next step. The lag tended towards 0 ms, the attachment hole indices towards 1, meaning a larger
distance between the attachment arms.
Table H.2 lists the correlations of the eight parameters with the fitness (burrowing depth). All
correlations except the last (dp ) are significant on an α = 0.05 significance level. The influence of
the water expulsion duration was most significant.

H.4.2 Motion pattern evolution 2
Due to the almost uninterrupted water expulsion resulting in the previous evolution experiment,
a second experiment was performed without water expulsion. The same parameters were used
except the water expulsion duration dw . The ranges were the same as well, except for the number
of burrowing steps. After two generations, the maximal number of steps was increased from 50
to 60, because 50 steps were not enough to reach saturation in the burrowing depth.
As initial population, four instead of two individuals were used. In contrast to the previous
experiment, efficiency was used as fitness. It was computed by dividing the burrowing depth by
the energy consumed for the burrowing (see section H.1). All other parameters were the same as
in the previous evolutionary experiment.
Figure H.16 shows how the fitness, the burrowing depth and the mutation rate changed over
the generations. Note the drop in fitness after generation 2. This is due to the change in parameterization from a maximum of 50 burrowing steps to 60 burrowing steps. Because the burrowing
efficiency decreased towards the end of a burrowing run, the overall fitness decreased as well,
so that the best fitness in generation 2 was never reached again in later generations. Also, in the
ratio between burrowing depth and consumed energy, an increase in burrowing depth was more
than compensated by the increase in energy to reach that depth. The fitness function therefore
turned out to be a bad choice. We computed the correlations of all parameters with fitness and
with burrowing depth. None of them was significant on an α = 0.05 significance level.
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Figure H.16: Fitness, depth and mutation rate of the second evolutionary experiment. (a) This
plot shows the evolution of the fitness. Fitness is plotted against the generation. The light shaded
area covers the fitness values of all individuals (4 per generation), the dark shaded area of those
selected (2 per generation). The dark line follows the best individual. (b) Burrowing depth over
the generations. (c) Plot of the mutation rate over the generations.
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H.4.3 Influence of the Shell Size1
This section is taken from an earlier draft of the article in chapter E. It was not part of the published
version. Originally, it complemented the experiment about the influence of the cross-sectional
area of the shell. This section is coauthored by Juan Pablo Carbajal.
In a second, similar experiment, the size of a shell was not defined as cross-sectional area
perpendicular to the burrowing direction but by scale. Again, the burrowing depth under a given
pulling force should inversely correlate with size. However, since a larger shell does also provide
more space for a larger animal and therefore larger muscles, different shell sizes should be studied
together with varying pulling forces.
We therefore generated two shells of the same shape but of different scales: B-smooth9 had
a height of 92 mm, B-smooth6 of 61 mm, i.e. the first shell was 1.5 times bigger than the second
shell. Note that the central metal disc was the same for both shells, i.e. the length of the levers of
the cable attachment arms did not change. We then tested both shells at four different force levels
separated by the same factor of 1.5.
The results are shown in figure H.17. In addition to the absolute burrowing depths, also the
relative burrowing depths are given. These were computed by dividing the absolute burrowing
depths by the heights of the shells (diameter along the burrowing direction). It can be seen immediately, that the smaller shell consistently reached larger depths when using the same pulling
force. The abscissae in the plots show the measured maximal pulling forces. The forces were generated with currents sent to the motors separated by a factor of 1.5. Because of the deformation
of the set-up, the factors between the measured forces are [1.4, 1.4, 1.5] starting from the smallest
force. Considering this, the big shell needed a pulling force ≈ 1.4 times higher to reach the same
absolute depth as the small shell. It needed a pulling force ≈ 2.7 times higher to reach the same
relative depth.
The variation between shell shapes was excluded in the experiments using B-smooth6 and
B-smooth9. Still, the bigger shell required bigger forces than the smaller shell to reach the same
absolute depth (figure H.17), which is in agreement with the previous results. However, this case
is more interesting, since it allows a more detailed analysis of the size aspect.
Consider two opposing effects: on one hand, a bigger shell volume increases the resistance
of the sediment to penetration and therefore reduces the burrowing depth; on the other hand,
a bigger body volume allows bigger muscles and therefore bigger maximal retraction forces for
digging. The question is which effect is stronger. Assume that maximal muscle force (F ) increases
proportionally to the cross-sectional area (A) of the muscle, i.e. F ∝ A. For the muscle forces
produced by two shells, where one is a scaled version of the other with scale factor r, we get
Ab
Fb
∝
∝ r2 ,
Fs
As
since their areas scale with the square of the length scaling factor (subindices b and s standing for
big and small, respectively). In our case r was 1.5, leading to a theoretical muscular strength in the
big shell 1.52 = 2.25 times higher than in the small shell. Figure H.17 shows that the bigger shell
consistently required a force approximately 1.4 times bigger to reach the same absolute depth,
and a force approximately 2.7 times bigger to reach the same relative depth. According to these
results, bigger shells are better to reach a larger absolute depth, while smaller shells may be better
to reach a larger relative burrowing depth. One may argue that relative depth is more important,
since it measures how well a bivalve can hide in the sediment. However, larger bivalves may be
better protected by their size and strength.
The findings of Stanley (1970, pp. 71, 165) suggest that the smaller juvenile venerids normally
live at greater relative or even absolute depths than the bigger adults. While our results offer an
1 Coauthored

by Juan Pablo Carbajal
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Figure H.17: Burrowing depth dependent on shell scale and pulling force. (a) Burrowing depths
reached of two shells of identical shape but different scale, B-smooth6 and B-smooth9, for different pulling forces. (b) The same plot but showing relative burrowing depth instead of absolute
burrowing depth. The relative burrowing depth was computed by dividing the absolute burrowing depth by the height (diameter in burrowing direction) of the respective shell (61 mm for
B-smooth6 and 92 mm for B-smooth9). The numbers on the black lines indicate the factors between the different pulling forces for the two shells to reach a comparable burrowing depth. For
each point, 20 repetitions were performed. The data was linearly shifted for this plot as described
at the beginning of section ??. In this way, a gradual drift of the sediment towards more compaction was compensated. The discrepancy between first and last experiment in this case was
3 mm.
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explanation for a greater relative depth, a greater absolute depth of juveniles may indicate that
adults do not use their potential to go deeper although they could. If this turns out to be the case,
burrowing depth may not be the most relevant trait for selection and shell morphology may be
selected under other criteria, e.g. efficiency of burrowing (force per unit length) or holding grip
force.
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SNF Application Summary
This research was funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF). The next page shows
the summary of the research project application.
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Peter Eggenberger Hotz and Wolfgang Schatz: From Morphology to Functionality – A Simulation of Bivalve Burrowing

2.1. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PLAN
Goal
To functionally correlate bivalve (shell) forms and (shell) sculptures with sediment types and burrowing techniques, evolutionary computation, robotics, paleontology, neontology, and sedimentology are combined to develop a burrowing simulation as
well as an autonomously burrowing robot.
Background
Under the direction of Pfeifer, the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the University of Zurich acquired knowledge in the
development of different kinds of robotic applications and the simulation of real-world processes. In the field of evolutionary
computation, Eggenberger further investigated biological mechanisms that enable a modular robotic system to assemble and
repair itself. In paleontology, Schatz was able to provide new insights into taphonomy, morphology, numeric systematics,
biostratigraphy, paleobiogeography, paleoecology, and evolution of Mesozoic mollusks. One focus of his research lay on the
interaction of functionality and morphogenesis of mollusk shells, shell structures and environment. Eggenberger and Schatz
have established a successful collaboration between evolutionary computation and paleontology by elaborating a morphogenesis simulation. They gathered experience in dealing with the modeling of a (fossil) organism, the physical modeling of a
granular medium, and a genetic regulatory network, whose parameters are evolved by an artificial evolutionary system and
control modeled cellular mechanisms. This collaboration has improved our understanding of evolutionary processes, optimized computer simulations in the field of genetic regulatory networks, and yielded the possibly first metazoan sexual dimorphism in the history of life.
Project summary
The knowledge acquired in the previous collaboration is transferred to the development of a bivalve burrowing simulation and
an autonomously burrowing robot. The burrowing simulation consists of models of recent and fossil bivalve species, a model
of a granular medium (sandy sediment), a model of the bivalve-sediment interactions, and a burrowing simulation controlled
by a genetic regulatory network and evolved by an artificial evolutionary system. The autonomously burrowing robot is used
to test the physical adequacy of the bivalve-sediment-interaction model and to calibrate its physical properties. After testing
the biological significance of the burrowing simulation, we investigate the functional correlations between (shell) forms and
(shell) sculptures with sediment types and burrowing techniques. The resulting correlations are then used to investigate the
paleoecology of the modeled fossil bivalve species based on their shell morphologies.
Importance
Models of bivalve shells and sandy sediments as well as burrowing robots exist already – but have never been combined. The
models of bivalve shells so far focus on morphogenesis, ontogeny, and pigmentation patterns. The burrowing robots are used
to investigate the influence of the shell morphology on burrowing. In this project, we propose to increase the complexity of
these different jigsaw pieces and to combine them in an integral whole. By combining the modeled bivalves with the modeled
sandy sediment generating a bivalve-sediment-interaction model, by testing its physical adequacy, and by calibrating its the
physical properties by using real-world data acquired using an autonomously burrowing robot, the reciprocal coherence of the
model and the real world could be investigated. Finally, we will be able to investigate the functional interaction between
(shell) sculptures, sediment types, and burrowing techniques by using the burrowing simulation. This will broaden our understanding of shell functionality and (paleo-) eocology of bivalves and of burrowing organisms in general. By investigating the
functionality of aberrant shell forms and sculptures of extinct species, we could extend the field of bionics. In addition, geologists gain a tool to bypass diagenetical shortcomings of sediments (e.g. sorting processes, particle solutions, compaction,
cementation) and to reconstruct the primary sediment conditions (e.g. water saturation, grade of compaction) of lithological
units bearing endobenthic fossils. We expect that the investigated effects of different shell forms and sculptures on moving the
shell through the sediment and anchoring the shell in the sediment could obtain importance in engineering by yielding new
insights into drilling and anchoring in soft sediments. For evolutionary computation, this type of interdisciplinary collaboration will lead to a refinement of the methods used in artificial evolution, especially in the subfield of embryogenic evolution.
By validating the biological significance of the simulations in artificial evolution with real-world data found in recent as well
as fossil bivalve species, the current embryogenic methods will be improved. Further, the collaboration with specialists in
natural evolution will give an important feedback for the improvement of control methods of modular robots. Based on the
results generated in this project, further projects could focus on the evolutionary constraints the bivalves faced in phylogeny or
the matching of trace and body fossils.
Keywords and phrases
Evolutionary computation, robotics, paleontology, neontology, sedimentology, burrowing sculptures, experimental biology,
biomechanics, interdisciplinarity, functionality, morphology, autonomously burrowing robots, models of bivalves, hard parts,
soft parts, model of a well sorted quartz sand, burrowing simulation, genetic regulatory network, artificial evolutionary system, functional correlation of (shell) forms and (shell) sculptures with sediment types and burrowing techniques
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